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Abstract
Girard’s Light linear logic (LLL) characterized polynomial time in the proof-as-program paradigm
with a bound on cut elimination. This logic relied on a stratification principle and a ”one-door” principle
which were generalized later respectively in the systems L4 and L3a. Each system was brought with its
own complex proof of Ptime soundness. In this paper we propose a broad sufficient criterion for Ptime
soundness for linear logic subsystems, based on the study of paths inside the proof-nets, which factorizes
proofs of soundness of existing systems and may be used for future systems. As an additional gain, our
bound stands for any reduction strategy whereas most bounds in the literature only stand for a particular
strategy.
1 Introduction
Implicit computational complexity For decades, computer scientists have tried to characterize complex-
ity classes by restricting syntactically models of computation. This effort is known as implicit computational
complexity. The main application is to achieve automated certification of a program complexity. Some
consider also other goals for implicit computational complexity: to understand the root of complexity, as
suggested by Dal Lago [8] or to create polytime mathematics, as suggested by Girard [17].
There are different approaches to implicit complexity, corresponding to different models of computation:
restriction of recursion [7, 5, 24], interpretation methods [6], type systems [1, 20], restriction of linear logic [22,
18, 17, 10]. One of the interests of the linear logic approach is the possibility to quantify over types (second
order quantifiers). This allows, for example, to write a sorting algorithm which can be applied to any type
of data, as soon as a comparison function is given. A milestone in that field was the creation of Light
Linear Logic (LLL) by Girard [17] which characterizes polynomial time (Ptime). In the following study, we
were mainly interested by systems based on LLL characterizing Ptime, with the perspective of automated
inference of complexity bounds as a final goal.
Proofs as programs In the linear logic approach, the programs are proofs of linear logic formulae and the
execution of programs is done by the elimination of the cut rule in the proof [13, 15]. Programming in such
a system seems quite unnatural for most people. Fortunately, the proofs-as-programs correspondence [21]
states that a logical system corresponds to a type system for λ-calculus. Thus, we would like to transform
subsystems of linear logic into type systems for λ-calculus such that any typed λ-term reduces to its normal
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form in a number of steps bounded by a polynomial on its size (Ptime soundness). For any Ptime function
φ, such a type system also has to type at least one λ-term computing φ (Ptime extensionnal completeness).
λ-calculus is not used directly as a programming language but functionnal programming languages (such as
Lisp, Haskell or Caml) are based on it. Thus, a type system for λ-calculus characterizing a class can be
seen as a first step towards the creation of a real programming language characterizing the class. Such a
transformation was done on LLL by Baillot and Terui, who transformed the logical system LLL into a type
system DLAL for λ-calculus [4].
Weak and strong bounds A programming language comes with a reduction strategy, which determines
the order of the reduction. For example: do we reduce the arguments before passing them to functions
(call by value) or not (call by name)? We want this strategy to be simple enough to be understood by
programmers. Thus a type system must enforce a polynomial bound for any strategy (strong bound) or at
least for a simple strategy. Complexity bounds are sometimes proved for farfetched strategies, which are
unlikely to be implemented in a real programming language. In this paper, we will prove bounds which do
not depend on the strategy (strong bounds).
Intensional completeness DLAL is extensionnally complete, so for every Ptime function f : N Ñ N,
there exists a λ-term t computing f and typable by DLAL. However, there may be other λ-terms computing
f which are not typable by DLAL. For example, there exists λ-terms computing multiplication but the
shortest λ-term for multiplication on Church unary integers (λm.λn.λf.mpnfq) is not typable. This λ-term
is not a complex term created for the purpose of tricking DLAL. Therefore, it seems that a programming
language based on DLAL would not type some natural Ptime programs. We would like type systems typing
more polynomial programs than DLAL.
Linear logics by levels Several extensions of LLL have been studied, like L4 and its refinement L40 [2]
and L3a [12]. The main novelty in those systems is that stratification and depth are no longer related (see
section 6). Unfortunately, the expressivity gain seems small: no meaningful program separating L4 from
LLL or L40 from L
4 has been found yet. For example, none of those systems contain the proof-net Mult
corresponding to λm.λn.λf.mpnfq. So, it is a small step on the path of expressivity. However these systems
thought new ideas that can help futre progress. It seems it unblocked the situation, by bringing new ideas.
Proving strong polynomial bounds for L4,L40 and L
3
a is thus interesting because it would make type systems
based on these logics possible. Nevertheless, such proofs would be more interesting if the methods used were
general enough to be used on future systems.
Factorizing proofs Indeed, many systems based on linear logic have been defined to characterize several
complexity classes, each system coming with its own soundness proof. Those proofs are often similar, so
it seems we could ease both the search and the understandings of such proofs by factorizing parts of those
proofs. An important progress was made in this direction by Dal Lago with context semantics [8]: he
provided a common method to prove complexity bounds for several systems like ELL, LLL and SLL. Here
we go a step further by designing higher level criteria, based on context semantics. The idea of geometry
of interaction [16] and context semantics is to study the reduction of proof-nets (or λ-terms) by leaving the
proof-net unchanged and analysing instead some paths in it.
Contributions In this paper, we will define a “stratification criterion” and a “dependence control criterion”
on proof-nets. Stratification alone implies a strong elementary bound on cut elimination. If both criteria are
satisfied they imply a strong polynomial time bound. We will then prove that ELL satisfies the stratification
criterion, and that LLL, L4 and L3a satisfy both criteria. This proves strong polynomial bounds L4 and
L3a (for which only weak bounds were previously known). We also prove a strong polynomial bound for L40
thanks to the L4 strong bound.
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Related works In the search for an expressive system for complexity properties, Dal Lago and Gaboardi
have defined the type system dlPCF which can validate all dlPCF programs. Type-checking in dlPCF is
undecidable, but one can imagine restricting dlPCF to a decidable fragment. Their framework can be seen
as a top-down approach. Here we follow instead a bottom-up line of work: we take inspiration from previous
deciable type systems characterizing Ptime and try to relax conditions without losing neither soundess nor
decidability.
Our main tool will be context semantics. Context semantics is related to geometry of interaction [11] and
has first been used to study qualitative properties [19]. In [3], Baillot and Pedicini use geometry of interaction
to characterize elementary time. In [8], Dal Lago adapted context semantics to study quantitative properties
of cut-elimination. From this point of view an advantage of context semantics compared to the syntactic
study of reduction is its genericity: some common results can be proven for different variants of linear logic,
which allows to factor out proofs of complexity results for these various systems. Our framework is slightly
different from Dal Lago’s context semantics. In particular, Dal Lago worked in intuitionnistic linear logic,
and we work in classical linear logic. So the results of [8] can not be directly applied. However most theorems
of [8] have correspondents in our framework, with quite similar proofs.
Many papers on complexity in linear logic work on subsystems of linear logic. Our goal was to define
criteria on full linear logic so that our results would be as reusable as possible. Unfortunately, we had to
get rid off digging. Some other works deal with full linear logic. For example, in [23], Tortora De Falco and
Laurent define a criterion on the elements of the relational model of full linear logic: the obsessional cliques.
Then they show that the linear logic proofs mapped to obsessional cliques are exactly the SLL proofs and
hence Ptime.
Outline In the remaining of this introduction we will give an intuitive understanding of stratification
and dependence control. In section [?], we present linear logic and proof-nets. In section [?], we present
our version of context semantics and prove useful lemmas. The only significant results in this part which
were not in [8] are those on “underlying formulae” (lemmas 4 and 18). Notice also the Dal Lago’s weight
theorem, for which we give a more detailed and formal proof than the original. In sections 4 and 5, we give
our stratification and dependence control conditions and prove that they imply polynomial soundness. In
section 6, we prove strong polynomial bounds for LLL, L4 and L3a (only the first being previously proved).
In section 7, we prove a strong polynomial bound for L40 for which no bound was previously known.
1.1 The roots of complexity
To investigate the roots of complexity, we begin by looking at a famous non-normalizing λ term: t “
pλx.xxqpλy.yyq. It is often said that the cause of this divergence is the fact that x is applied to itself [26].
However the problem seems to be more subtle, because the λ term u “ pλx.xxqpλy.yq normalizes. The
difference seems to be that in t, λy.yy will duplicate itself during reduction, whereas in u, λy.y is applied
to itself without duplication. If we want to control complexity precisely, we will need to make a difference
between self-application and self-duplication. The usual type systems for λ calculus, based on intuitionnistic
logic (Simple typing, System F) can not do this. This is why we will use a type system based on a logic
which controls duplication: linear logic.
While highlighting the difference between self-application and self-duplication, this example was not
really convincing. Indeed System F already accepts pλx.xxqpλy.yq while refusing pλx.xxqpλy.yyq. Let’s look
at other examples to see the limits of system F .
Let us use the Church encoding for natural numbers. Integers are typed by type N “ @X.!pX ⊸ Xq⊸
!pX ⊸ Xq. The integer n is represented by
n “ λf.λx. fpfp...pf xqqql jh n
n applications of f
: N
Then the following terms represent the functions n ÞÑ 2.n, n ÞÑ 2n and n ÞÑ Ackermannpn, nq. In fact,
System F makes no difference between those terms, typing each term with Nñ N. The complexity of those
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functions being quite different (linear, exponential and over-elementary), we would like to understand what
makes their complexity so different and tell them apart.
mult :“ λn.n pλa.λf.λx.fpfpafxqqq 0
exp :“ λn.n pλa.λf.λx.afpafxqq
ack :“ λn.n pλa.λk.pSkqa1qS n
We can see that those three functions are built similarly: they are all based on the iteration of some
auxiliary function. They all have a subterm of shape npλa.tqb as a key component.
When we reduce those terms, npλa.tqb becomes pλa.tqpλa.tq ¨ ¨ ¨ pλa.tqb. So λa.t is self-applicating. De-
pending on the use of a in t, it might also be self-duplicating. This will tell apart the complex functions from
the simple ones. Indeed, in mult, a is used only once. In exp, a is used twice, so pλa.tq is self-duplicating.
But this duplication is bounded. In ack, a is itself iterated, and during the i-th iteration of λa.λk.pSkqa1,
the number of times a is used is equal to k ` 1 so depends on the next iteration. So, in ack, pλa.tq is
self-duplicating in an unbounded way.
This analysis is quite unformal. In order to forbid this notion of “self-duplication”, we will use linear
logic. More precisely we will define a subset of linear logic in which self-duplication is impossible.
1.2 Proof-nets, intuitively
In the same way that λ-calculus computes functions with the β-reduction, linear logic computes functions
with the cut-elimination. It is the elimination of the cut-rules in proofs of linear logic (the Hauptsatz of
Gentzen). This elimination is more natural on proof nets, which are graphical representation of proofs. The
proof nets for L4 will be defined in section 2. Here, we will only give an intuitive understanding of proof-nets,
necessary for 1.3.
Intuitively, the edges of a proof net correspond either to programs or to requests. For example the
function x ÞÑ x` 2 is a program. x` 2 alone is a program, but it comes with a request xK for a parameter
x. The program represented by the proof net, is the program labelling its pending edge. b can be thought
of as an application and ` as an abstraction.
Some programs (x ÞÑ x ` x for example) need to duplicate a subprogram (x here). We want to control
this operation. When we duplicate a program, we need to duplicate the requests associated to it (in x ÞÑ
px ˚ yq ` px ˚ yq we observe that to duplicate x ˚ y we need to request twice x and y). This is the purpose of
boxes: a box is a part of the proof net with a principal door (!P ) which is a program we want to duplicate,
and optional auxiliary doors (?P ) which are requests associated to the program. Only programs preceded
by a ! can be duplicated. So, contracting various requests for a same program x in a single requests can
only be done if x is preceded by a !. The right part of figure 1 is labelled corresponding to this intuitive
understanding of proof nets.
1.3 Stratification and dependence control
To avoid the complexity explosion of ack, we want to forbid iteration of functions λx.t where the number of
times x is used in ptqu depends on u. The first such restriction was created by Girard. In LLL, he forbids the
dereliction and digging principles (!A⊸ A and !A⊸!!A). Such a restriction corresponds to elementary-time
(tower of exponentials of fixed height) functions. For example, you can see in figure 1 that the proof-net
corresponding to pλx.xxqpλy.yyq is ruled out because it uses a dereliction (the ?D link). The proof-net
corresponding to Ackermann is ruled out because it would use digging. We will call similar restrictions
stratification conditions (more details in section 4).
Though stratification gives us a bound on the length of the reduction, elementary time is not considered
as a reasonable bound. Figure 20 explains us how the complexity arises, despite stratification. On this
proof net, the box A duplicates the box B. Each copy of B duplicates C, each copy of C,... To avoid it,
Girard [17] limited the number of ?P -doors of each !-boxes to 1. To keep some expressivity, he introduced
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`?C
?D
b
ax!P
ax
?P
f
e
cut
b
ax
!
∆K
∆ :“!p!x ÞÑ xp!xqq
∆p∆q
`
!x ÞÑ xp!xq
?C
?D
b
ax!P
ax
?P
p!xqK
p!xqK
p!xqK xK
!x pxp!xqqK
xxK
xp!xq
Figure 1: This proof net reduces to itself, it represents pλx.xxqpλx.xxq
a new modality § with §-boxes which can have an arbitrary number of ?P -doors. We will call dependence
control condition any restriction preventing this kind of sequences (more details in section 5.
!P
C
?C
?P ?P
b
ax
ax
cut
!P
B
?C
?P ?P
b
ax
ax
cut
!P
A
?C
?P ?P
b
ax
ax
Figure 2: This proof net (if extended to n boxes) reduces in 2n steps
2 Linear logic
Linear logic (LL) [15] can be considered as a refinement of System F [14] where we focus especially on
how the duplication of formulae is managed. In System F, A ñ B means “with many proofs of A, I can
create a proof of B”. Linear logic decompose it into two connectives: !A means “infinitely many proofs of
A”, A ⊸ B means “using exactly one proof of A, I can create a proof of B”. We can notice that we can
represent A ñ B with p!Aq ⊸ B. In fact, A ⊸ B is a notation of AK ` B. p qK can be considered as
a negation and ` as a disjunction. In fact the disjunctions _ and conjunction ^ are separated into two
disjunctions (` and ‘) and two conjunctions (b and &). In this paper, we will only use the “multiplicative”
ones: ` and b.
Finally @ and D allow us, as in System F, to quantify over the sets of formulae. As examples, let us notice
that @X.X ⊸ X is true (for any formula X , using exactly one proof of X , we can create a proof of X).
On the contrary, @X.X ⊸ pX bXq is false because, in the general case, we need two proofs of X to prove
X bX . The set FLL, defined as follows, designs the set of formulae of linear logic.
FLL “ X | X
K | FLL b FLL | FLL ` FLL | @XFLL | DXFLL |!FLL |?FLL
In the following paper, we will study variations of Linear Logic. These variations are not really subsystems
of LL because we extend the language of formula with indexes on atomic formulae and a connective §.
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`!N⊸ N
`
!P
`
N
!pαK ` αq
αK ` α
?C
?NK
?C
axaxax
bb
bb
?P ?Pαb αK αb αK
?pα αKq ?pα αKq
?D ?DNK
?NK
N
K
?NK
axax
(a) proof net computing to n ÞÑ n` n
λn
!
λf
λx
@
@@
@
!D
L! L!
!D
L! L! R!
R!
(b) Syntactic tree of λn.λf.λx.pnfqpnfqx
Figure 3: We can observe graphically the proofs-as-program correspondence: if we erase the !P , ?P and ?C
of the proof net and reverse it, we obtain the syntactic tree of the corresponding λ-term
However, those variations all are subsystems of a same system, which we will call LL0. We will work inside
LL0 for the main results, keeping in mind that we are not interested in LL0 itself but in its subsystems.
The system LL0 uses the following formulas, where X ranges over a denumerable set of variables (X,X
K
are atomic formulae) and p ranges over Z.
FLL0 “ p.X | p.X
K | FLL0 b FLL0 | FLL0 ` FLL0 | @XFLL0 | DXFLL0 |!FLL0 |?FLL0 | §FLL0
You can notice that p qK is only defined on atomic formulae. We define inductively an involution p qK
on FLL0, which can be considered as a negation: pp.Xq
K “ p.XK, pp.XKqK “ p.X , pA b BqK “ AK ` BK,
pA` BqK “ AK bBK, p@X.AqK “ DX.AK, pDX.AqK “ @X.AK, p!AqK “?pAKq, p?AqK “ !pAKq and p§AqK “
§pAKq.
The § connective was introduced by Girard [17]. This modality is useful for expressivity. It is difficult
to give it a meaning, and it has no real equivalent in usual logics. The integer p in atomic formula p.X
means §§ ¨ ¨ ¨ §l jh n
p symbols
X . In fact it was used by Baillot and Mazza [2] to replace the § connective. In this paper we
will prove results which stands for both systems, that is why we allow both notations in LL0. One of the
particularity of the p.X notation compared to the § one is that the indexes can only be on atomic formulae.
To change the indexes of all the atomic formulae of a formula, we define for any q P N and A P FLL0 the
formula q.A as follows: q.pp.Xq “ pq ` pq.X , q.pp.XKq “ pq ` pq.XK and q.p q commutes with every other
connective. For example q.pAbBq “ pq.Aq b pq.Bq and q.pDX.Aq “ DX.pq.Aq.
We can observe that the formulae of linear logic FLL form a subset of FLL0 . We can define a forgetful
mapping from FLL0 to FLL: pp.Xq{LL “ X , pp.X
Kq{LL “ X
K, p§Aq{LL “ A{LL and p q{LL commutes with
all other connectives. Similarly, we define p q{L4 which erases the indexes on the atomic formulae and p q{L40
which erases the § connectives.
Proof-nets are the programs of linear logic. They are graph-like structures in which the links correspond
to uses of logical rules. We can consider them as λ-terms, with added information on how the duplication of
variables is managed. In fact the proofs-as-programs correspondence gives us a mapping from the intuitionis-
tic fragment of proof-nets to λ-terms. As an example, you can observe in figure 3 a proof-net corresponding
to the λ-term λn.λf.λx.pnfqpnfxqx which computes the function
"
N ÞÑ N
n ÞÑ n` n
. We can see that if we
erase the exponential links (?C, ?P and !P ) and reverse the proof net, we get the syntactic tree of the λ-term.
The b link corresponds to the application of a function and the ` link corresponds to the abstraction.
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ax
p.AK
i
A
i` p
cut
G H
A
i
AK
i
b
G H
A
i
B
i
i AbB
G
`
A i Bi
A`Bi
G
D
ArB{Xs
i
DXAi
G
@
AtZ{Xu
i
@XAi
G
?D
A
i
?Ai-1
G
?C
?A
i?A
i
?Ai
G ?W
?Ai
G
§
Ai
§Ai-1
G
!P?P?P
A1
i
Ak
i
C
i
?A1i-1
?Aki-1
!C
i-1
G
?N
??A
i
?Ai-1
Figure 4: Construction of proof-nets. For the @ rule, we require Z not to be free in the formulae labelling
the other conclusions of G
Definition 1 (proof-net). A proof-net is a graph-like structure defined inductively by the graphs of figure 4
(G and H being proof-nets). The vertices are called links, a link l is labelled by a connector αplq. The set of
edges is written EG. The edge e is labelled by a formula βpeq in FLL0.
Premises and conclusions For any link l, the incoming edges of l are called the premises of l. The
outgoing edges of l are called the conclusions of l. premplq refers to the premise of l and conclplq refers to
the set of conclusions of link l. If l has only one conclusion, we identify conclplq with its only element. The
tail of edge pl,mq refers to l, while the head of pl,mq refers to m.Some edges have no conclusion. They are
called the pending edges of the net, and by convention we say that their conclusion is ‚.
Boxes The rectangle in the ?P, !P rule is called a box. Formally a box is a subset of the links of the
proof-net. We say that an edge pl,mq belongs to box B if l is in B. We require the boxes to be arborescent:
two boxes are either disjoint, or one contains the other. The number of boxes containing an element (box,
link or edge) x is its depth written Bpxq. BG is the maximum depth of an edge of G. The set of boxes of G
is BG.
Let us call B the box in figure 4. The link labelled !P is the principal door of B, its conclusion is written
σpBq. The ?P links are the auxiliary doors of box B. The edge going out of the i-th auxiliary door (the
count begins by 0) is written σipBq. The edge going out of the principal door is written σpBq. DGpBq is the
set of doors of B and DG “ maxBPBG |DGpBq|. The doors of box B are not considered in box B, they are
exactly the links which are not in B but whose tails of their premises are in B. ρGpeq is the deepest box of
G containing e.
Quantifiers We call eigenvariables of a proof-net, the variables Z replaced by a @ link. We will always
suppose that they are pairwise distinct. Any proof-net which does not respect this convention can be
transformed in a proof-net with pairwise distinct eigenvariables by variables. This is possible because when
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we add a @ link to a proof-net, the eigenvariable can not be free in the other pending edges, so even if
the eigenvariables are equal, they can not be related. This allows to refer to “the link associated to the
eigenvariable Z”.
Substitutions Let A be a formula and θ “ tpX1, A1q; ¨ ¨ ¨ pXn, Anqu be a substitution, then Arθs refers to
ArA1{X1| ¨ ¨ ¨ |An{Xns: the parallel substitution of the variables. Notice that we do not replace the occurences
of variables which are bound. Similarly, if Y P FV pθpXqq and X appears in the scope of a DY or @Y , then
we use α-conversion to distinguish those Y s.
Lists In the following, we will define many concepts based on lists. @ represents concatenation (ra1; . . . ; ans@rb1; . . . ; bks
is defined as ra1; . . . ; an; b1; . . . ; bks) and . represents “push” (ra1; . . . ; ans.b is defined as ra1; . . . ; an; bs).
|ra1; . . . ; ajs| refers to the length of the list: j. If X is a set, |ra1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; ajs|X is the number of indices i
such that ai is in X .
Subtree Let T, T 1 be two I, L-trees, we say that T is a subtree of T 1 (written T đ T 1) if T is a subgraph of
T 1 such that if v is a vertex of T and pv, v1q is an edge of T 1, then v1 is a vertex of T 1 and pv, v1q is an edge
of T .
Other notations Whenever X is a set, |X | is the cardinal of X . We will sometimes manipulate towers
of exponentials, and will define ac0 as c and a
c
b`1 as a
acb . Finally, if f is a mapping from E to F and A Ď E,
then fpAq refers to tfpxq |x P Eu
cut
` b cut cut
cut
T
ax
cut
A
fp.A
K
p.T
cut
Figure 5: Multiplicative rules for cut-elimination. Explanations for the axiom rule: for any edge h such that
there is a directed path from e to h, we replace its formula βphq by p.βphq
cut-elimination The terms of λ-calculus correspond, through the proofs-as-programs paradigm, to proof-
nets. Intuitively, proof-nets are λ-terms which have been reversed, where applications and abstraction are
respectively replaced by b and ` and with additionnal information on duplication. It can be observed
in figure 3. cut-elimination, is a a relation proof-nets which corresponds to β-reduction. The rules of
cut-elimination can be found in figures 5, 6 and 7. Proof-nets are stable under cut-elimination.
Lemma 1. [2] Proof-nets are stable under cut-elimination.
Proof. The untyped version of the system corresponds exactly to the untyped version ofmeLL which is stable
under cut reduction [2]. An analysis of the rules shows that the types of the reduced nets are compatible
with the rules. Most case are straightforward. The case of the axiom rule is not.
We have to verify that, given a proofnet G an edge f which has no head, if for all edges h such that we
have a directed path from h to f we replace the type βphq by p.βpcq, the resulting graph is still a proofnet.
We can do so by induction on the proofnet. If the proofnet is an axiom, then the only edge whose type is
replaced is f itself and the axiom is still valid. Else, we can make a disjunction over the last rule used to
build the proofnet, we apply the induction hypothesis to the subproofnet(s). The rule used on the original
proofnet is still valid now, because each rule is stable by application of the F ÞÑ p.F transformation. More
details on this rule can be found in [2].
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!P?P?P
cut
?C
!P?P?P !P?P?P
?C?C
cutcut
cut
!P?P?P
cut
?D ?D?D
cutcut
!P?P?P
cut
?W ?W ?W
cut
cut
§ § cut
cut
G
?P ?P !P
?N
cut
cut
G
?P ?P !P
B1
?P ?P !P
B2
cut
?N ?N
Figure 6: Exponential rules for cut-elimination
3 Context semantics
The idea of geometry of interaction and context semantics is to study the reduction of proof-nets (or
λ-terms) by leaving the proof-net unchanged and analysing instead some paths in it. It has been a key tool
for the study of optimal reduction in λ-calculus [19]. Dal Lago [8] adapted context semantics so as to use
it to prove quantitative properties on proof-net reduction, and applies it to light logics. From this point
of view an advantage of context semantics compared to the syntactic study of reduction is its genericity:
some common results can be proven for different variants of linear logic, which allows to factor out proofs of
complexity results for these various systems.
In the present work we wil show that context semantics is a powerful method because it allows to prove
strong bounds on reduction which we do not know (yet) how to prove directly by syntactical means. The
usual method to prove that a given relation strongly normalizes in a bounded number of steps is to define
a weight for every object and to show that the weight decreases along any step of the relation. In the case
of cut-elimination on linear logic proof-nets, we see that the contraction (?C link) will be hard to handle.
Indeed, we duplicate a whole box, which can contain an arbitrary proof-net. Whatever the weight associated
to the proof-net inside the duplicated box is, it seems like we duplicate the weight when we duplicate the
box. So, it seems hard to define any quantity which would decrease during cut-elimination.
During a step of cut-elimination, most of the proof-net does not change. Most edges of the reduced net
can be related with an edge from the original net. For example we want to say that e1 of figure 8(b) comes
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cut
@ D
AtZ{XuK AtB{Xu
@X,AK DX,A cut
AtB{XuK AtB{Xu
cut
Figure 7: Quantifier rule for cut-elimination. The substitution of the eigenvariable Z by B takes place on
the whole net.
from e of figure 8(a). Similarly, e1 and e2 come from e1. We say that e1, e1 and e2 are reducts of e. The idea
of context semantics is to anticipate cut-elimination and speak of the future links and edges. If we consider
the reduct of an edge e during a sequence of cut-elimination, we can observe that it forms a “reducts tree”:
each reduct has 2 sons in the next proof-net if it is in a box which is duplicated during the cut-elimination
step, 0 son if it is in a box which is deleted, 1 son otherwise. What we want to capture is the set of leafs
of this tree. Indeed, when a box is duplicated, it may increase the number of links and edges, but for every
duplicated edge e, the leafs of the reducts tree of e is splitted between the two immediate reducts of e. So the
number of leafs of reducts trees does not increase. For the moment, we will call “duplicates” this informal
notion of “leafs of reducts trees”. The following definitions will help us capturing it by formal definitions
(duplicates will correspond to “ ÞÑ-canonical potential edges”).
3.1 Definition of contexts
The language Sig of exponential signatures is defined by induction by the following grammar:
Sig “ e | lpSigq | rpSigq | ppSigq | npSig, Sigq
An exponential signature corresponds to a list of choices of premises of ?C links. rptq means: “I choose
the right premise, and in the next ?C links I will use t to make my choices”. The construction npt, uq
allows to encapsulate two sequels of choices into one. It corresponds to the digging rule (??A $ B ù
?A $ B, represented by the ?N link in proof-nets) which “encapsulates” two ? modalities into one. The
pptq construction is a degenerated case of the n construction. Intuitively, pptq corresponds to np∅, tq. In this
paper, we will use the symbols t, u and v to denote exponential signatures.
A potential is a list of standard exponential signatures: an exponential signature corresponds to the
duplication of one box, but a node is duplicated whenever any of the boxes containing it is cut with a
?C node. A potential is meant to represent all those possible duplications of a node, so there will be an
exponential signature for each box containing it. The set of potentials is Pot. In this paper, we will use the
symbols P,Q,R for potentials.
A potential box is the couple of a box B and a potential of length BpBq. For any box B, we denote the
set of potential boxes whose first component is B by PotpBq. We define similarly the notions of potential
edges and the notation Potpeq, potential links and the notaion Potplq, and so on. However, this notion does
not capture the intuitive notion of “future duplicate”. Indeed, pB, rlplplprplprpeqqqqqqsq is a potential box of
figure 11, even if it does not correspond to a duplicate of B. In section 3.3, we will define the notion of
canonical potential, which fixes this mismatch.
A trace element is one of the following characters: `l,`r,bl,br,@, D, §, !t, ?t with t a potential. A trace
element means “I have crossed an element with this label, from that premise to its conclusion”. The set of
trace elements is TrEl. pTrEl “ § |!Sig |?Sig | `l | `r | bl | br | @ | Dq
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!P?P
ax e
` b
cut
?C
?W ax
¨ ¨ ¨
(a)
!P?P
ax e
1
?C
cut
?W ax
¨ ¨ ¨
cut
(b)
!P?P
axe1
?W
cut
!P?P
axe2
ax
cut ¨ ¨ ¨
?C¨ ¨ ¨
cut
(c)
Figure 8: The path of subfigures (a) and (b) (from the principal door to the pending edge of the proof net)
should lead to the same trace
cut
e f
ax
g h
pe, P, T,`qù pf, P, T,´q
pg, P, T,´qù ph, P, T,`q
`
a b
c
b
e f
g
pa, P, T,`qù pc, P, T.`l,`q
pb, P, T,`qù pc, P, T.`r,`q
pe, P, T,`qù pg, P, T.bl,`q
pf, P, T,`qù pg, P, T.br,`q
@
e
f
D
g
h
pe, P, T,`qù pf, P, T.@,`q
pg, P, T,`qù ph, P, T.D,`q
Figure 9: Multiplicative and quantifier rules of context semantics
A trace is a non-empty list of trace elements. The set of traces is Tra. A trace is a partial memory of
the links we have crossed. Intuitively, it remembers the path crossed up to cut-eliminations. For example,
we want the traces of the three paths of figure 8 to be the same.
A polarity is either + or -. It will tell us in which way are we crossing the edges. The set of polarities is
Pol. We will use the notation bK for “the polarity dual to b” (`K “ ´ and ´K “ `). Similarly, `Kx “ bx,
bKx “ `x, !
K
i1¨¨¨in “?i1¨¨¨in ,. . . We extend the notion of dual on traces by pre1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; eksq
K “ reK1 ; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; e
K
k s. We
also define, for any formula A, Ab as A` “ A and A´ “ AK.
A context is an element pe, P, T, pq of CG “ EG ˆ Potˆ Traˆ Pol. It can be seen as a token that will travel
around the net. It is located on edge e (more precisely its duplicate corresponding to P ) with orientation p
and carries information T about its past travel.
The links define two relations ù and ãÑ on contexts. The rules are presented in figures 9 and 10. For
any rule pe, P, T, pqù pg,Q, U, qq the dual rule pg,Q, UK, qKqù pe, P, TK, pKq holds as well. For example,
the first ` rule also gives the following rule: pc, P, TK.bl,´q “ pc, P, pT.`lq
K,`Kq ù pa, P, TK,`Kq “
pa, P, TK,´q. So for any P, T , pc, P, T.bl,´qù pa, P, T.bl,´q. ÞÑ is the union ofù and ãÑ.
The behaviour induced by those rule can be understood by observing the path of figure 11. Crossing the
` downward, we have to keep as an information that we come from the right premise of the `, so that we
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§h
i
?C
e f
g
pe, P, T.?t,`qù pg, P, T.?lptq,`q
pf, P, T.?t,`qù pg, P, T.?rptq,`q
ph, P, T,`qù pi, P, T.§,`q
?D
e
f
?N
g
h
pe, P, T,`qù pf, P, T.?e,`q
pg, P, T.?t1 .?t2 ,`qù ph, P, T.?npt1,t2q,`q
pg, P, ?t,`qù ph, P, ?pptq,`q
?P
e
f
!P
g
h
pe, P.t, T,`qù pf, P, T.?t,`q
pg, P.t, T,`qù ph, P, T.!t,`q
pf, P, !t,´q ãÑ ph, P, !t,`q
Figure 10: Exponential rules of the context semantics
!P
B
`
¨ ¨ ¨
a
cut
b
b c
¨ ¨ ¨
?P
d
!P
B1
cut
?C
e f
?D ?D
g
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
!P
`
¨ ¨ ¨
cut
b
¨ ¨ ¨ ?C
?P
?P
!P
cut
?D
¨ ¨ ¨
!P
cut
?D
¨ ¨ ¨
Figure 11: pa, r s, !rrpeqs,`q ù pb, r s,`r ::!rrpeqs,`q ù pc, r s,`r ::!rrpeqs,´q ù pd, r s, !rrpeqs,´q ãÑ
pe, r s, !rrpeqs,`qù pf, r s, !rrpeqs,´qù pg, r s, !e,´q
know which premise of the b will be cut with a after the reduction of the left cut. In context semantics, the
information about the past is contained in the trace, so we put `r on the trace.
The jump from d to e can be surprising: indeed if we reduce the left cut, then the principal door of B is
cut with the auxiliary door of B1. And if we reduce this cut, the boxes B and B1 fuse. It seems that box
B has disappeared and will never have any more duplicates. To understand why this jump is necessary, we
can look at another sequence of cut-eliminations: if we reduce both cuts, the principal door of B will be cut
with a contraction link (which comes from d). To take all the duplicates of B into account, we have to make
this jump.
3.2 Dealing with the digging
A standard exponential signature is one that does not contain the constructor p. An exponential signature
t is quasi-standard iff for every subtree npt1, t2q of t, the exponential signature t2 is standard.
The np , q construction corresponds to the ?N cut-elimination of figure 6: we want to be able to speak
about the duplicate of some edge in the duplicate t1 of B1, which is itself in the duplicate t2 of B2. But,
if we are interested in the box B2, then the np , q construction has no meaning, because we are not in any
duplicate of B1. When we are only interested in the duplicates of box B2, we use the pp q construction.
These two notions are quite related: if a potential node is in the npt1, t2q duplicate of box B, then it is
somehow contained in the ppt2q duplicate of box B. The Ď relation defined below formalizes this relation.
We can notice that if nps1, s2q is a duplicate box B then it means that s2 is a valid duplicate of box B2.
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So pps2q is a valid duplicate of box B. More generally if s is a duplicate of any box B, and s Ď s
1 then s1 is
a duplicate of box B. So it is enough to describe the duplicates of a box which are minimal for Ď (which we
call standard) to describe all its duplicates.
We can also notice that the pp q construction, has no meaning in potentials. If edge e of G is contained
in box B, and we want to speak about a future duplicate of e in the normal form of G. Not only do we need
to know in which duplicates of box B2 this duplicate of e will be, but also in which duplicate of B1. So, only
standard signatures will be used in potentials.
The binary relation Ď on Sig is defined as follows:
e Ď e
lptq Ď lpt1q ôt Ď t1
rptq Ď rpt1q ôt Ď t1
pptq Ď ppt1q ôt Ď t1
npt1, t2q Ď ppt
1q ôt2 Ď t
1
npt1, t2q Ď npt
1
1, t
1
2q ôt1 Ď t
1
1 and t2 “ t
1
2
If t Ď t1, then t1 is a simplification of t. We also write t Ă t1 for “t Ď t1 and t ‰ t1”. We can observe that Ď
is an order and Ă a strict order.
Our notation is reversed compared to Dal Lago’s notation. Intuitively, Ď corresponds to an inclusion of
future duplicates, but with the notation of [8], Ď corresponds to Ě. We find this correspondence counter-
intuitive, so we reversed the symbol. We found this change really important for the formalization of the
“Dal Lago’s weight theorem” where we manipulate the Ď relation really often. The correspondence is made
precise through the Ť relation which encapsulates both Ď and Ď. We will later prove that the Ť relation is
conserved during cut-elimination.
We define Ť on PotpBGq ˆ Sig by
pB,P, tq Ť pB1, P 1, t1q ô
$&
%
B Ă B1 and P “ P 1.s1@Q with s1 Ď t1
or
B “ B1, P “ P 1 and t Ă t1
3.3 Context semantics and time complexity
In this section we want to capture the potential boxes (resp. edges) which really correspond to duplicates
of a box (resp. an edge). The definition can be difficult to understand. To give the reader an understanding
of it, we will first try to capture intuitively this notion in the case of depth 0. We will do so by successive
refinements.
First, we could say that pB, rtsq corresponds to a duplicate iff t corresponds to a sequel of choices of
duplicates along a cut-elimination sequel, and the duplicate we chose eiter will not be part of a cut, or the
cut will open it. The relation on contexts which corresponds to cut-elimination is ÞÑ. So, we could make
the first following attempt: “pB, rssq corresponds to a duplicate iff pσpBq, r s, r!ss,`q ÞÑ
˚ pe, P, T,´q ­ÞÑ. In
figure 8, pB, rlpeqsq and pB, rrpeqsq would be considered valid duplicates for the box, as they are expected to
be.
However, this definition would allow potential boxes which refuse choices: for example pB, resq in figure
11 satisfies this definition, because pσpBq, r s, r!es,`q ÞÑ
5 pf, r s, r!es,´q ­ÞÑ. We would like the potentials of
B in this figure to be pB, rlpeqsq and pB, rrpeqsq. pB, resq is just an intermediary step. Thus, our second try
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!P
B
?N
cut
?P !P
?D
ax
?D
cut
¨ ¨ ¨
!P
B2
!P
B1
?P
cut
!P
?D
ax
?D
cut
¨ ¨ ¨
Figure 12: We do not want to consider pB, npe, lprplpeqqqqq as a valid duplicate of B
would be “pB, rtsq corresponds to a duplicate iff pσpBq, r s, r!ts,`q ÞÑ pe1, P1, T1, p1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ÞÑ pen, Pn, Tn, pnq ­ÞÑ
and @u, pσpBq, r s, r!us, pq ÞÑ pe1, Q1, U1, q1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ÞÑ pen, Qn, Un, qnq ñ pen, Qn, Un, qnq ­ÞÑ”.
Thus, if pen, Pn, Tn, pnq has no successor by ÞÑ because it faces a contraction or a digging while having
an inappropriate exponential signature, then we could find another u which would take the same path from
pe1, p1q to pen, pnq but with an appropriate exponential signature allowing it to continue the path. Thus,
in such a situation, t would not be considered to be a duplicate. On the contrary, if pen, Pn, Tn, pnq has no
successor because it is a pending edge, or it arrives at a weakening, or it arrives at a dereliction with a trace
equal to r!es, then changing the exponential signature does not allow us to continue the path, so t would be
considered to be a duplicate.
Similarly, we do not want the potential box to make choices on situations which will never happen. For
example, we refuse pB, rrplpeqqsq. So we add the condition “@u, pσpBq, r s, r!us, pq ÞÑ pe1, Q1, U1, q1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ÞÑ
pen, Qn, Un, qnq ñ t ď u. With t ď u defined inductively by : either t “ e or t “ xpt
1q, u “ xpu1q and t1 ď u1
(with x P tl, ru)”.
Definition 2. t ďv u if we are in one of the following cases:
• t “ e and u “ v
• t “ lpt1q, u “ lpu1q and t1 ďv u1
• t “ rpt1q, u “ rpu1q and t1 ďv u1
• t “ ppt1q, u “ ppu1q and t1 ďv u1
• t “ npt1, wq, u “ npu1, wq and t1 ďv u1
We also write t ď u for Dv, t ďv u
This means that, every exponential signature leading to the same exact path would be longer than t. In
our example, pB, rrplpeqqsq would not be a duplicate of B, because rpeq would lead to the same path as rplpeqq
and rplpeqq ę rpeq.
Finally, figure 12 shows that those property must be true not only for t but also for all its simplifications.
Indeed, we do not want to consider pB, npe, lpeqqq to be a valid potential box because lpeq do not correspond
to a copy of B2.
If the depth of box B is ą 0, then rt1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; tns can not be a valid duplicate for B if rt1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; tn´1s is
not a valid duplicate for the box containing immediately B. What we have described for boxes at depth
0 will give the notion of ÞÑ-copy. A potential corresponds to a duplicate if all its signatures are copies, in
this case it will be called a ÞÑ-canonical potential. In fact, we will need restricted notions of duplicates
which correspond to duplicates when we forbid the elimination of some cuts. In the same way that the ÞÑ
relation corresponds to full cut-elimination, we will define restrictions of ÞÑ corresponding to our restrictions
of cut-elimination. Those relations will satisfy some important properties which we regroup under the notion
of “cut simulation”.
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A relation Ñ on contexts is a “cut simulation” if:
• ÑĎÞÑ
• If pe, P, T.t,´q Ñ pf,Q, T@U, qq and |T | ě 1 then for every T 1 with |T 1| ą 1 and P 1 with |P 1| “ |P |,
pe, P 1, T 1.t, pq Ñ
• If pe, P, T,`q Ñ pf,Q, T@U, qq and |T | ą 1 then for every T 1 with |T 1| ą 1 and P 1 with |P 1| “ |P |,
pe, P 1, T 1, pq Ñ
We now consider a cut simulation Ñ. In this section, the only cut simulation we use is ÞÑ itself. However,
in section 4, we will use other relations.
Copy context A context pe, P, r!ts@T, pq is a Ñ-copy context if
• pe, P, r!ts@T, pq Ñ pe1, P1, T1, p1q ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ pen, Pn, Tn, pnq Û
• If pe, P, r!us@T, pq Ñ pe1, Q1, U1, p1q ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ pen, Qn, Un, pnq, then t ď u and pen, Qn, Un, pnq Û
Definition 3 (Copy). A Ñ-copy of a potential box pB,P q is a standard exponential signature t such that
for all t Ď u, pσpBq, P, r!us,`q is a Ñ-copy context.
The set ofÑ-copies of pB,P q is CÑpB,P q. The set of simplifications ofÑ-copies of pB,P q is SiÑpB,P q.
Intuitively, Si ÞÑpB,P q corresponds to the duplicates of B, knowing the duplicates of the outter boxes we are
in.
Definition 4 (Canonical potential). Let e P BBpeq Ă ... Ă B1 , a Ñ-canonical potential for e is a potential
rs1; ...; sBpeqs such that @i ď Bpeq, si P CÑpBi, rs1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; si´1sq. The set of Ñ canonical sequences for e is
LÑpeq. We define LÑpBq “ LÑpσpBqq. Let x be an edge or a box, we will write CanÑpxq for txu ˆLÑpxq
and Canpxq for Can ÞÑpxq.
Intuitively, a ÞÑ-canonical potential for e is the choice, for all box Bi containing e, of a copy of Bi. L ÞÑpeq
corresponds to all the possible duplicates of e. If P P LÑpBq, we say that pB,P q is a canonical box. We
define similarly the notion of canonical edge and canonical link.
Definition 5 (Canonical context). A context pe, P, r!ts@T, pq P CG is said Ñ-canonical if:
• P P LÑpeq
• t is quasi standard and for every t Ď v, pe, P, r!vs@T, pq is a Ñ-copy context
• For all cutting of T of the shape T “ U.!u@V , u is standard and there exists v ď u such that for every
v Ď w, pe, P, r!ws@V , p q is a Ñ-copy context
• For all cutting of T of the shape T “ U.?u@V , u is standard and there exists v ď u such that for every
v Ď w, pe, P, r!ws@V
K, pKq is a Ñ-copy context
• There exists pB,Qq P PotpBGq and v P Sig such that pσpBq, Q, r!vs,`q Ñ
˚ pe, P, r!ts@T, pq
The only paths that interest us in this paper are those which correspond to copies or simplifications of
copies of potential boxes. The contexts have special properties, that we need in some lemmas. In particular,
the first trace elements of the traces are !t trace elements. If P P LÑpBq and t P SiÑpB,P q, then the
context pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q is Ñ-canonical. Lemma 3 will show that any context of the path beginning by
pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q is Ñ-canonical.
Lemma 2. If C Ñ D then C is a Ñ-copy context if and only if D is a Ñ-copy context
Proof. Straightforward, by definition of Ñ-context
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Lemma 3. If C is Ñ-canonical and C Ñ D then D is Ñ-canonical.
Proof. The proof is done by a long but straightforward case by case analysis. Here, we consider only one of
the cases. We suppose that C “ pe, P.t1, r!ts@T,`q Ñ pf, P, r!ts@T.?t1 ,`q “ D, crossing an auxiliary door
of a box B downwards. P.t1 is Ñ-canonical for e so by definition P is Ñ-canonical for σpBq. σpBq and f
belong to the same boxes so P is Ñ-canonical for f . C being canonical, t is quasi-standard, and for every
t Ď u, pe, P.t1, r!us@T,`q is aÑ-copy context. Moreover, by definition of cut simulations and by considering
that pe, P.t1, r!ts@T,`q Ñ pf, P, r!ts@T.?t1 ,`q, we get that pe, P.t
1, r!us@T,`q Ñ pf, P, r!us@T.?t1 ,`q. So
pf, P, r!us@T.?t1 ,`q is a Ñ-copy context (lemma 2).
Let us suppose that T.?t1 “ U.?u@V , we have to prove that there exists v ď u such that for all v Ď w,
pf, P, r!ws@V
K,´q is a Ñ-copy context. The proof depends whether V “ r s or not. If V is not empty,
T “ U.?u@W for some W , so there exists v ď u such that for every v Ď w, pe, P.t
1, r!ws@W
K,´q is aÑ-copy
context. By lemma 2, we prove that pf, P, r!ws@V
K,´q is a Ñ-copy context. Else (if V “ r s), we know that
P.t1 is Ñ-canonical for e, so t1 is a Ñ-copy of pB,P q. If pf, P, !t1 ,´q Ñ pσpBq, P, !t1 ,`q, we can take v “ t
1
and prove the needed properties with lemma 2. Else, we take v “ e. The case T.?t1 “ U.!u@V is treated in
the same way but is simpler because V ‰ r s.
We define a weight TG. In the following, we will prove that TG is an upper bound on the length of the
longest cut-reductions sequence. This result was already proved in [8] for a really similar framework. The
proof of Dal Lago was quite convincing for people having a good intuition on proof-net. however it was not
really formal. Here, we take a complementary approach: we propose a proof which is quite formal, with
many details provided. The downside us that our proof is much more difficult to read than the one in [8].
Definition 6 (weights). For every proof-net G, we define
TG “
ÿ
ePEG
|L ÞÑpeq| ` 2.
ÿ
BPBG
¨
˝DGpBq ÿ
PPL ÞÑpBq
ÿ
tPSiÞÑpB,P q
|t|
˛
‚
Let G be a proof net. We say that G is cyclic if there exists e P EG, P P LGpeq, p P Pol, s, s
1 P Sig such
that pe, P, r!ss, pq is a ÞÑ-copy context and pe, P, r!ss, pq ÞÑ
˚ pe, P, r!s1 s, pq. Otherwise, G is acyclic.
Intuitively, a cyclic proof structure may not normalize. In term of TG: suppose that the cycle consumes
a part of the exponential signatures and that a path corresponding to a copy t of a potential box pB,P q
passes through this cycle. Then we can insert the “consumed part” as many times as we want in t, creating
an infinity of copies for B, so TG would be infinite.
We say that G has positive weights if for every pB,P q P PotpBGq, 1 ď |CÞÑpB,P q ă 8.
In the rest of this section, we will prove that our ÞÑ-copies correspond to the copies of Dal Lago [8], all
proof-nets are acyclic, have positive weights and that if GÑcut H then TG ą TH . The readers who are not
interested in those proofs may safely skip those parts and jump towards Section 4.
3.4 Copymorphisms: motivations and definitions
The idea of context semantics is to anticipate the cut-elimination. We said pe, P q and pe,Qq represent two
future duplicates of the edge e. However, we have not made explicit the link between the potential edges
and the duplicates of the edge. We would like to explicit, for all GÑcut H a mapping φ from potential edges
of G to the potential edges of H.
Furthermore, we would like to use this mapping to prove that TH ă TG so this mapping must relate the
copies and canonical potential of G and H . The copies are defined by paths, so we would like φ to keep ÞÑ
intact.
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Figure 13: The dereliction elimination rules motivates the introduction of a second morphism to capture the
relation between a proof net and its reduct
Looking at the rules of Ñcut we see that it will be impossible to have a complete mapping which “keeps
ÞÑ intact”. For example, in the `{b case, what could be the images of the edges cut? So φ will be a partial
mapping. The important paths are the paths corresponding to copies, such paths begin at principal doors,
so we would like all pσpBq, P q (with B P BG) to be in the domain of φ. Conversely, we would like all the
pσpB1q, P 1q (with B1 P BH) to be images of some pσpBq, P q (with B P BG). Notice that it is not possible to
ask the images of pσpBq, P q (B P BG) to be principal doors of H because of the dereliction rule, cf figure 13
We will prove later that paths corresponding to ÞÑ-copies end by “final contexts” as defined below. Here,
we do not need the result but just the intuition to guide our definition. Notice that, in the definition of Dal
Lago, the copies are defined by paths finishing by final-contexts. The Dal Lago’s definition is a theorem in
our framework. This change of definition was necessary because, in the proofs of our main results, we will
need to consider copies for relations other than ÞÑ.
Definition 7. A context ppl,mq, P, r!es@T, pq is said final if either:
• p “ ´ and αplq “?D and T “ r s
• p “ ´ and αplq “?W
• p “ ` and αpmq “ ‚
The set of final contexts of G is written FG.
We would like paths finishing by final contexts to be preserved by φ. So we would like conclusions of ?D
and ?W links, and pending edges of EG to be in the domain of φ (for all potentials) and such edges of EH
to be in the codomain of φ (for all potentials). However, when we analyse the ?D and ?W cut elimination
rules, we see that it will not be possible. In figure 13, edge e is intuitively transformed in many edges:
tg11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , g
1
ku and if we defined any of those to be the image of e, the ÞÑ
˚ relation would not be kept intact
(for example pf, res, T,`q ÞÑ˚ pe, r s, T.!e,´q but we can not have a similar relation between f
1 and g1i). Does
this mean that we can not explicit a correspondence between the copies of G and H? In fact we just have
to be more subtle. The paths we are interested in are those who begin by a principal door and finish by
contexts pe, P, r!es,´q. Such a context can not come from the interior of box B (it would have a longer trace)
so either it comes from σpBq (in this case, the box being deleted we will deal with this copy in another way)
or from a ãÑ rule. In the latter case, we see that the corresponding path would be stopped by a g1i. There
is some correspondence between e and the g1i, even if it can not be captured by φ. We will need another
mapping ψ to capture it.
We gather all the properties written above into the concept of “copymorphism”:
Definition 8 (Copymorphism). Let G and H be two proof-nets, a copymorphism from G to H is a tuple
pDφ, D
1
φ, φ, ψq with:
1. Dφ Ď EG, D
1
φ Ď EH
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2. φ a partial surjective mapping from PotpDφq ˆ Sig to PotpD
1
φq ˆ Sig such that:
(a) The paths are the same in G and H:
If
φpe, P, tq “ pe1, P 1, t1q
φpf,Q, uq “ pf 1, Q1, u1q
*
, then @T, U P Tra,@p, q P Pol
pe, P, r!ts@T, pq ÞÑ
˚ pf,Q, r!us@U, qq
ô
pe1, P 1, r!t1s@T, pq ÞÑ
˚ pf 1, Q1, r!u1s@U, qq
(b) φ preserves the inclusion of boxes:
If
φpσpBq, P, tq “ pσpB1q, P 1, t1q
φpσpCq, Q, uq “ pσpC 1q, Q1, u1q
*
, then
pB,P, tq Ť pC,Q, uq
ô
pB1, P 1, t1q Ť pC 1, Q1, u1q
(c) If φpe, P, tq is defined and t Ď u, then φpe, P, uq is defined.
(d) φ is boxwise:
B deepest box containing e with σpBq P Dφ
φpσpBq, P, tq “ pσpB1q, P 1, t1q
φpe, P.t@Q, uq “ pe1, Q1, u1q
φpe, P.t@R, uq “ pf 1, R1, v1q
,//.
//-
ñ
$’’&
’’%
e1 “ f 1
u1 “ v1
ρpe1 “ f 1q “ B1
Q1 “ R1 “ P 1.t1
In the limit case where there is no box B such that σpBq P Dφ and e P B, we mean that e
1 is at
depth 0.
(e) Images of principal doors are defined: let pσpBq, P q P PotpDφq and t P CÞÑpB,P q.
(f) All principal doors of H are in the image, by φ, of the principal doors of G:
tφpσpBq, P, sq | pσpBq, P q P PotpDφq, s P Sigu “ tpσpB
1q, P 1, s1q | pB1, P 1q P PotpBHq, s
1 P Sigu
(g) Images of final contexts are defined:
• Let pe, P, r!ts@T, pq P FG with pe, P q P CanpDφq, then φpe, P, tq is defined.
• Let pf,Q, r!us@U, qq “ ψpe, P, r!ts@T, pq, then φpf,Q, !uq is defined.
(h) Images of final contexts are final
tpe1, P 1, r!t1s@T, bq P CH | Dpe, P, r!ts@T, bq P FG and φpe, P, tq “ pe
1, P 1, t1qu
Y
tpe1, P 1, r!t1s@T, bq P CH | DC P CG, Dpe, P, r!ts@T, bq P ψpCq and φpe, P, tq “ pe
1, P 1, t1qu
“ FH
(i) If φpe, P, tq “ pe1, P 1, t1q and φpf,Q, uq “ pe1, P 1, u1q then pe, P q “ pf,Qq
(j) For all B P BG, if σpBq R Dφ then @P P LGpBq, CGpB,P q ‰ ∅
3. ψ is a partial mapping from Dψ “ FGXppEG ´Dφq ˆ Potˆ Traˆ Polq to PpD
1
φˆPotˆTraˆPolq
such that @pe, P, T, bq P Dψ,there exists k P N such that:
(a) @j ď k,
`
pf,Q, U, cq ÞÑj pe, P, T, bq
˘
ñ f R pσpBGq XDφq
(b)
`
pf,Q, U, cq ÞÑk pe, P, T, bq
˘
ô pf,Q, U, cq P ψpe, P, T, bq
In order to use this definition of copymorphism, we will have to prove that the paths corresponding to
a copy (or simplification of a copy) indeed have a final context as last context. This is the goal of the next
subsection.
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Figure 14: To keep the same underlying formula along the path, we would like to ex-
tend the contexts in the following way: pa, res, r`rs,∅,`q ÞÑ
2 pc, r s, r`r; !e;brs,∅,`q ÞÑ
pd, r s, r`r; !e;br; D!pY K`Y qs,∅,`q ÞÑ pe, r s, r`r; !e;br; D!pY K`Y qs,∅,´q ÞÑ pf, r s, r`r; !e;brs, tZ ÞÑ
!pY K ` Y qu,´q ÞÑ3 pf, r s, r`r; !e;`ls, tZ ÞÑ!pY
K ` Y qu,`q ÞÑ pe, r s, r`r; !e;`l;@Y K`Y s,∅,`q ÞÑ
pd, r s, r`r; !e;`l;@Y K`Y s,∅,´q ÞÑ pc, r s, r`r; !e;`ls,∅,´q
3.5 Underlying formula of a context
3.5.1 Intuition of the proof
The idea of this subsection is to prove that, if a context C comes from an edge e with an empty trace,
then C still has information about the formula βpeq. We can define an underlying formula for the contexts,
and this underlying formula will be stable by ù in typed proof-nets. A consequence from this, is that
if we begin a path by a context with a “right trace”, then this path will never be blocked by a mismatch
between the trace and the type of link above our edge (the tail of our edge). For example we will never
have pe, P, T.@,´q with the tail of e being a b link. However, it does not prevent blocking situations such
as pe, P, T.!e,´q with the tail of e being a ?C link.
Our first idea to define the underlying formula of pe, P, T,`q would be to use T to prune the syntactic tree
of βpeq. For example the underlying formula of pe, P, r!lpeq;`r;@s,`q with βpeq “ @X.?pXbX
Kq`!pXK`Xq
would be XK ` X . Noticing that crossing cut and axiom does not change the trace but transforms the
labelling formula into its dual, we would define the underlying formula of pe, P, T,´q as βpeqK pruned using
T .
However, there is a problem with this definition when we cross a D link downwards. For example if
pc, r s, r`r; !e;brs,`q ÞÑ pd, r s, r`r!e;br; Ds,`q with βpcq “?pX b X
Kqb!pXK ` Xq and βpdq “ DY.Y b
Y K (figure 14). The underlying formula of pc, r s, r`r; !e;brs,`q is X , but pd, r s, r`r; !e;br; Ds,`q has no
underlying formula: the trace is not compatible with the syntactic tree of βpdq. A solution would be to index
the D with the formula they capture. During the paths, this index could be transferred to eigenvariables and
@ links as in figure 14.
In figure 14, we extend traces, and we insert substitutions in the contexts to deal with eigenvariables. To
define the underlying formula of pe, P, T, θ,`q we could use T to prune βpeqrθs and instantiate its ground
formulae bound by quantifier connectives. Then, we could hope that the underlying formula would not
change along a ÞÑ path (as in figure 14). However, with multiple crossing of D and @ links, the situation
becomes a bit more complicated, substitutions will not be precise enough to describe the situations.
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Indeed, let us suppose that pe, P, T, tZ ÞÑ pZK1 `Z1qu,`q ÞÑ pf, P, T.DB, tZ ÞÑ pZ
K
1 `Z1qu,`q,
crossing a D link whose associated formula (ZbA, for example)contains all the free Z of βpeq. How
will we define B? If we define the list of substitutions of eigenvariables as tZ ÞÑ ZK1 ` Z1, Y ÞÑ
Z bAu, we will have to maintain a tree of dependencies. If we define it as tY ÞÑ pZK1 `Z1qbAu
it will be harder to prove, when the path will come back to cross upwards the D link, that the
formula associated to the @ in the trace corresponds to the formula associated to the D link in
the proof net. Our solution is to show that the trees of dependencies can be considered as truncations of a
ztree1 which only depend on the edge and potential of the context (not on the trace). What we mean by
“truncation” is defined in the following paragraph.
Trees truncations Let I and L be two sets, we can define the set of I, L-trees as the set of directed
connex acyclic graphs such that the leafs (nodes of outward arity 0) are labelled by an element of L and the
internal nodes (nodes which are not leafs) are labelled by an element of I. If L is reduced to one element or
L “ I, we can define a truncation relation on trees: T Ÿ U . If L “ I, it means there is an injection φ from
the nodes of T to the nodes of U such that
• The “son/father” relation is preserved by φ
• For all nodes n of T , the outward arity of φpnq is either 0 or the outward arity of t
• For all nodes n, the labels of t and φptq are equal.
In the case where L is reduced to one element, we do not require the labels to be equal when n is an internal
node and φpnq a leaf.
3.5.2 Substitution trees
Substitution trees are finite sets of finitely branching, but potentially infinite, trees whose internal nodes
are labelled by a substitution on a unique variable, and whose leafs are labelled by the void function. We
define an alternative notation for substitution trees by coinduction. Let T be a substitution tree, by definition
it is a set of finitely many trees : tT1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Tku. Each Ti admits an unique node ti with no incoming edge,
if ti is not a leaf it is labelled by tXi ÞÑ Biu. Let T1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Tk be the notations for T1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Tk, we define the
notation T for T by T “ tpX1, B1, T1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pXk, Bk, Tkqu, the trees reduced to a unique node being omitted.
Definition 9 (ztree). Let pe, P q be a potential edge of G, P “ rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pBpeqs and Z1 ¨ ¨ ¨Zk the free eigen-
variables of βpeq. The complete substitution of pe, P q (written ztreepe, P q) is defined coinductively by the
following. Let fi be the conclusion of the @ link associated to Zi. We defined the set Epe,P q by :
Epe,P q “
"
Zi
ˇˇˇ
ˇ Dpgi, Riq P PotpEGq, pfi, rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pBpfiqs,@,`q ÞÑ
˚ pgi, Ri,@,´q
and gi is the conclusion of a D link li
*
Then ztreepe, P q is defined by
ztreepe, P q “
 
pZi, Bi, ztreephi, Riqq
ˇˇ
Zi P Epe,P q
(
with Bi the formula captured by li and hi its premise.
This definition is quite formal. The idea is the following: if the eigenvariable Z is part of the formula A
labelling edge e and l is the @ link associated with Z. Then, when l is cut with a D with associated formula
B, then Z will be replaced by B in the formula labelling e. It may happen that l is duplicated during the
cut elimination process, so Z would be replaced by different formulae in different duplicates of e. However,
if we fix a potential P , then there is at most one D link pm,Qq so that pl, P q will be cut with pm,Qq during
cut elimination. We can compute this pm,Qq (if there is one) using the paths of context semantics. There
1The ztrees are trees dealing with eigenvariables, most often named Z in the litterature, hence the “z” of “ztree”
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Figure 15:
ztreepe, r sq “
 `
Z, pZ1 b Z
K
1 q` pZ
K
2 ` Z2q, ztreepf, r sq
˘(
“
 `
Z, pZ1 b Z
K
1 q` pZ
K
2 ` Z2q, tpZ1, A
K, ztreepg, r sqq, pZ2, A
K, ztreeph, r sqqu
˘(
“
 `
Z, pZ1 b Z
K
1 q` pZ
K
2 ` Z2q, tpZ1, A
K,∅q, pZ2, A
K,∅qu
˘(
may be other eigenvariables inside B (the formula associated to the D link), but in the same way, we can
compute by which formulae those eigenvariables will be replaced and so on. In the end we have a big tree
which says Y will be replaced by B, Z will be replaced by C, but inside B the eigenvariable W will be
replaced by the formula D, and inside D... A node of this tree may have no child (it corresponds to an
edge without eigenvariables in its formula, or such that none of its eigenvariables will be replaced during
cut-elimination). But, for the moment, we have no assurance that the tree is finite. If ztreepe, P q is finite, it
defines a substitution σ such that βpeqrσs is exactly the label of pe, P q in the normal form of the proof-net.
Figure 15 illustrates the definition ztree.
Let Θ be a finite substitution tree, the substitution induced by Θ is defined inductively by: If Θ “
tpZ1, B1,Θ1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pZk, Bk,Θkqu then the substitution induced by Θ is θΘ “ tZ1 ÞÑ B1rθΘ1s, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Zk ÞÑ BkrθΘksu.
We will first define a notion of underlying formulae on objects a bit different from contexts, because it
is easier to make an induction definition on these. The definition of the underlying formulae of a context
will rely on this first definition. You can notice that we define underlying formulae, it is plural because
we consider all the formulae that may replace βpeq (with pe, P q the potential edge the context comes from)
during cut-elimination, for all possible reduction strategies. This exhaustivity is achieved by the union on
all truncations of ztrees in the D and @ part of the definition. Later, in Subsection 3.7, we willl prove that
those underlying formulae “converge” towards a unique formula, which we will call the underlying formula
of the context.
Let pe, P q P PotpEGq, A P FLL0 and T, T
1 be two lists of trace elements (traces or empty list) and p a
polarity, βtupA, e, P, T, T
1, pq is defined by induction on |T | by:
• If T “ r s, then βtupA, e, P, T, T
1, pq “ tAu
• If A “ B b C and T “ U.bl, then βtupA, e, P, T, T
1, pq “ βtupB, e, P, U, rbls@T
1, pq
• If A “ B b C and T “ U.br, then βtupA, e, P, T, T
1, pq “ βtupC, e, P, U, rbrs@T
1, pq
• If A “ B ` C and T “ U.`l, then βtupA, e, P, T, T
1, pq “ βtupB, e, P, U, r`ls@T
1, pq
• If A “ B ` C and T “ U.`r, then βtupA, e, P, T, T
1, pq “ βtupC, e, P, U, r`rs@T
1, pq
• If A “ @X.B and T “ U.@, then
– If there exists a potential exists link pl, Qq (whose associated formula will be named C) such that
pe, P, r@s@T 1, pqù˚ pconclplq, Q, r@s,´q, then
βtupA, e, P, T, T
1, pq “
ď
ΘŸztreeppremplq,Qq
βtupBrCrθΘs{LLL{Xs, e, P, U, r@s@T
1, pq
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– If such a potential link does not exist, βtupA, e, P, T, T
1, pq “ βtupB, e, P, U, r@s@T
1, pq.
• If A “ DX.B and T “ U.D, then
– If there exists a potential exists link pl, Qq (whose associated formula will be named C) such that
pconclplq, Q, rDs,`qù pe, P, rDs@T 1, pq, then
βtupA, e, P, T, T
1, pq “
ď
ΘŸztreeppremplq,Qq
βtupBrCrθΘs{LLL{Xs, e, P, U, rDs@T
1, pq
– If such a potential link does not exist, βtupA, e, P, T, T
1, pq “ βtupBrY {Xs, e, P, U, rDs@T
1, pq with
Y a variable which is not used yet.
• If A “!B and T “ U.!t, then βtupA, e, P, T, T
1, pq “ βtupB, e, P, U, r!ts@T
1, pq
• If A “?B and T “ U.?t, then βtupA, e, P, T, T
1, pq “ βtupB, e, P, U, r?ts@T
1, pq
• If A “ §B and T “ U.§, then βtupA, e, P, T, T
1, pq “ βtupB, e, P, U, r§s@T
1, pq
• Otherwise, it is undefined
Definition 10 (underlying formulae). Let pe, P, T, pq be a context of G. Then, the underlying formulae of
pe, P, T, pq, written βtupe, P, T, pq, is the set
Ť
ΘeŸztreepe,P q
βtupβpeq
p
{LLLrθΘes, e, P, T, r s, pq.
We would like to state that the set of underlying formulae of a context is stable by ù (if C ù D,
βtupCq “ βtupDq. However, it is not true: Let us suppose that C “ pe, P, T,`q ù pf, P, T.@,`q “ D,
crossing a @ link downwards. Let Z be the eigenvariable associated with this @ link and let us suppose that
this @ link will be cut with an D link whose associated formula is B. Then Z is replaced by B in every
formula of βtupDq while we can choose truncations of ztreepe, P q which do not contain the tZ ÞÑ Bu root.
So, in this case we have C ù D and βtupCq Ą βtupDq. In the case of crossing a @ link upwards, we have
C ù D and βtupCq Ă βtupDq. However, the difference is always on the formulae which use the smallest
truncations. The larger truncations are possible for both contexts and lead to the same formulae. It is the
meaning of Lemma 4.
Lemma 4. If pe, P, T, pq ù pf,Q, U, qq, then for all A P βtupe, P, T, pq Y βtupf,Q, U, qq there exists B P
βtupe, P, T, pq X βtupf,Q, U, qq and a substitution σ such that B “ Arσs.
Proof. We make a disjunction on theù rule used.
If the rule is neither a D nor a @ rule, then the proof is technical but straightforward. In these cases,
we can prove that βtupe, P, T, pq “ βtupf,Q, U, qq. Let us take a formula A P βtupe, P, T, pq and show that
A P βtupf,Q, U, qq. It is important to notice that ztreepe, P q and ztreepf,Qq are equal on the intersection of
their domains. And those are the only one interesting, since the other variables (or their replacement) will
be deleted by the pruning. So we can take Θf to be Θe restricted to the eigenvariables which are free in
βpfq.
We have to prove that A P βtupβpfq
q
{LLLrθΘes, f, Q, U, r s, qq. The formulae βpfq and βpeq are almost
the same. The only possible differences are a translation of the index of ground variables (in the axiom
case) and the addition or deletion of the head connective. The first kind of difference is erased because the
formula considered is not βpeq but βpeq{LLL. The second kind of difference is erased during the computa-
tions of βtupβpfq
q
{LLLrθΘes, f, Q, U, r s, qq and βtupβpeq
p
{LLLrθΘes, e, P, T, pq. Indeed, we prune the syntactic
tree of the formula using the trace, and when we delete the head connective, we also delete the right-most
element of the trace. Notice that if pe, P, T “ pT1.@@T2q, pqù pf,Q, U “ pT1.@@U2q, qq, then when we com-
pute βtupe, P, T, pq and βtupf,Q, U, qq we will have as inductive cases respictively βtupB, e, P, T1.@, T2, pq and
βtupB, f,Q, T1.@, U2, qq. The ù rules only depend on the right-most trace element so pe, P, r@s@T2, pqù
pf,Q, r@s@U2, qq, so the D potential link mentioned in the rule will be the same. Same for the D induction
cases. As a consequence A P βtu,Θpf,Q, U, qq. The other inclusion is done similarly.
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In the case of crossing an D link downward. pe, P, T,`q Ñ pf, P, T.D,`q.
βtupf,Q, U, qq “
ď
ΘfŸztreepf,Qq
βtupβpfq
q
{LLLrθΘf s, f, Q, U, r s, qq
“
ď
ΘfŸztreepf,Qq
βtupDX.B{LLLrθΘf s, f, P, T.D, r s,`q
βtupf,Q, U, qq “
ď
ΘfŸztreepf,Qq
ď
ΘeŸztreepe,P q
βtupB{LLLrθΘf srC{LLLrθΘes{Xs, f, P, T, rDs,`q
βtupe, P, T, pq “
ď
ΘeŸztreepe,P q
βtupβpeq
p
{LLLrθΘes, e, P, T, r s, pq
“
ď
ΘeŸztreepe,P q
βtupBrC{Xs{LLLrθΘes, e, P, T, r s,`q
The only difference between ztreepe, P q and ztreepf,Qq is that the domain of the former may be big-
ger because C may contain some eigenvariables. So the truncations of ztreepf,Qq all are truncations of
ztreepe, P q. The only difference between βtupe, P, T, pq and βtupf,Q, U, qq is that in the latter we can make
a different truncation for the branch corresponding to an eigenvariable Z in Θe (for occurences of Z in
C) and in Θf (for occurences of Z in B). However, even if we use this possibility to pick a formula A
in βtupf,Q, U, qq which is not in βtupe, P, T, pq, we can define Θ as the graph union of Θe and Θf . Then
B “
Ť
ΘŸztreepe,P q βtupBrC{Xs{LLLrθΘs, e, P, T, r s,`q is in the intersection of the two sets and B can be
obtained from A by a substitution.
@
e BrZ{Xs
f @X.B
In the case of crossing a @ link downward. pe, P, T,`qù pf, P, T.@,`q. There are two
cases, whether the potential @ link will be cut with an D link or not. However, only the
first case is interesting. In the case where the link will not be cut, we can use the same
argumentation as in the multiplicative and exponential links. Thus, here we will supose that
there exists a potential D link pl, Rq such that pf, P, T.@,`qù pconclplq, R,@,´q. We will
denote by C the formula associated to l.
βtupf,Q, U, qq “
ď
ΘfŸztreepf,Qq
βtupβpfq
q
{LLLrθΘf s, f, Q, U, r s, qq
“
ď
ΘfŸztreepf,Qq
βtup@X.B{LLLrθΘf s, f, P, T.@, r s,`q
βtupf,Q, U, qq “
ď
ΘfŸztreepf,Qq
ď
ΘlŸztreeppremplq,Rq
βtupB{LLLrθΘf srC{LLLrθΘls{Xs, f, P, T, r@s,`q
βtupe, P, T, pq “
ď
ΘeŸztreepe,P q
βtupβpeq
p
{LLLrθΘes, e, P, T, r s, pq
“
ď
ΘeŸztreepf,QqYtpZ,C,ztreeppremplq,Rqqu
βtupBrZ{Xs{LLLrθΘes, e, P, T, r s,`q
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Here, the difference between βtupe, P, T, pq and βtupf,Q, U, qq is that in the latter the replacement of X by C
is always done, whereas in the former, the truncation of ztreepe, P q may delete this substitution. However,
if we take a formula A of βtupe, P, T, pq, with a substitution tree Θe which does not make a substitution on
Z, we can define the formula B obtained by extending Θe in Θ
1
e which does not cut the edge pZ,Cq but its
successors. B belongs to both sets and B can be obtained from A by a substitution.
The cases of crossing an D or a @ link upwards are quite similar to the downwards cases, the roles of e
and f are just swapped.
Lemma 5. If C ÞÑ D and βtupCq ‰ ∅ then βtupDq ‰ ∅.
Proof. If it is a ù step, then we can use Lemma 4. If it is a ãÑ step, B “ pσipBq, P, r!ts,´q ãÑ
pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q “ D. Then
βtupCq “
ď
ΘeŸztreeppremplq,Qq
βtupβpσpBqq
`
{LLLrθΘes, σpBq, P, r!ts, r s,`q
βtupCq Ą βtupβpσpBqq{LLLrθ∅s, σpBq, P, r!ts, r s,`q
βtupCq Ą βtup!A, σpBq, P, r!ts, r s,`q
βtupCq Ą βtupA, σpBq, P, rs, r!ts,`q
βtupCq Ą tAu
This lemma implies that if we begin a path by a context whose trace corresponds to its formula (for
example pσpBq, P, !t ,`q), the path will never be blocked by a mismatch between the top element of the trace
and the link encountered. For instance, we will never reach a context pe,Q, T.@,´q with βpeq “ AbB. This
lemma will allow us to prove the corollary 1 which says that our copies are exactly the copies in the Dal
Lago’s definition. It will be important to prove the Dal Lago’s weight theorem in our framework. But this
is not the only purpose of this lemma. It will be used to prove the strong bound for L40 in Section 7.
3.5.3 Our copies are the same as those of Dal Lago’s
Here, we will show that our definition of ÞÑ-copies matches the definition of the copies of Dal Lago.
Lemma 6 (Subtree property [8]). For any exponential signature t and any uđt, there exists v such that t Ď v
and: If @t Ď w, Df,Q, T, q, pe, P, !w,`q ÞÑ
˚ pf,Q, r!es@T, qq, Then there is pg,Rq such that pe, P, !v,`q ÞÑ
˚
pg,R, !u,´q.
Definition 11. The skeleton of a trace element is defined by: the skeleton of !t is !, the skeleton of ?t is
?, the skeleton of other trace elements are themselves. We define the skeleton of a trace as the list of the
skeletons of its trace elements.
Lemma 7. If pe0, P0, T0, p0q ÞÑ pe1, P1, T1, p1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ÞÑ pen, Pn, Tn, pnq, pe0, Q0, U0, p0q ÞÑ pe1, Q1, U1, p1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ÞÑ
pen, Qn, Un, pnq and the skeletons of T1 and U1 are equal, then the skeletons of Tn and Un are equal.
Proof. It is enough to prove for the case n “ 1, which can be done by analysis of all the ÞÑ rules.
Lemma 8. If tn ď
v t1n, Tn has the same skeleton as Un and pe1, P1, r!t1 s@T1, p1q ÞÑ pe2, P2, r!t2s@T2, p2q ÞÑ
¨ ¨ ¨ ÞÑ pen, Pn, r!tns@Tn, pnq then there exists t1 ď
v t11 such that pe1, P1, r!t11s@T1, p1q ÞÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÞÑ pen, Pn, r!t1ns@Tn, pnq.
If t1n ď
v tn, Tn has the same skeleton as Un and pe1, P1, r!t1s@T1, p1q ÞÑ pe2, P2, r!t2s@T2, p2q ÞÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÞÑ
pen, Pn, r!tns@Tn, pnq then there exists t
1
1 ď
v t1 such that pe1, P1, r!t11s@T1, p1q ÞÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÞÑ pen, Pn, r!t1ns@Tn, pnq.
Proof. We can prove the lemma by induction on n and case-by-case analysis of the ÞÑ rules. This works
because the ÞÑ only take into account the surface of the exponential signatures. And during a ÞÑ step,
exponential signatures are decreasing for the đ relation.
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Lemma 9. If tn ď
v t1n, pe1, P1, r!t1 s@T1, p1q ÞÑ pe2, P2, r!t2 s@T2, p2q ÞÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÞÑ pen, Pn, r!tns@Tn, pnq and
pe1, Q1, r!t11s@U1, p1q ÞÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÞÑ pen, Qn, r!t1ns@Un, pnq then t1 ď
v t11
Lemma 10. Let C “ pe, P, r!ts@T, pq be a context, with βtupCq ‰ ∅. C is a ÞÑ-copy context if and only if
there exists a final context Cf P FG such that C ÞÑ
˚ Cf
Proof. Let us suppose that pe, P, r!ts@T, pq ÞÑ pe1, P1, T1, p1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ÞÑ pen, Pn, Tn, pnq “ Cf and Cf is final.
Looking at the rules of ÞÑ and the definition of final contexts, Cf ­ÞÑ. Let us suppose that there is an
exponential signature u such that pe, P, r!us@T, pq ÞÑ pe1, Q1, U1, p1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pen, Qn, Un, pnq. The skeletons of
r!ts@T and r!us@T are equal, so the skeletons of Tn and Un are equal (Lemma 7). Thus, no matter which
case of final context is Cf , pen, Qn, Un, pnq ­ÞÑ. We know that Tn has the shape r!es@T
1 so Un has the shape
r!vs@U
1. By definition of ď, e ď v. So, according to lemma 9, t ď u.
Now, let us suppose that pe, P, r!ts@T, pq is a copy context, then pe, P, r!ts@T, pq ÞÑ pe1, P1, T1, p1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ÞÑ
pen, Pn, Tn, pnq ­ÞÑ and forall u such that pe, P, r!us@T, pq ÞÑ pe1, Q1, U1, p1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pen, Qn, Un, pnq, t ď u and
pen, Qn, Un, pnq ­ÞÑ. We will show that pen, Pn, Tn, pnq is a final context. We supposed that βtupe, P, r!ts@T, pq
is not empty, so βtupen, Pn, Tn, pnq is not empty by Lemma 5. So, knowing that pen, Pn, Tn, pnq ­ÞÑ and that
the leftmost trace element is a ! element, the only possibilities for pen, Pn, Tn, pnq are pp , ‚q, Pn, Tn,`q or
pen, Pn, r!ys,´q with the tail of en being a ?C, ?D, ?N or ?W link.
We will prove that the tail of en can not be a ?C or ?N by absurd. If the tail of en was a ?C or ?N and
e ‰ y then notice that e ď y so there exists t1 ďy t such that pe, P, r!t1s@T, pq ÞÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ pen, R
1, !e,´q (Lemma 8).
However, because pe, P, r!ts@T, pq is a copy context, t ď t
1. Then, ď being an order, t1 “ t so y “ e which
is a contradiction. If we suppose that the tail of e was a ?C or ?N and y “ e then notice that e ď lpeq and
e ď ppeq so, by Lemma 8, there exists u such that pe, P, r!us@T, pq ÞÑ pe1, Q1, U1, p1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pen, Qn, Un, pnq ÞÑ
which would contradict our assumption of pe, P, r!ts@T, pq being a ÞÑ-copy context. So the tail of en is neither
?C nor ?N .
So the only fact left to prove is that the leftmost trace element is !e. If it is not, we can find an exponential
signature u such that u ď t, u ‰ t and pe, P, !u,`q ÞÑ pe1, Q1, U1, p1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pen, Qn, Un, pnq (Lemma 8).
Theorem 1. Let t be a standard exponential signature. t P CÞÑpB,P q if and only if for any t Ď u, there
exists a final context Cu such that pσpBq, P, r!us,`q ÞÑ
˚ Cu.
Proof. If t P CÞÑpB,P q, let us consider u P Sig such that t Ď u. By definition of copies, pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q is
a ÞÑ-copy context. So, by Lemma 10, there exists a final context Cu such that pσpBq, P, r!us,`q ÞÑ
˚ Cu.
Now, let us suppose that for any t Ď u, there exists a final context Cu such that pσpBq, P, r!us,`q ÞÑ
˚ Cu.
Then, according to Lemma 10, for any t Ď u, pσpBq, P, r!us,`q is a ÞÑ-copy context. So t P CÑpB,P q.
3.6 Proof of Dal Lago’s weight theorem
In this subsection, we will assume that G and H are two proof-nets and that there is a copymorphism
pDφ, D
1
φ, φ, ψq from G to H . We will first exhibit a correspendence between the ÞÑ-canonical edges of G and
the ÞÑ-canonical edges of H by a serie of lemma. Then we will prove that the weight TG decreases along
cut-elimination.
Lemma 11. If pσpBq, P, r!ts, pq is a ÞÑ-copy context and φpσpBq, P, tq “ pσpB
1q, P 1, t1q then pσpB1q, P 1, r!t1s, pq
is a ÞÑ-copy context.
Proof. By Theorem 1, there exists Ce “ pe,Q, r!us@U, qq P FG such that pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q ÞÑ
˚ Ce.
• If e P Dφ, then by rule 2g φpe,Q, uq is defined. Let pe
1, Q1, u1q be φpe,Q, uq. By rule 2a, pσpB1q, P 1, r!t1s@T,`q ÞÑ
pe1, Q1, r!u1s@U, qq. And by rule 2h, pe
1, Q1, r!u1s@U, qq is a final context for H .
• Else, by rule 3, pe,Q, r!us@U, qq P Dψ. There exists k such that @pf,R, r!vs@V, rq P CG, pf,R, r!vs@V, rq ÞÑ
k
pe,Q, r!us@U, qq ô pf,R, r!vs@V, rq P ψpe,Q, r!us@U, qq (rule 3b) and if j ă k, then pf,R, r!vs@V, rq ÞÑ
j
pe,Q, r!us@U, qq ñ f R σpBGq. So there is pf,R, r!vs@V, rq P ψpe,Q, r!us@U, qq such that pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q ÞÑ
˚
pf,R, r!vs@V, rq ÞÑ
k pe,Q, r!us@U, qq. By rule 2g, φpf,R, vq is defined. Let pf
1, R1, v1q be φpf,R, vq, ac-
cording to rule 2h, pf 1, R1, r!v1 s@V, rq is final. According to rule 2a, pσpB
1q, P 1, r!t1s,`q ÞÑ
˚ pf 1, R1, r!v1s@V, rq.
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So pσpB1q, P 1, r!t1s,`q is a ÞÑ-copy context.
Lemma 12. If pσpB1q, P 1, r!t1s,`q is a ÞÑ-copy context and φpσpBq, P, tq “ pσpB
1q, P 1, t1q then pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q
is a ÞÑ-copy context.
Proof. pσpB1q, P 1, r!t1s,`q is a ÞÑ-copy context so pσpB
1q, P 1, r!t1s,`q ÞÑ
˚ pe1, Q1, r!u1 s@U, qqwith pe
1, Q1, r!u1s@U, qq P
FH . So, according to rule 2h, either there exists pe,Qq P PotpEGq and u P Sig such that pe,Q, r!us@U, qq P FG
and φpe,Q, uq “ pe1, Q1, u1q or there exists e,Q, u and pf,R, r!vs@V, rq P FG such that pe,Q, r!us@U, qq P
ψpf,R, r!vs@V, rq and φpe,Q, uq “ pe
1, Q1, u1q. We examine both cases.
• If we suppose that there exists e,Q, u such that pe,Q, r!us@U, qq P FG and φpe,Q, uq “ pe
1, Q1, u1q. So,
according to rule 2a, pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q ÞÑ
˚ pe,Q, r!us@U, qq and pe,Q, r!us@U, qq P FG so pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q
is a ÞÑ-copy context.
• If we suppose that there exists e,Q, u and pf,R, r!vs@V, rq P FG such that pe,Q, r!us@U, qq P ψpf,R, r!vs@V, rq
and φpe,Q, uq “ pe1, Q1, u1q. According to rule 2a, pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q ÞÑ
˚ pe,Q, r!us@U, qq. Accord-
ing to rule 3b, pe,Q, r!us@U, qq ÞÑ
˚ pf,R, r!vs@V, rq and pf,R, r!vs@V, rq is final. By transitivity
pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q ÞÑ
˚ pf,R, r!vs@V, rq so pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q is a ÞÑ-copy context of pB,P q.
Lemma 13. If φpσpBq, P, tq “ pσpB1q, P 1, t1q and t is standard, then t1 is standard.
Proof. Let us assume that t1 is not standard. Then, there exists u1 P Sig such that u1 Ă t1. We have
pB1, P 1, u1q Ť pB1, P 1, t1q. Let C,Q, u such that φpσpCq, Q, uq “ pB1, P 1, u1q. Then, by rule 2b, pC,Q, uq Ť
pB,P, tq. However, because of rule 2i, we know that pC,Qq “ pB,P q. So u Ă t. This is impossible, because
t is standard.
Lemma 14. If pB,P q P Can ÞÑpBGq, t P CÞÑpB,P q and φpσpBq, P, tq “ pσpB
1q, P 1, t1q then t1 P CÞÑpB
1, P 1q.
Proof. We know that t is a copy so t is standard. By Lemma 13, t1 is standard. Let u1 P Sig such that
t1 Ď u1. By rule 2f, there exists pC,Q, uq such that φpσpCq, Q, uq “ pσpB1q, P 1, t1q.
Either t1 Ă u1 or t1 “ u1. If t1 Ă u1, pB1, P 1, t1q Ť pB1, P 1, u1q. Then, by rule 2b, pB,P, tq Ť pC,Q, uq.
Either pB,P q “ pC,Qq and t Ă u or B Ă C and P “ Q.v@Q1 with v Ď u. In both cases, we will prove that
pσpCq, Q, r!us,`q is a copy context. Lemma 11 will then give us that pσpC
1q, Q1, r!u1s,`q is a ÞÑ-copy context,
concluding the proof.
• In the first case, B “ C, P “ Q and t Ă u. We already know that t P CÞÑpB,P q so, by definition of
CÞÑpB,P q, pσpCq, Q, r!us,`q is a ÞÑ-copy context.
• If B Ă C and P “ Q.v@Q1 with v Ď u. We know that P P LGpBq so the signatures composing it are
copies of their respective corresponding boxes. So v P CÞÑpC,Qq, so pσpCq, Q, r!us,`q is a copy context.
If t1 “ u1. Then, it is similar to the first case of t1 Ă u1: pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q is a ÞÑ-copy context. So
pσpB1q, P 1, r!t1s,`q is a ÞÑ-copy context.
Lemma 15. If pB1, P 1q P Can ÞÑpB
1q, t1 P CÞÑpB
1, P 1q, φpσpBq, P, tq “ pσpB1q, P 1, t1q and t Ď u then
pσpBq, P, r!us,`q is a copy context.
Proof. If t “ u, then pσpB1q, P 1, r!t1s,`q is a ÞÑ-copy context so, by lemma 12, pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q is a ÞÑ-copy
context.
If t Ă u, pB,P, tq Ť pB,P, uq. According to rule ??, φpσpBq, P, uq is defined. Let pσpC 1q, Q1, u1q be
φpσpBq, P, uq. Then, according to rule 2b, pB1, P 1, t1q Ť pC 1, Q1, u1q. Either pB1, P 1q “ pC 1, Q1q and t1 Ă u1 or
B1 Ă C 1 and P 1 “ Q1.v1@R1 with v1 Ď u1. In both cases we will prove that pσpC 1q, Q1, r!u1s,`q is a ÞÑ-copy
context. Lemma 12 will then give us that pσpBq, P, r!us,`q is a ÞÑ-copy context, concluding the proof.
• If pB1, P 1q “ pC 1, Q1q and t1 Ă u1 then, because t1 P CÞÑpB
1, P 1q, pσpB1q, P 1, r!u1 s,`q is a ÞÑ-copy context.
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• If B1 Ă C 1 and P 1 “ Q1.v1@R1 with v1 Ď u1. Then, knowing that P 1 P L ÞÑpB
1q, we know that
v1 P CÞÑpC
1, Q1q so pσpC 1q, Q1, r!u1s,`q is a ÞÑ-copy context.
Corollary 1. If φpe, P, tq “ pe1, P 1, t1q and P P L ÞÑpeq, then P
1 P L ÞÑpe
1q
Proof. We will make the proof by induction on Bpeq. Let us suppose that φpe, P, tq “ pe1, P 1, t1q and P P L ÞÑpeq.
Then,
• If P “ r s then by rule 2d, e1 has depth 0 so P 1 “ r s, which is canonical for e1.
• Else, let B the deepest box including e such that σpBq P Dφ. Then we can decompose P in P “ Q.t@R
with Q P L ÞÑpBq and t P CÞÑpB,Qq. Let pσpB
1q, Q1, t1q be φpσpBq, Q, tq then according to rule 2d,
ρpe1q “ B1 and P 1 “ Q1.t1. According to lemma 14, t1 P CÞÑpB
1, Q1q. Moreover, by induction hypothesis,
Q1 P L ÞÑpB
1q. So P 1 is canonical for e1.
Corollary 2. If pB1, P 1q P CanpBHq and t
1 P Sig, then there exists t P Sig and pB,P q P CanpBGq such
that φpσpBq, P, tq “ pσpB1q, P 1, t1q.
Proof. We prove this by induction on the depth of B1. Let us assume that the property is true for every
pC 1, Q1q P PotpBHq with BpC
1q ă BpB1q. Let C 1 be the deepest box containing B1, and u1 the exponential
signature such thatQ1.u1 “ P 1. Then, by induction hypothesis, there exists u P Sig and pσpCq, Qq P CanpBGq
such that φpσpCq, Q, uq “ pσpC 1q, Q1, u1q.
Let pσpBq, P1, tq P φ
´1pσpB1q, P 1, t1q. pB1, P 1, t1q Ť pC 1, Q1, u1q so pB,P1, tq Ť pC,Q, uq. We prove by
contradiction that C is the deepest box containing B such that σpCq P Dφ. Let D be the deepest box
containing B such that σpDq P Dφ and let us suppose that D Ă C. Then we extend Q.u in a potential for D,
R. Let pσpD1q, R1, v1q “ φpσpDq, R, vq. pD,R, vq Ť pC,Q, uq so, according to rule 2b, pD1, R1, v1q Ť pC 1, Q1, uq.
u is a ÞÑ-copy so is standard so D1 Ă C 1. According to rule 2d, ρpB1q “ D1 which contradicts our hypothesis
that ρpBq “ C 1. So C is the deepest box containing B such that σpCq P Dφ.
Thanks to rule 2j, we can complete Q.u in a canonical potential P for B. And, thanks to rule 2d,
φpσpBq, P, tq “ φpσpBq, P1 , tq “ pB
1, P 1, t1q.
Let us suppose that there exists a copymorphism between two proof-nets G and H . If we compute the
differences of weights between G and H (WG ´WH and TG ´ TH), there are many simplifications. So, the
differences depends mostly on the edges of G (resp H) which are not in Dφ (resp D
1
φ). In the cut reduction
rules, most of the edges are in Dφ or D
1
φ, so we have only a few edges to consider to compute those differences.
We will separate the weight TG into two subweights TG “ T
1
G ` 2 ¨ T
2
G with T
1
G “
ř
ePEG
|L ÞÑpeq| and
T 2G “
ř
BPBG
PPL ÞÑpBq
tPSiÞÑpe,P q
DGpBq.|t|.
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T 1G ´ T
1
H “
ÿ
ePEG
|L ÞÑpeq| ´
ÿ
ePEH
|L ÞÑpeq|
“
ÿ
ePEGXDφ
PPL ÞÑpeq
1`
ÿ
ePEGXDφ
|L ÞÑpeq| ´
ÿ
fPEHXD
1
φ
QPL ÞÑpfq
1´
ÿ
fPEHXD1φ
|L ÞÑpfq|
“
ÿ
ePDφ
PPL ÞÑpeq
1´
ÿ
fPD1φ
QPL ÞÑpfq
|tpe, P, tq |φpe, P, tq “ pf,Q, equ| `
ÿ
ePDφ
|L ÞÑpeq| ´
ÿ
fPD1
φ
|L ÞÑpfq|
“
ÿ
ePDφ
PPL ÞÑpeq
1´
ÿ
ePDφ
PPL ÞÑpeq
|tt |φpe, P, tq “ p , , equ| `
ÿ
ePDφ
|L ÞÑpeq| ´
ÿ
fPD1
φ
|L ÞÑpfq|
T 1G ´ T
1
H “
ÿ
ePDφ
PPL ÞÑpeq
1´ |tt |φpe, P, tq “ p , , equ| `
ÿ
ePDφ
|L ÞÑpeq| ´
ÿ
fPD1
φ
|L ÞÑpeq|
For the transformation between the second and third line, notice that we have |tpe, P, tq |φpe, P, tq “
pf,Q, equ| “ 1 for every pf,Qq P CanpD1φq because of the rule 2i of the definition of copymorphisms. The
transformation between the third and fourth line, use Corollaries 1 and 2.
The formula of the last line may seem more complex than the first line. However, when we will use
this formula, we will notice that most potential edges of G will have exactly one image in PotpEHq with
exponential signature e. So, we will immediately notice that most of the terms of the sum are equal to 0.
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
BPBG
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpBq.|s| ´
ÿ
BPBH
QPL ÞÑpBq
tPSiÞÑpB,Qq
DHpBq.|t|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpBq.|s| `
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpBq.|s| ´
ÿ
BPBH
QPL ÞÑpBq
tPSiÞÑpB,Qq
DHpBq.|t|
T 2G ´ T
2
H ě
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
pC,Q,tq“φpB,P,sq
DGpBq.|s| ´
ÿ
BPBH
QPL ÞÑpBq
tPSiÞÑpB,Qq
DHpBq.|t| `
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpBq.|s|
T 2G ´ T
2
H ě
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
pC,Q,tq“φpB,P,sq
DGpBq.|s| ´DHpCq.|t| `
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpBq.|s|
Here, we use the fact that every pσpB1q, P 1q P PotpBHq are images of pσpBq, P q P PotpBGq (rule 2f of
the definition of copymorphisms). Similar to the case T 1G, the formula of the second line may seem complex,
but most of the terms of the left sum will be equal to 0.
Theorem 2 (Dal Lago’s weight theorem). Suppose that GÑcut H, TH is finite and H has positive weights
then TG ą TH , TG is finite and G has positive weights.
Proof. We will examine every rule of reduction. For each rule, we will exhibit a copymorphism to prove the
inequalities. We will only present the non trivial images. On the drawings, the edges of G (resp. H) which
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are not in Dφ (resp. D
1
φ) will be drawn dashed. The edges of Dφ which have different images by φ in EH
depending on the associated potential and signature, will be drawn thicker.
Let us consider a box of B. In most of the cases, σpBq will be in Dφ. The copies of pB,P q will correspond,
via φ to distinct copies of potential boxes of H . H having positive weights, there is a non null and finite
number of those copies so there is a non null and finite number of copies of pB,P q. For the cases where
σpBq R Dφ: in the weakening and dereliction cases, it is straightforward that the box disappearing has
exactly one copy: e. In the case of the box fusion, the copies of the deleted box correspond exactly to the
copies of the fused box (in H) so there is a non null, finite number of copies.
The difference between TG and TH can always be expressed as sums over sets of canonical potentials or
sets of copies. Those are finite sums, because G and H are supposed to have positive weights.
•
cut
` b
dc
e fa b
cutA cutB
a eb f
All edges except c and d are in Dφ. For every pe, P q P PotpDφq and t P Sig, φpe, P, tq “ pe, P, tq.
T 1G ´ T
1
H “
ÿ
ePDφ
PPL ÞÑpeq
1´ |tt |φpe, P, tq “ p , , equ| `
ÿ
ePDφ
|L ÞÑpeq| ´
ÿ
fPD1
φ
|L ÞÑpeq|
T 1G ´ T
1
H “
ÿ
ePDφ
PPL ÞÑpeq
p1´ 1q `
ÿ
ePtc,du
|L ÞÑpeq| ´
ÿ
fP∅
|L ÞÑpeq|
T 1G ´ T
1
H “ |L ÞÑpcq| ` |L ÞÑpdq|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
pf,Q,tq“φpB,P,sq
DGpBq.|s| ´DHpfq.|t| `
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpBq.|s|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
pf,Q,tq“φpB,P,sq
0`
ÿ
BP∅
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpBq.|s|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “ 0
So TG ą TH .
•
!P?P?P
B0
cut
?C
d
a1 ak
!P?P?P
Bl
!P?P?P
Br
?C ?C
b1 bk
a1 ak
c1 ck cutcut
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The only particuliar case is for σpB0q. We set: φpσpB0q, P, lpsqq “ pσpBlq, P, sq and φpσpB0q, P, rpsqq “
pσpBrq, P, sq. In the other cases, pσpB0q, P, sq will be outside the domain of φ. Edges inside B0 will
be separated between Bl and Br according to the exponential signature corresponding to B0 in their
potential: φpe, P. lptq@Q, uq “ pel, P.t@Q, uq and φpe, P. rptq@Q, uq “ per, P.t@Q, uq (with el and er
the edges corresponding to e in Bl and Br).
T 1G ´ T
1
H “
ÿ
ePDφ
PPL ÞÑpeq
1´ |tt |φpe, P, tq “ p , , equ| `
ÿ
ePDφ
|L ÞÑpeq| ´
ÿ
fPD1
φ
|L ÞÑpeq|
T 1G ´ T
1
H “
¨
˝ ÿ
PPL ÞÑpσpB0qq
1´ 2
˛
‚` |L ÞÑpdq| ´
iďkÿ
i“1
|L ÞÑpbiq| ´
iďkÿ
i“1
|L ÞÑpciq|
T 1G ´ T
1
H “ ´|L ÞÑpσpB0qq| ` |L ÞÑpσpB0qq| ´ 2 ¨ k|L ÞÑpσpB0qq|
T 1G ´ T
1
H “ ´2 ¨ k ¨ |L ÞÑpσpB0qq|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
pf,Q,tq“φpB,P,sq
DGpBq.|s| ´DHpfq.|t| `
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpBq.|s|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
PPL ÞÑpσpB0qq
sPSiÞÑpB0,P q
pf,Q,tq“φpσpB0q,P,sq
pk ` 1q.|s| ´ pk ` 1q.p|s| ´ 1q `
ÿ
BP∅
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpBq.|s|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
PPL ÞÑpσpBqq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
pk ` 1q ` 0
T 2G ´ T
2
H “ pk ` 1q ¨
ÿ
PPL ÞÑpσpBqq
|Si ÞÑpB,P q|
TG ´ TH “ ´2 ¨ k ¨ |L ÞÑpσpBqq| ` 2 ¨ pk ` 1q ¨
ÿ
PPL ÞÑpσpBqq
|Si ÞÑpB,P q|
TG ´ TH ě ´2 ¨ k ¨ |L ÞÑpσpBqq| ` 2 ¨ pk ` 1q ¨
ÿ
PPL ÞÑpσpBqq
1
TG ´ TH ě 2|L ÞÑpσpBq| ą 0
•
!P?P?P B0
cut
?D
c
b
d1 dk
a
?D ?D
d1 dk cut
a
b
The only edges of EG which are not in Dφ are the premises of the cut. For the edges in B0, we simply
delete the exponential signature corresponding to B0 in their potential: φpe, P.t@Q, uq “ pe, P@Qq.
Moreover, for every pc, P q P Potpcq, pc, P, r!es,´q P FH so pc, P, r!es,´q P Dψ. We set ψpc, P, r!es,´q “
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tpd1, P, r!es,´q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pdk, P, r!es,´qu.
T 1G ´ T
1
H “
ÿ
ePDφ
PPL ÞÑpeq
1´ |tt |φpe, P, tq “ p , , equ| `
ÿ
ePDφ
|L ÞÑpeq| ´
ÿ
fPD1
φ
|L ÞÑpeq|
T 1G ´ T
1
H “
ÿ
ePDφ
PPL ÞÑpeq
p1´ 1q ` 2 ¨ |L ÞÑpσpBqq| ´ 0
T 1G ´ T
1
H “ 2 ¨ |L ÞÑpσpBqq|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
pf,Q,tq“φpB,P,sq
DGpBq.|s| ´DHpfq.|t| `
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpBq.|s|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
pf,Q,tq“φpB,P,sq
0`
ÿ
PPL ÞÑpσpBqq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpσpBqq.|s|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
PPL ÞÑpσpBqq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpσpBqq.|s|
TG ´ TH “ 2|L ÞÑpσpBqq| ` 2
ÿ
PPL ÞÑpσpBqq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpσpBqq.|s|
TG ´ TH ą 0
•
!P B0?P?P
cut
?W
cd1 dk
?W ?W
d1 dk
Here, many edges of EG are not in Dφ: the premises of the cut and the edges inside the deleted
box. For every pc, P q P Potpeq and T P Tra, pc, P, r!es@T,´q P FG so pc, P, r!es@T,´q P Dψ. We set
ψpc, P, r!es@T,´q “ tpd1, P, r!es@T,´q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pdk, P, r!es@T,´qu.
T 1G ´ T
1
H “
ÿ
ePDφ
PPL ÞÑpeq
1´ |tt |φpe, P, tq “ p , , equ| `
ÿ
ePDφ
|L ÞÑpeq| ´
ÿ
fPD1
φ
|L ÞÑpeq|
T 1G ´ T
1
H “
ÿ
ePDφ
PPL ÞÑpeq
p1´ 1q `
ÿ
ePDφ
|L ÞÑpeq| ´
ÿ
fP∅
|L ÞÑpeq|
T 1G ´ T
1
H “
ÿ
ePDφ
|L ÞÑpeq|
T 1G ´ T
1
H ą 0
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T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
pf,Q,tq“φpB,P,sq
DGpBq.|s| ´DHpfq.|t| `
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpBq.|s|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
pf,Q,tq“φpB,P,sq
DGpBq.|s| ´DGpBq.|t| `
ÿ
PPL ÞÑpσpB0qq
sPSiÞÑpB,P0q
DGpσpB0qq.|s|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “ 0`
ÿ
PPL ÞÑpσpB0qq
sPSiÞÑpB0,P q
DGpσpB0qq.|s|q
T 2G ´ T
2
H ą 0
Donc TG ą TH
•
cut
§ §
a b
cut
It is quite similar to the `/b case: we just delete two edges.
T 1G ´ T
1
H “
ÿ
ePDφ
PPL ÞÑpeq
1´ |tt |φpe, P, tq “ p , , equ| `
ÿ
ePDφ
|L ÞÑpeq| ´
ÿ
fPD1
φ
|L ÞÑpeq|
T 1G ´ T
1
H “
ÿ
ePDφ
PPL ÞÑpeq
p1´ 1q `
ÿ
ePDφ
|L ÞÑpeq| ´
ÿ
fP∅XD1
φ
|L ÞÑpeq|
T 1G ´ T
1
H “ 0` |L ÞÑpaq| ` |L ÞÑpbq| ´ 0
T 1G ´ T
1
H ą 0
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
pf,Q,tq“φpB,P,sq
DGpBq.|s| ´DHpfq.|t| `
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpBq.|s|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
pf,Q,tq“φpB,P,sq
0`
ÿ
BP∅
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpBq.|s|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “ p0 ` 0q “ 0
So TG ą TH . The quantifier case and the axiom case are the same, so we will not present them.
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•?P ?P !P
b1 bk
B
?N
cuta1 ak
?P ?P !P
B1
b1 bk
?P ?P !P
B2
d1 dk
cut
?N ?N
c1 ck
a1 ak
In this case the images of pσpBq, P, tq will depend on t: φpσpBq, P, pptqq “ pσpB2q, P, tq and φpσpBq, P, npt1, t2qq “
pσpB1q, P.t2, t1q. In the other cases, pσpB0q, P, sq will be outside the domain of φ. Similarly, for the
edges inside B, their exponential signature are divided in two: φpe, P. npt1, t2q@Q, uq “ pe, P.t1.t2@Q, uq.
T 1G ´ T
1
H “
ÿ
ePDφ
PPL ÞÑpeq
1´ |tt |φpe, P, tq “ p , , equ| `
ÿ
ePDφ
|L ÞÑpeq| ´
ÿ
fPD1
φ
|L ÞÑpeq|
T 1G ´ T
1
H “ 0´ |L ÞÑpBq| ` 0´
kÿ
i“1
|L ÞÑpciq| ´
kÿ
i“1
|L ÞÑpdiq|
T 1G ´ T
1
H “ ´|L ÞÑpBq| ´ |L ÞÑpB2q|.k ´ |L ÞÑpB1q|.k
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
pf,Q,tq“φpB,P,sq
DGpBq.|s| ´DHpfq.|t| `
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpBq.|s|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
PPL ÞÑpBq
npt1,t2qPSiÞÑpB,P q
pk ` 1q.p|t1| ` |t2| ` 1q ´ pk ` 1q.|t1| `
ÿ
PPL ÞÑpBq
ppsqPSiÞÑpB,P q
pk ` 1q.p|t| ` 1q ´ pk ` 1q.|s|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
PPL ÞÑpBq
npt1,t2qPSiÞÑpB,P q
pk ` 1q.p|t2| ` 1q `
ÿ
PPL ÞÑpB2q
sPSiÞÑpB2,P q
pk ` 1qq
T 2G ´ T
2
H ě |L ÞÑpBq|.pk ` 1q.2`
ÿ
P.sPL ÞÑpB1q
pk ` 1q
T 2G ´ T
2
H ě |L ÞÑpBq|.pk ` 1q ` |L ÞÑpB2q|.pk ` 1q ` |L ÞÑpB1q|.pk ` 1q
TG ´ TH ě ´|L ÞÑpBq| ´ |L ÞÑpB2q|.k ´ |L ÞÑpB1q|.k ` 2|L ÞÑpB2q|.pk ` 1q ` 2.|L ÞÑpBq|.pk ` 1q ` |L ÞÑpB1q|.pk ` 1q
TG ´ TH ě p2k ` 1q ¨ |L ÞÑpBq| ` pk ` 2q ¨ |L ÞÑpB2q| ` pk ` 2q ¨ |L ÞÑpB1q|
TG ´ TH ě |L ÞÑpBq| ą 0
So TG ą TH
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• A
!P?P?P BA
B
!P?P?P BB
cutcA cB
A B
?P?P !P?P
cutcut
Here, two edges are deleted, but T 2G ´ T
2
H is not as simple to compute as in the `/b or the § case
because two boxes fuse.
T 1G ´ T
1
H “
ÿ
ePDφ
PPL ÞÑpeq
1´ |tt |φpe, P, tq “ p , , equ| `
ÿ
ePDφ
|L ÞÑpeq| ´
ÿ
fPD1
φ
|L ÞÑpeq|
T 1G ´ T
1
H “ 0` |L ÞÑpcAq| ` |L ÞÑpcBq| ´ 0
T 1G ´ T
1
H ą 0
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
pf,Q,tq“φpB,P,sq
DGpBq.|s| ´DHpfq.|t| `
ÿ
σpBqPDφ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
DGpBq.|s|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
PPL ÞÑpBBq
sPSiÞÑpBB ,P q
pkB ` 1q.|s| ´ pkA ` kB ` 1q.|s| `
ÿ
PPL ÞÑpBAq
sPSiÞÑpBA,P q
pkA ` 1q.|s|
T 2G ´ T
2
H “
ÿ
PPL ÞÑpBq
sPSiÞÑpB,P q
|t|
T 2G ´ T
2
H ą 0
So TG ´ TH ą 0.
Corollary 3. If G is a proof-net, then G has positive weights and TG is finite.
Proof. We first prove that whenever G is normal with respect to cut-elimination, G has positive weights
and TG is finite. The proof-net has no cut, so for every pB,P q P PotpBGq and t P Sig, the paths beginning
by pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q are always going downwards, in particular we never cross a ?C or ?N link upwards. So
for every pB,P q P PotpBGq, CÞÑpB,P q “ teu. So G has positive weights and for every e P EG, L ÞÑpeq “ 1.
Thus, TG “ |EG| `
ř
BPBG
DGpBq. TG is finite.
Then, let us consider any proof-net. According to [15], proof-nets strongly normalize so we can consider
a sequence GÑcut G1 Ñcut Gn Û. We know that Gn is normal so Gn has positive weights and TGn is finite.
We can use Theorem 2, to prove that Gn´1 has positive weights and TGn´1 is finite, so Gn´2 has positive
weights and TGn´2 is finite, and so on. So G has positive weights and TG is finite.
Corollary 4. If G is a proof-net, then the length of any path of reduction is bounded by TG
Proof. Suppose G is a proof-net and G ÞÑ G1 ÞÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÞÑ Gn. Then, Gn is a proof-net (stability of proof nets
with respect to cut-elimination). According to Lemma 2, TG ą TG1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą TGn ě 0. So n ă TG.
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In [8], the acyclicity of proof nets is proved along with the decrease of TG. Here, we chose to separate
the two results because the acyclicity needs to define another relation. We define ñcut on proof-nets, which
is the Ñ relation, where the ?W rewriting steps are allowed only if all the cuts of the nets are ?W {!P cuts.
Lemma 16. If all the cuts of G are ?W {!P cuts, then G is acyclic
Proof. Let us suppose that pe, P, r!ts, pq ÞÑ
` pe, P, r!us, pq. By construction of proof-nets, there must be at
least a change of direction to go back to the same edge. We return with the same direction. So there
must have been at least two changes of direction. The ` to ´ change has been done by crossing a cut,
pf,Q, T,`q ÞÑ pg,Q, T,´q. So either we go from a conclusion of a !P link to a conclusion of a ?W link (in this
case, the path can not continue so pg,Q, T,´q “ pe, P, r!us, pq, but it is impossible because pg,Q, r!ts,´q ­ÞÑ)
or we go from a conclusion of a ?W to a conclusion of a principal door (in this case this is the first step, so
pf,Q, T,`q “ pe, P, r!ts, pq, but it is impossible because ­ÞÑ pf,Q, r!us,`q). We have a contradiction, so there
are no such cycle, G is acyclic.
Lemma 17. All proof-nets are acyclic
Proof. Let G be a proof-net then, linear logic being strongly normalizing, there exists a sequence Gñ G1 ñ
G2 ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ ñ Gn œ. By lemma 16, Gn is acyclic. We now have to show that if G ñ H and H is acyclic,
then G is acyclic.
If it is a ?W reduction, then the only cuts of G are ?W {!P cuts, so G is acyclic.
Else, if G has a cycle, then it must be on an edge e which is not in the Dφ of the copymorphism associated
to this cut elimination step or such that φpe, P, tq depends on t, otherwise by rule 2a of the copymorphism
definition, there would be a cycle in H . Almost all edges e which are not in Dφ are ruled out because
pe, P, r!ts, pq ­ÞÑ
2. The only remaining possible edges are: the premises of the cut in a ?C sep (but it would
mean one of the premises of the ?C link is also part of a cycle which is impossible), the premises of the cut in
an ax rule (but it would mean the other conclusion of the axiom is also part of a cycle which is impossible)
or one of the premises of the cut in a ?N rule (but it would mean the premise of the ?N link is also part of
a cycle which is impossible).
3.7 The ztrees are finite
In subsection 3.5.2, we defined ztrees of a potential edge as (potentially infinite) trees of substitutions.
It allowed us to prove that the last contexts of paths corresponding to simplifications of copies are final
contexts. Here, we will prove that those ztrees are, in fact, always finite. It will allow us to define the
formula associated to a context, as opposed to the set
Ť
ΘŸztreepCq βtu,ΘpCq of formulae associated to the
context. To define this formula, each time we are asked (in the definition of the previous set) to choose a
truncation of a ztree, we will directly use the ztree (it is a finite truncation because the ztrees will be proved
to be finite).
Lemma 18. If G Ñcut H, let pDφ, D
1
φ, φ, ψq be the copymorphism from G to H chosen in the proof of
theorem 2 and pe, P q P PotpDφq, t P Sig and pe
1, P 1, t1q “ φpe, P, tq.
If ztreepe1, P 1q is finite, then ztreepe, P q is finite.
Proof. We will only prove the statement in the case of a D{@ cut elimination. All the other cases are simpler.
Let Z be the eigenvariable corresponding to the reduced @ link and B be the formula corresponding to the
reduced D link. Let g be the conclusion of the D link and h its premise. We prove by coinduction that, when
φpe, P, tq “ pe1, P 1, t1q, ztreepe1, P 1q is equal to the tree obtained from ztreepe, P q by contracting the branches
whose label is a substitution on Z (as shown in Figure 16).
Let rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pBpeqs “ P and rp
1
1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pBpe1qs “ P
1. For 1 ď i ď Bpeq we define Pi as rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pis, and for
1 ď i ď Bpe1q we define P 1i as rp
1
1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; p
1
is. Let E (resp. E
1) be the subset of the free eigenvariables of βpeq
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Figure 16: In case of a cut between the @ link associated to the eigenvariable Z and a D link whose associated
formula is B, we transform the left tree into the right tree
(resp. βpe1q) whose associated @ link has a corresponding D link,
E “ tZi | Dpgi, Riq P PotpEGq, pfi, rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pBpfiqs,@,`q ÞÑ
˚ pgi, Ri,@,´q with gi the conclusion of a D link liu
E1 “ tZi | Dpg
1
i, R
1
iq P PotpEHq, pf
1
i , rp
1
1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; p
1
Bpf 1iq
s,@,`q ÞÑ˚ pg1i, R
1
i,@,´q with g
1
i the conclusion of a D link liu
with fi (resp. f
1
i) the @ link associated to eigenvariable Zi in G (resp. H). Then, by definition,
ztreepe, P q “ tpZi, Bi, ztreephi, Riqq |Zi P Eu
with hi the premise of the D link corresponding to Zi P E and Bi the formula associated to this D link. We
want to prove that if there exists ph,Rq P PotpEGq such that pZ,B, ztreeph,Rqq P ztreepe, P q, then
ztreepe1, P 1q “
tpZi, Bi, ztreeph
1
i, R
1
iqq |Zi P E and Zi ‰ Zu
Y
tpY,C, ztreepd1, S1qq | pY,C, ztreepd, Sqq P ztreeph,Rqu
And else,
ztreepe1, P 1q “ tpZi, Bi, ztreeph
1
i, R
1
iqq |Zi P Eu
We first consider the case where there exists ph,Rq P PotpEGq such that pZ,B, ztreeph,Rqq P ztreepe, P q.
We will consider the eigenvariables which are in E and show that they are in E1 with their corresponding D
link for pe1, P 1q being the reduct of their corresponding D link for pe, P q. Then, we will consider the elements
of ztreeph,Rq and prove that they belong to ztreepe1, P 1q. Finally we will prove that the other eigenvariables
do not belong to ztreepe1, P 1q. These three results put together, show that ztreepe1, P 1q is equal to the
expected result.
• If Zi P E and Zi ‰ Z, then Zi is a free variable of βHpe
1q. The conclusion pfi, Piq of the @ link
associated to Zi in G is in Dφ. We know that pfi, Pi, r@s,`q ÞÑ
˚ pgi, Ri, r@s,´q. So, pf
1
i , P
1
i , r@s,`q ÞÑ
˚
pg1i, R
1
i, r@s,´q.
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The tail of g1i is an D link whose associated formula is B. Its premise is h
1
i, with φphi, Ri, eq “ ph
1
i, Ri, eq.
So pZi, B, ztreeph
1
i, R
1
iqq P ztreepe
1, P 1q.
• Z R FV pβpe1qq, however Z being replaced by B in the whole net, all free eigenvariables of B are
free variables of βpe1q. By construction of the proof-nets, Z can not be a free eigenvariable of B.
So we can use the arguments of the first case to prove that for all pY,C, ztreepd, Sqq P ztreeph,Rq,
pY,C, ztreepd1, S1qq P ztreepe1, P 1q.
• If Y R E and Y is not in the first branches of ztreeph,Rq. So either Y R FV pβpeqq Y FV pBq (so
Y R FV pβpe1qq) or pfY , RY , r@s,`q does not end with a D link. In this case, let pfY , PBpfY qq be the
conclusion of the D link. If the path beginning by pfY , RY , r@s,`q does not end with a D link, by
Theorem 5, this means that either it runs an infinite path or it arrives at a pending edge. In both
cases, it means that if we set pf 1Y , R
1
Y , t
1
Y q “ φpfY , RY , tY q, the path beginning by pf
1
Y , R
1
Y , r@s,`q
does not end or arrives at a pending edge. So Y is not in the first branches of ztreepe1, P 1q.
If ztreepe, P q is infinite, then there is an infinite branch path. The corresponding branch path in
ztreepe1, P 1q is also infinite because at most one over two branch is contracted.
Definition 12. Let C be a context, the underlying formula of C (written βpCq) is the element of βtupCq
which we obtain by following the definition of βtupCq and, whenever we have to choose a truncation of some
ztreepf,Qq, we choose ztreepf,Qq itself.
Theorem 3. If Cù D and βpCq is defined, then βpDq is defined and βpCq “ βpDq.
Proof. In the induction proof, we observe that for the base case we can choose any truncation of ztreepe, P q
we want. So, in particular, we can choose ztreepe, P q itself. The induction steps always extend the truncation,
they never restrain it.
4 Stratification
4.1 History and motivations
A stratification designs a restriction of a framework, which forbids the contraction (or identification) of
two objects belonging to two morally different “strata”. Russell’s paradox in naive set theory relies on
the identification of two formulae which belong morally to different strata. The non-terminating λ-term
pλx.xxqpλx.xxq depends on the identification of an argument with the function duplicating it. In recursion
theory, to create from the elementary sequences θmpnq “ 2
n
m (tower of exponential of height m in n), the
non elementary sequence n ÞÑ 2nn, we also need to identify n and m which seem to belong to different strata.
Stratification restrictions might be applied to those frameworks (naive set theory, linear logic, lambda calculus
and recursion theory) to entail coherence or complexity properties [2].
The first example of a stratification condition in linear logic appears in [17], though Girard did not use
the word “stratification” at that time. Girard’s inspiration came from a sharp analysis of Russell’s paradox
in naive set theory. This paradox needs the contraction of two formulae, the second being obtained from the
first by the application of a “specification rule”. Therefore, we can avoid the paradox if:
1. We index each formula in the sequents with a natural number (called the stratum of the formula)
2. The use of the specification rule on a formula increases its stratum
3. We only allow contraction between formulae with the same stratum
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Concretely, in [17] and [10], the stratification condition is “use neither digging nor dereliction (?N and
?D links)” and is presented as a subsystem of linear logic, named ELL. Any proof-net of ELL reduces to
its normal form in a number of step bounded by an elementary function of its size. In [17] and [10], the
stratum of an occurence of a formula in a proof is the depth of its corresponding edge (in the proof net
corresponding to the proof) in terms of box inclusion. The name “stratification” is given in [10] for this
technique, but in this work the only kind of stratification considered is still the one where strata correspond
to depths. In [2], Baillot and Mazza present an analysis of the concept of stratification, and a generalization
of the stratification of [17] and [10]. Their stratification condition is enforced by a labelling of edges. It also
enforces elementary time.
In this paper, we present an even more general stratification. This generalization is not given by a new
linear logic subsystem but by a criterion on proof-nets. Then, to prove that a system is elementary time
sound, we only have to prove that all the proof-nets of the system satisfy the criterion. Here, we apply the
criterion to ELL and L3, the only two linear logic subsystems discovered characterizing elementary time.
However, if a better system was discovered, it might satisfy our criterion. To prove the soundness of this
new system, we would only have to prove that it satisfies our criterion. Our work may simplify proofs of
soundness of several systems by factoring out a common part.
4.2 Stratification on λ-calculus
Our definition of stratification is based on context semantics paths and may be difficult to grasp at first
read. To motivate the criterion, we first state a criterion on λ-calculus, the formal system whose terms are
generated by Λ “ x | λx.Λ | ΛΛ. Where x ranges over a countable set of variables. Parentheses are added
when a term is ambiguous. We think this criterion corresponds to the criteria on proof-nets. Unfortunately,
we did not prove any statement precising this equivalence yet. Thus, the criterion on λ-term can only be
taken as a guide for intuition.
Let t, t1, u, u1 P Λ such that t1 Ñβ u
1, u is a subterm of t and u1 is a subterm of t1. We say that u1 is a
residue of u if it is a “copy by β-reduction” of u where, possibly, the free variables have been substituted.
Complete definition can be found in appendix A. Here we give two examples:
• If t “ pλx.xxqpλy.yqpλv.λw.wq Ñβ pλy.yqpλy.yqpλv.λw.wq “ t
1. Then, the residues of λy.y through
tÑβ t
1 are the two occurrences of λy.y in t1.
• If t “ pλx.λy.xyqpλz.zq, t1 “ λy.pλz.zqy and tÑβ t
1. Then, the only residue of λy.xy through tÑβ t
1
is the occurrence of λy.pλz.zqy in t1.
We define “hole-terms” as λ-terms h with a special variable ˝ which appears free exactly once in h. Then,
if t is a λ-term, hrts designs hrt{˝s.
A λ-term is said stratified if the following։ relation on subterms is acyclic. Intuitively, v ։ w if, during
β-reduction a residue of w will be applied to a term containing a residue of v. With the additional constraint
that v is not on the left of an application.
Definition 13. Let v, w be subterms of t, then v ։ w if there exists hole-terms h1, h2 and λ-terms v
1, w1
such that: tÑ˚β h1rw
1h2rv
1ss, v1, w1 are residues of v, w along the β-reduction. With the additional constraint
that this residue of v is not applied to something, i.e. we do not have pvqpuq but either puqpvq or λx.v.
A λ-term is said stratified if ։ relation on subterms is acyclic.
As an example, we can observe that pλx.xxqpλy.yyq is not stratified, because pλy.yyq։ pλy.yyq. Indeed
t “ pλx.xxq pλy.yyql jh n
v“w
Ñβ pλy.yyql jh n
w1
pλy.yyql jh n
v1
Similarly, let n “ λf.λx. fpfp¨ ¨ ¨ pfl jh n
n applications
xqqq be the Church-numeral corresponding to n and S “ λn.λf.λx.nfpfxq
the successor on Church-numeral. Then, the λ-term pλn.npλa.λk.kapa1qqSnq2, which represents the Ack-
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ermann function applied to 2 is not stratified. Indeed, the following β-reduction sequence shows that
pa1q։ pa1q, tracking the residues of pa1q with braces.
pλn.npλa.λk.ka pa1qljhnqSnq2 Ñ˚β pλa.λk.ka pa1qljhnqppλa.λk.ka pa1qljhnqSq2Ñ˚β
pλa.λk.ka pa1qljhnqpλk.kS pS1qljhnq2 Ñ˚β pλk.kpλk.kS 2ljhnq ppλk.kS 2ljhnq1qql jh n
2
2pλk.kS 2ljhnq p1S 2ljhnql jh n
Ñ˚β pλk.kS 2ljhnqppλk.kS 2ljhnq 3ljhnq Ñ˚β
pλk.kS 2ljhnqp 3ljhn
w1
S 2ljhn
v1
q
We think that this stratification on λ-terms corresponds to the notion of stratification on proof-net which
we will define in the next subsection.
Conjecture 1. Let t be a λ-term typable in System F, and G be the proof-net obtained by encoding the type
derivation of t in linear logic (by Girard’s encoding, transforming A Ñ B into !A ⊸ B [15]). Then, t is
stratified if and only if G is stratified.
Notice that, for any λ-term t typable in System F, there may be many proof-nets G whose underlying
λ-term is t. The proof-net obtained by Girard’s encoding is very special in the sense that every function
is supposed non-linear (if A ⊸ B appears in the proof-net, A “ !A1 for some A1). There are stratified
proof-nets whose corresponding λ-term is not stratified according to our definition. For example pλ ă f, g ą
. ă pfqg, pgqf ąq ă λx.x, λy. ă y, y ąą can be decorated in a stratified proof-net even if λx.x ։ λy. ă
y, y ą։ λx.x.
4.3 Definition of “principal door” stratification
We will define a relation ։ between boxes of proof nets. Intuitively, B ։ B1 means that B can be
duplicated before being passed to B1 as an argument. In terms of context semantics paths, it means that
there is a path beginning by the principal door of B which enters B1 by its principal door.
B ։ B1 ô DP, P 1 P Pot, s P Sig, T P Tra, pσpBq, P, !s,`qù
˚ pσpB1q, P 1, T,´q
This definition of stratification may not be the most general possible for linear logic. Maybe we will find
better, more general, simpler conditons for elementary time. Because we anticipate future definitions, we want
to distinguish “stratification”, which is the general idea of forbidding the identification of objects belonging
to different levels, and this particuliar version of stratification in linear logic, which we name “principal
door stratification”. However, as we will write about prinicipal door stratification dozens of times in this
article, we will use “stratification” (respectively “stratified”) as a shortcut for “principal door stratification”
(respectively “principal door stratified”).
Definition 14. A proof net G is principal door stratified if ։ is acyclic.
Definition 15 (strata of a box/context). The strata of a box B, written SpBq, is the depth of B in terms
of ։, i.e. SpBq “ maxtk P N | DB1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bk, B ։ B1 ։ ¨ ¨ ¨ ։ Bku. Let C be a context such that
pσpBq, P, !t,`q ù
˚ C, the stratum of C (written SpCq ) is the stratum of B. We also write SG for
maxBPBG SpBq.
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B
?P
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`
!P ?P !P
B1
b `
ax
?C
e
?P ?P !P
b
ax
ax
cut
?P!P
D
?W
?N
cut
ax
?C
?W
!P
C
?C
?D ?D
b b
ax
!P
`
ax
?W
cut
Figure 17: pσpBq, rxD ; lpeqs, r!lprpeqqs,`q ÞÑ
5 pe, rxD; lpeqs, r!lplpeqqs,´q ÞÑ
7
pσpCq, rs, r!rpeq;`r; !lpeq; ?rpxDqs,´q ÞÑ
9 pσpCq, rs, r!rpeq;bl; ?rpeq; !rpxDqs,`q ÞÑ
3
pσpB1q, rxDs, r!rpeq;bl; ?rpeqs,´q ÞÑ
8 pσpBq, rxD; rpeqs, r!rprpeqqs,`q ÞÑ
5 pe, rxD; rpeqs, rrpeqs,´q ÞÑ
11
pw, rrpxDqs, r!es,´q
Notice that the definition of the strata of a context is not ambiguous becauseù is bideterministic and
pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q can not have an antecedent byù.
We will prove that stratified proof-nets terminate in elementary time, the height of the exponential
tower depending only on the depth of the ։ relation. To prove this, let us consider a path beginning by
pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q. Such a path can not go through two contexts of the shape pe,Q, r!us, qq and pe,Q, r!vs, qq
(because proof-nets are acyclic by Theorem 17). In fact, we can refine the result. Let us assume e P BBpeq Ă
¨ ¨ ¨ Ă B1, then such a path can not go through two contexts of the shape pe, rq1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; qBpeqs, r!us, qq and
pe, rr1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; rBpeqs, r!vs, qq where qi “ ri for every B ։ Bi. We will refer to this result as the strong acyclicity
lemma.
This bounds the number of times we can go through the same ?C or ?N link with a trace of one
element, by max B։B1
P 1PL ÞÑpBq
CÞÑpB
1, P 1qBG . So the height of any copy of pB,P q will be inferior to |EG| ¨
max B։B1
P 1PL ÞÑpB
1q
|CÞÑpB
1, P 1q|BG .
Finally, we will use this inequality to prove that the number of copies of a potential box pB,P q is bounded
by an elementary function on the maximal number of copies of potential boxes pB1, P 1q such that B ։ B1.
The depth of ։ being finite (at most equal to the number of boxes), this entails an elementary bound on
the maximum number of copies of potential boxes.
As an example, we can observe the path presented in Figure 17. We have B ։ B1 but B ­։ C. And
indeed, in this path, there are not two contexts of the shape pe, rpB; pB1s, r!us,´q and pe, rqB; qB1s, r!vs,´q
with pB1 “ qB1 . On this proof-net, we can get the intuition underlying the strong acyclicity lemma. Let us
suppose pe, rp1, . . . , pBpeqs, r!us, pq ÞÑ
˚ pe, rq1, . . . qBpeqs, r!vs, pq and pi “ qi for all i such that B ։ Bi. Then,
we can take the path between those two contexts backward (we will name this reverse path an antipath),
forgetting the exponential signatures qi corresponding to boxes Bi with B ­։ Bi (as in the path of Figure 17
where we replaced the exponential signature corresponding to box D by a generic variable named xD). Then,
we can observe that we have enough information to do the antipath, because the qis we forgot are never
really used. In Figure 17, if we supposed pe, rpD; pB1s, r!us,´q ÞÑ
˚ pe, rqD; pB1s, r!vs,´q, we could follow the
antipath beginning by pe, rxD; pB1s, r!vs,´q. This antipath leaves D by its auxiliary door with the contexts
pσpB1q, rxDs, r!v;bl; ?pB1 s,´q Ð[ pσ1pDq, r s, r!v;bl; ?pB1 ; !xD s,´q. Then the antipath crosses a contraction
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node downwards, in this direction, there is no choice to make and !xD is transformed into !rpxDq. A bit later,
the antipath crosses the contraction node upwards, so we have to know where we came from, so we have
to look at our trace. But our trace is rpxDq so we do not need to know xD to make the choice. The only
possibility we could imagine where we would need to know xD is if the antipath crossed the ?N link upwards,
but it would mean that the antipath left D by its principal door, so the path would enter D by its principal
door. But in this case we would have B ։ D, so pD “ qD.
So, as we said we do not need to know the values of the qis corresponding to the boxes Bi with B ­։ Bi.
So, we could do the same antipath by replacing those qis by the corresponding pis, which would give us
a context pe, ro1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; oBpeqs, r!ts,´q such that pe, ro1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; oBpeqs, r!ts,´q ÞÑ
˚ pe, rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pBpeqs, r!us,´q and for
all i such that B ։ Bi, oi “ pi. Then we could repeat the same antipath again and again until we get a
cycle pe, rr1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; rBpeqs, r!ws,´q ÞÑ
˚ pe, rr1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; rBpeqs, r!xs,´q. This is a contradiction, because proof-nets are
acyclic. So our assumption was false, there are not two contexts of the shape pe, rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pBpeqs, r!us, pq and
pe, rq1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; qBpeqs, r!vs, pq where pi “ qi for every B ։ Bi.
To see the relationship between ։ and the number of copies of box, we can notice that we could replace
the contraction in box C of Figure 17 by a tree of n´ 1 contraction (with n derelictions above them and n
tensors above the derelictions). Thus B1 would have n copies, so a path beginning by the principal door of B
could go n times through e making independent choices each times. So B would have 2n copies. Intuitively,
for each additionnal copy of B1, we multiply the number of copies of B by 2. We can build proof-nets
where there is a box B such that B ։ B and there is a similar relationship between some copies of B
and other copies of B (the more copies of B there are, the more copies there are). This is the case for the
proof-net of Figure 18, representing the Ackermann function applied to 3, where B1 ։ B1. The proof-net
representing the Ackermann function does not normalize in elementary time, as this function is not even
primitive recursive.
In this section, we will assume that the proof-nets we work on are stratified. In order to prove elementary
soundness for stratified proof-nets, we will make a careful analysis of paths of context semantics in stratified
proof-nets. The weak bounds for systems such as ELL and L3 were proved using a strata by strata strategy
(our notion of strata corresponds to depths in ELL and corresponds to levels in L3). They prove that
reducing the cuts at strata ď i does not increase too much the size of the proof-net at stratum i ` 1. Here
we will prove the strong bound for stratified proof nets in a similar way: we will bound the number of copies
of a box has when we only reduce cuts in the strata ď i ` 1 by the maximum number of copies of a box
when reducing only cuts in strata ď i. Moreover, we need a notion of copies telling us whether a copy still
corresponds to a duplicate if we only fire exponential cuts in strata ď i. This is exactly what a ÞÑi-copy will
be.
Definition 16. Let G be a stratified proof-net. For all s P t0, ¨ ¨ ¨nu, we define ÞÑs as follows:
C ÞÑs D ô
"
C ÞÑ D
SpDq ď s
Concretely, it will prevent ãÑ jumps over a box whose stratum is too high. We define similarly ùs.
Notice that if SpDq is undefined (there is no box B such that pσpBq, P, !t,`qù D) then C ­ÞÑs D.
Lemma 19. If G is stratified and pσipBq, P, r!ts,´q ÞÑs pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q then SpBq ď s
Proof. If pσipBq, P, r!ts,´q ÞÑs pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q then, by definition of ÞÑs, SpσpBq, P, r!ts,`q ď s. By defini-
ton of the strata of a context, SpσpBq, P, r!ts,`q “ SpBq ď s.
Lemma 20. If G is stratified and pσpBq, P, r!ts@T.?u,´q ÞÑs pe, P.u, r!ts@T,´q then SpBq ă s.
Proof. If pσpBq, P, r!ts@T.?u,´q ÞÑ pe, P.u, r!ts@T,´q then, by definition of ÞÑs, Spe, P.u, r!ts@T,´q ď s.
So there exists C,Q, v such that pσpCq, Q, r!vs,`q ù
˚ pe, P.u, r!ts@T,´q and SpCq ď s. C ։ B so
SpBq ă SpCq ď s.
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Figure 18: This proof-net, representing the ackermann function applied to 3, is not stratified.
Indeed pσpB1q, rlplpeqqs, r!nplpeq,nplprpeqq,eqqs,`q ù
14 pσ1pB2q, rrpeqs, r!nplpeq,nplprpeqq,eqq;`r; !es,´q ù
5
pσ2pB2q, rrpeqs, r!nplpeq,nplprpeqq,eqq;bl; ?es,`q ù
15 pσ1pB1q, rlprpeqqs, r!lpeq; !nplprpeqq,eqs,´q ù
19
pσpB1q, rlprpeqqs, r!e;bl; D;`l; !nplprpeqq,eqs,`q ù
53 pσpB1q, rrpeqs, r!e;bl; D;`l; !rpeq;bl; D;`l; !es,`q ù
18
pσpB2q, rrpeqs, r!e;bl; D;`l; !rpeq;bl; D;`l; !e;`r; !es,`q ù
14 pe, rs, r!e;bl; D;`l; !rpeq;bl; Ds,´q ù
10
pσ3pB2q, rlpeqs, r!e;bl; D;`l; !es,´q ù
16 pe, rs, r!e;bl; D;br; ?lprpeqq;`l;@s,`q ù
14
pσpB2q, rrpeqs, r!e;bl; D;br; ?lprpeqq;`l;@;bl; ?e;br; ?es,´qù
5 pσ3pB2q, rrpeqs, r!e;bl; D;br; ?lprpeqq;`l;@;bl; ?e;bl; ?es,`qù
13
pσpB1q, rrpeqs, r!e;bl; D;br; ?lprpeqq;`l;@;bl; ?es,´q
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Lemma 21. For all B P BG and s, s
1 P N with s1 ď s:
• For all P “ rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pBpBqs P L ÞÑspBq, there exists a unique P
{B,s1 “ rp11; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; p
1
BpBqs P L ÞÑs1 pBq such
that for all 0 ă i ď BpBq, p1i Ÿ pi
• For all P P L ÞÑspBq and t such that for all t Ď u, pσpBq, P, r!us,`q is a ÞÑs-copy context of pB,P q,
there exists a unique t{B,P,s
1
Ÿ t such that for all t{B,P,s
1
Ď u1, pσpBq, P {B,s
1
, r!1us,`q is a ÞÑs1-copy
context.
Proof. We prove the statement by induction on BpBq.
• If BpBq “ 0, then for all P P L ÞÑspBq, P “ r s. So we can take r s
{B,s1 “ r s. Else, P “ Q.pBpBq
with C the deepest box containing B, Q P L ÞÑspCq and pBpBq P CÞÑspC,Qq. By induction hypothesis,
there exists a unique Q{C,s
1
“ rp11; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; p
1
BpBq´1s P L ÞÑs1 pCq such that for every 1 ă i ă BpBq, p
1
i Ÿ pi.
Moreover, pBpBq P CÞÑpC,Qq, so by induction hypothesis there exists p
{C,Q,s1
BpBq Ÿ pBpBq which is standard
(the truncation of a standard signature is always standard) and such that all its simplifications are
copy simplifications. So p
{C.Q,s1
BpBq P CÞÑs1 pC,Q
{C,s1q. So we can take Q{C,s
1
.p
{C,Q,s1
BpBq . If it was not unique,
it would break the unicity of either Q{C,s
1
or p
{C,Q,s1
BpBq , which are guaranteed by induction hypothesis.
• Now, we show the second property by induction on Ě. Let us take t such that for all t Ď u, u is a copy
simplification of pB,P q. We suppose that the property is true for every u Ě t satisfying the hypothesis.
We build an exponential signature t10 in the following way:
– If t is minimal for Ě (i.e. there are no np , q in t), then t10 “ t
– Else we consider t0 the exponential signature obtained by transforming the deepest leftmost
npvl, vrq of t into ppvrq. Then, t
1
0 is obtained by replacing in t
{B,P,s1
0 the ppv
1
rq corresponding to
ppvrq (if if has not been cut) by npvl, v
1
rq.
We now consider the path beginning by pσpBq, P, r!t10 s,`q. The underlying formula of pσpBq, P, r!t10 s,`q
is well-defined so, by lemma 5, the underlying formula of all the contexts in the path are well-defined.
So the path will not be stopped by a mismatch between the right-most trace element and the top-most
connective of the formula labelling the edge.
Moreover, we can prove that for any context pe,Q, r!vs@U, pq of the path, Q is a ÞÑs1-canonical potential
for e and for any v Ă w, pe,Q, r!ws@U, pq is a copy context. So the path will not be stopped by a
mismatch between an exponential link and the root of the exponential signature on the right-most !
trace element (except if it is the left-most trace element, which we will deal with in the next paragraph).
We know that pσpBq, P, r!t10 s,`q is a ÞÑs-copy context so the ÞÑs beginning by this context ends with
!e as its first trace element. We know that ÞÑs1ĎÞÑs, so the ÞÑs1 path will end and will not be stopped
by a mismatch between an exponential link and the root of the exponential signature on the left-most
! trace element.
So, there are four possibilites:
– pσpBq, P, r!t10 s,`q ÞÑ
˚
s1 pe,Q, r!es@W,´q ­ÞÑs1 with the tail of e being a ?W link.
– pσpBq, P, r!t10 s,`q ÞÑ
˚
s1 pe,Q, r!es,´q ­ÞÑs1 with the tail of e being a ?D link.
– pσpBq, P, r!t10 s,`q ÞÑ
˚
s1 pe,Q, r!ws,´q ­ÞÑs1 with the tail of e being a ?P link of a box of stratum
strictly greater than s1.
– pσpBq, P, r!t10 s,`q ÞÑ
˚
s1 pe,Q, r!es@W,`q ­ÞÑs1 with e being a pending edge.
In each case, by Lemma 8, we know that there exists t1 such that t1 ďw t10 and pσpBq, P, !t1 ,`q ÞÑ
˚
s1
pe,Q, r!es@W, pq ­ÞÑ
˚
s1 . Then, verifiying that pσpBq, P, r!t1 s,`q is a ÞÑs1-copy context is straight forward.
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The induction hypothesis gives us that for every t1 Ă u1, pσpBq, P, r!u1 s,`q is a ÞÑs1-copy context. So
the property is true for t because we did not touch any branches except the deepest left-most np , q.
To prove the unicity of such a t1, let us suppose there is another exponential signature t2 verifying the
properties. Then, we define u1 (resp. u2) as t1 (resp. t2) if the deepest left-most np , q of t is no longer
in t1 (resp. t2). Else, we define u1 (resp. u2) as the exponential signature obtained by replacing this
npv1l, v
1
rq by ppv
1
rq (resp. npv
2
l , v
2
r q by ppv
2
r q). We can notice that u
1 (resp. u2) is a truncation of t0
which satisfy the properties of t
{B,P,s1
0 so, by unicity, u
2 “ t
{B,P,s1
0 “ u
1.
In particular the deepest left-most np , q of t is in t1 if and only if it is in t2. So the only possibility
for t1 and t2 to be different is that this n is present in both and v1l ‰ v
2
l . This exponential signature
does not contain any np , q and they are both truncations of vl so either v
1
l ď v
2
l or v
2
l ď v
1
l. So either
t1 ď t2 or t2 ď t1. In both cases, knowing that pσpBq, P, r!t1 s,`q and pσpBq, P, r!t2 s,`q are ÞÑs1-copy
contexts, we can use the definition of copy-contexts to get that t1 ď t2 and t2 ď t1. So t1 “ t2.
For matters of readability, we will often write Lspxq for L ÞÑspxq and Cspx, P q for CÞÑspx, P q. We will also
write P {s for P {B,s and t{s for t{B,P,s when the box B (and the potential P ) can be guessed. Let us notice
that if s ě SpGq then ÞÑs“ÞÑ. So the upper bounds on |L ÞÑSpGqpxq| and |CÞÑSpGqpx, P q| will give us upper
bounds on |L ÞÑpxq| and CÞÑpx, P q|. Then we will use these upper bounds to prove an upper bound on TG,
so on the maximum length of the reduction paths of G.
4.4 Definition of „ equivalence between contexts
The idea of the injection lemma is the following. Suppose that two different ÞÑs-copies of pB,P q (t and
t1) lead respectively to the final contexts pg,Q, r!es,´q and pg,Q
1, r!es,´q and Q
{s “ Q1{s. Let us go back
from g to σpBq by the two paths. Because we are trying to follow paths, beginning by their end, words like
“beginning (or end) of the path ” can be confusing: in which way are we taking the paths? If we go from
σpBq to g we will talk about the “paths”, but if we go from g to σpBq we talk about the “antipaths”.
On the begining of our antipaths, the contexts are on the same edge. The only way for the antipaths to
separate is to cross a ?C, ` or b link upward with a different right-most trace element. The only way to
have different traces between the two antipaths is to go out from a box and that the potentials of the two
contexts for this box are different. The potential for boxes of stratum ă s are the same in the two antipaths.
So the only way to have different traces between the two antipaths is to leave a box of stratum ě s. It is only
possible by their auxiliary door (the strata of the contexts are ď s along the path), so the only difference
between the traces of the contexts is on exponential stacks of ! trace element. So, the antipaths will never
separate (notice that for the antipaths to be separated by a ?C link, the difference must be on a ? signature),
the two copies take exactly the same path, they are equal.
In fact, it is a little bit more complex, as we can see in figure 19 supposing spB2q ě s and spB1q ă s.
Indeed, a difference on the potential rts associated to a in the beginning of the antipath transforms into a
difference on the signatures of a ! trace element (if we take another potential rt1s for a in the beginning of the
antipath, it leads to a !t1 in the trace of the context in b). This difference can, in turn, lead to a difference
in the potential of the context corresponding to a copy of a box of stratum ă s (we would have rrpt1qs as a
potential when entering B1). This allows, by leaving the boxes by the principal door in the antipaths, to have
different exponential signatures on ? trace element, so that the antipaths would separate on a ?C. Although
this possibility complexify the proof, the antipaths will not separate because the surface of both exponential
signatures is the same and will lead them back into the box where the difference originated (whatever t1 we
choose, we always take the right premise of the contraction and go back to B2). And, this box being in a
strata ě s, it is still impossible to leave the box by its principal door, hence impossible to have a difference
on a ? trace element so to make the antipaths separate.
In order to prove that the antipaths never separate, we will prove that their contexts are pairwise
equivalent for a complex equivalence relation: „s. The idea of the „s equivalence between contexts is: their
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Figure 19: pa, rts, r!es,´qø
edges and their ÞÑs´1 canonical potential are equal. And, indeed, the actual „s definition will be (almost)
equivalent to this when the traces are reduced to one element. But, the actual definition must be a bit more
complex because we want this equivalence to be stable under anti-ùs step. We will need two relations («s
and »s) to define „s
Let C and C 1 be two contexts, C «s C
1 means: “It is possible to make the same number of ÞÑs steps
beginning by those two contexts and to reach contexts which have the same trace or a box of stratum ě s.
The edges of the contexts in the paths must be pairwise equal”. pe, P q »s pe,Qq means: “the exponential
signatures of P and Q corresponding to box of stratum ă s must be either pairwise equal, or at least their
surface is pairwise equal because a ÞÑs path leaving this box will arrive at a box of stratum ě s”. These
definitions are made to take into account cases similar to figure 19 where a difference on an exponential
signature corresponding to the copy of a box of stratum greater than s is transformed into a harmless
difference in an exponential signature corresponding to the copy of a box of stratum strictly lower than s.
Definition 17. Let pe, P, T, pq and pe,Q, U, pq be two contexts and s P N. pe, P, T, pq «s pe,Q, U, pq if one
of the following conditions holds:
• T “ U
• pe, P, T, pq ­ùs, pe,Q, U, pq ­ùs, pe, P, T, pq ­ãÑs´1 and pe,Q, U, pq ­ãÑs´1
• pe, P, T, pqùs pe
1, P 1, T 1, p1q, pe,Q, U, pqùs pe
1, Q1, U 1, p1q and pe1, P 1, T 1, p1q «s pe
1, Q1, U 1, p1q
• pe, P, T, pq ãÑs´1 pe
1, P 1, T 1, p1q, pe,Q, U, pq ãÑs´1 pe
1, Q1, U 1, p1q and pe1, P 1, T 1, p1q «s pe
1, Q1, U 1, p1q
Definition 18. Let P,Q be canonical potentials of edge e and s P N. pe, P q »s pe,Qq is defined by:
• If P “ Q “ r s, pe, P q »s pe,Qq
• If P “ P 1.t, Q “ Q1.u and B is the deepest box containing e
– If SpBq ě s, then pe, P q »s pe,Qq ô pσpBq, P
1q »s pσpBq, Q
1q
– If SpBq ă s, then pe, P q »s pe,Qq ô
"
pσpBq, P 1q »s pσpBq, Q
1q
pσpBq, P 1, r!ts,`q «s pσpBq, Q
1, r!us,`q
We can notice that whenever e and f belong to the same boxes, pe, P q »s pe,Qq ô pf, P q »s pf,Qq. We
will often write P »s Q for pe, P q »s pe,Qq when the edge e we refer to (or at least the boxes containing it)
can be deduced from the sentences around it.
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The definition of „s says: the contexts are the same except that the potentials and traces may differ on
exponential signatures corresponding to boxes of strata ě s or on other exponential signatures in such a way
that it will not make the antipaths separate until the respective signatures go in the potential of a ě s box.
Definition 19. pe, P, r!ts@T, pq „s pe, P
1, r!t1s@T
1, pq if all the following conditions stand:
1. pe, P q »s pe, P
1q
2. The skeletons of T and T 1 are equal.
3. If T “ U@r!us@V , T
1 “ U 1@r!u1s@V
1 and |U | “ |U 1| then pe, P, r!us@V , p q «s pe, P
1, r!u1 s@V
1 , p q
4. If T “ U@r?us@V , T
1 “ U 1@r?u1s@V
1 and |U | “ |U 1| then pe, P, r!us@V
K, pKq «s pe, P
1, r!u1s@V
1K, pKq
Lemma 22. Let Ce, C
1
e, Cf , C
1
f P CG, if
$&
%
Ceùs Cf
C 1eùs C
1
f
Cf „s C
1
f
,.
- then Ce „s C 1e.
Proof. The ù-steps for which the result is hard to prove are the ones entering and leaving boxes.
?P
f
e
Suppose Ce “ pe, P, r!ts@T.!u,´qù pf, P.u, r!ts@T,´q “ Cf (crossing an auxiliary door of
box B upwards). Then C 1f “ pf, P
1.u1, r!t1s@T
1,´q with pf, P.uq »s pf, P
1.u1q and the skeletons
of T and T 1 are equal (definition of „s). The predecessor of C
1
f is unique, so we have C
1
e “
pe, P 1, r!t1s@T.!u1 ,´q. We can verify that Ce „s C
1
e. The only interesting point to prove is that
pe, P, r!us,´q «s pe, P
1, r!u1 s,´q (for condition 3 ):
• If SpBq ă s, pe, P, r!us,´q ãÑs´1 pσpBq, P, r!us,`q “ Cg and pe, P
1, r!u1s,´q ãÑs´1 pσpBq, P
1, r!u1s,`q “
C 1g. We know that Cg «s C
1
g because pf, P.uq »s pf, P
1.u1q. So pe, P, r!us,´q «s pe, P
1, r!u1s,´q (by rule
3 of the definition of «s).
• If SpBq ě s, pe, P, r!us,´q «s pe, P
1, r!u1s,´q by point 2 of the definition of «s
!P
f
e
Suppose Ce “ pe, P, r!ts@T.?u,´qù pf, P.u, r!ts@T,´q “ Cf (crossing the principal door of
B upwards). Because of the hypothesis and the stratification of the proof net, SpBq ă s. So
C 1f “ pf, P
1.u1, r!t1s.T
1,´q with pe, P, r!us,`q «s pe, P
1, r!u1s,`q (because pf, P.uq » pf, P
1.u1q). So
pe, P, r!us, p´q
Kq «s pe, P
1, r!u1s, p´q
Kq. This gives us the condition 4 for the only new exponential
signature on the trace. Because we know that pf, P.uq »s pf, P
1.u1q, we have that pσpfq “
e, P q »s pσpfq “ e, P
1q. The other conditions are straightforward.
?P
e
f
Suppose Ce “ pe, P.u, r!ts@T,`q ÞÑ pf, P, r!ts@T.?u,`q “ Cf (crossing an auxiliary door of
box B downwards). Then C 1f has the shape: C
1
f “ pf, P
1, r!t1s@T
1.?u1 ,`q. The only possibility
for C 1e is C
1
e “ pe, P
1.u1, r!t1s@T
1,`q. We will show that Ce „s C
1
e. Only the first point offers
some difficulties, the others are straightforward.
• If SpBq ě s, then we only have to show that pσpBq, P q »s pσpBq, P
1q. σpBq and f are
included in the same boxes, so we only have to prove that pf, P q »s pf, P
1q. This is given
by the hypothesis of Cf „s C
1
f
• If SpBq ă s, then we have to show that pσpBq, P q »s pσpBq, P
1q (which we can show
as in the previous case) and that pσpBq, P, r!us,`q «s pσpBq, P
1, r!u1s,`q. We know that
Cf „s C
1
f , so pf, P, r!us,´q «s pf, P
1, r!u1s,´q. Which of the four possible conditions of
the definition of «s holds? It can not be the second or third one. So, this means that
either !u “!u1 (and in this case pσpBq, P, r!us,`q «s pσpBq, P
1, r!u1 s,`q because of the first
condition) or the ãÑs´1 successors of Cf and C
1
f (which are respectively pσpBq, P, !u,`q
and pσpBq, P 1, !u1 ,`q) are «s equivalent which is the result needed.
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!P
e
f
Suppose Ce “ pe, P.u, r!ts@T,`q ÞÑs pf, P, r!ts@T.!u,`q “ Cf (crossing the principal door of
box B downwards). We supposed that Cf „s C
1
f , so C
1
f has shape C
1
f “ pf, P
1, r!t1s@T
1.!u1 ,`q
and C 1e “ pe, P
1.u1, r!t1s@T
1,`q. We have pf, P, r!us,`q «s pf, P
1, r!u1 s,`q (condition 3 of the
definition of „). Moreover we know that pσpBq, P q »s pσpBq, P
1q (because of condition 1 of
Cf „s C
1
f ). So pe, P.uq »s pe, P
1.u1q.
The other conditions are straightforward, for example, if you consider the decompositions T “ U.!v@V
and T 1 “ U 1.?v1@V
1 with |U | “ |U 1|. Then, we can find a similar decomposition for the traces of Cf
and C 1f : T.!u “ U.!v@pV.!uq and T
1.!u1 “ U
1.!v1@pV
1.!u1q. So according to condition 3 of Cf „s C
1
f , we
have pf, P, r!vs@V.!u,`q «s pf, P
1, r!v1s@V
1.!u1 ,`q. Moreover, pe, P.u, r!vs@V,`q ùs pf, P, r!vs@V.!u,`q
and pe, P 1.u1, r!v1s@V
1,`qùs pf, P
1, r!v1s@V
1.!u1 ,`q. So pe, P.u, r!vs@V,`q «s pe, P
1.u1, r!v1 s@V
1,`q. This
proves the condition 3.
In the other cases, it is straightforward after unfolding the definitions. ˝
4.5 Elementary bound for stratified proof-nets
Lemma 23 (strong acyclicity). If pe, P, r!ts, pq ÞÑ
`
s pe,Q, r!us, pq then P
{s´1 ‰ Q{s´1.
Proof. We will make a proof by contradiction. Let us suppose that C0 “ pe, P, r!ts, pq ÞÑ
`
s pe,Q, r!us, qq “ D0
and P {s´1 “ Q{s´1. Then, C0 „s D0. Then, we define D1 as the last-but-one context in the C0 ÞÑ
`
s D0 path.
According to Lemma 22, there exists a context C1 such that C1 ÞÑ C0 and D1 „s C1. Moreover, C1 ÞÑ
`
s D1.
We can repeat this, creating an infinitely long path. In particular, this path will go through infinitely many
contexts of shape pe,R, r!vs, pq. According to Theorem 2, the number of canonical potentials for an edge is
finite. So there is some pe,Rq P CanpEGq, v, v
1 P Sig and r P Pol such that pe,R, r!vs, pq ÞÑ
˚ pe,R, r!v1s, pq.
This is impossible as we proved proof-nets to be acyclic (Lemma 17).
Theorem 4. If a proof-net is stratified, then the length of its longest path of reduction is bounded by 2
3.|EG|
3.SG`1
Proof. Let us consider a ÞÑs-copy simplification u of a potential box pB,P q, as a tree. During the path
beginning by pσpBq, P, r!us,`q, the height of the left-most branch of t (viewed as a tree) decreases to 0 (the
height of e). The height of the left-most branch decreases only by crossing a ?C or ?N upwards (which
correspond to contexts of the shape pe,Q, r!vs, qq) and during those steps it decreases by exactly 1. So the
height of the left-most branch of t is inferior to the number of contexts of the shape pe,Q, r!vs, qq by which the
path go through. From the strong acyclicity lemma, we can deduce that the height of the left-most branch is
inferior to
$&
%pe, rqi1 ; . . . ; qik sq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ e P BBpeq Ă . . . Ă B1tj |SpBjq ď su “ ti1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iku
rq1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; qBpeqs P L ÞÑpeq
,.
- which is itself inferior to |Pots´1pEGq|. Let
t be a ÞÑs-copy of pB,P q, then there exists a simplification u of t such that the heigth of t is equal to the
heigth of the left-most branch of u. So the size of such a copy is bounded by 2|Pots´1pEGq|. Copies are
standard signatures so there are 4 possible symbols for each nodes of the signatures. Thus, for any potential
box pB,P q, |CspB,P q| ď 4
2
|Pots´1pEGq|
.
max
ePEG
|Potspeq| ď
ˆ
max
pC,QqPPotpBGq
|CspC,Qq|
˙BG
max
ePEG
|Potspeq| ď
´
42
|Pots´1pEGq|
¯BG
max
ePEG
|Potspeq| ď2
BG¨2
1`|Pots´1pEGq|
max
ePEG
|Potspeq| ď2
BG¨2
1`|EG|¨maxePEG
|Pots´1peq|
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We define un as 2
3.EG
3¨n . We will show by induction that, for every n P N, maxePEG |Potn´1peq| ď un.
For n “ 0, for every e P EG, we have |Pot´1peq| “ 1 (the only canonical potentials are lists of e) and
u0 “ 2
3.|EG|
0 “ 3.|EG|.
If n ě 0, we have the following inequalities:
max
ePEG
|Potnpeq| ď2
BG¨2
1`|EG|¨maxePEG
|Potn´1peq|
max
ePEG
|Potnpeq| ď2
2logpBGq`1`|EG|¨un
max
ePEG
|Potnpeq| ď2
2un`|EG|¨un
max
ePEG
|Potnpeq| ď2
2p1`|EG|q¨un
max
ePEG
|Potnpeq| ď2
2
u2n
2
max
ePEG
|Potnpeq| ď2
22
un
max
ePEG
|Potnpeq| ď2
3.|EG|
3.n
Now that we have bounded canonical potentials, we can bound TG.
TG “
ÿ
ePEG
|L ÞÑpeq| `
ÿ
BPBG
¨
˝|DGpBq| ¨ ÿ
PPL ÞÑpBq
ÿ
tPC ÞÑpB,P q
|t|
˛
‚
TG ď|EG|.2
3.|EG|
3.SG
` 2SG ¨ max
BPBG
|DGpBq| ¨ 2
3.|EG|
3.SG
¨ 2
3.|EG|
3.SG
TG ď|EG|.2
3.|EG|
3.SG
` |EG| ¨ p2
3.|EG|
3.SG
q2
TG ď2
3.|EG|
3.SG`1
5 Dependence control
Though stratification gives us a bound on the length of the reduction, elementary time is not considered
as a reasonable bound. Figure 20 shows us a way for the complexity to arise, despite stratification. On this
proof net, the box A duplicates the box B. Each copy of B duplicates C, each copy of C. . . In [27], this
situation is called a chain of “spindle”. We call “dependence control condition” any restriction on linear
logic which aims to tackle this kind of spindle chains. The solution chosen by Girard [17] was to limit the
number of auxiliary doors of each !-boxes to 1. To keep some expressivity, he introduced a new modality §
with §-boxes which can have an arbitrary number of auxiliary doors.
Baillot and Mazza generalized ELL with L3, a system capturing elementary time [2]. Contrary to ELL,
L3 allows dereliction and digging (?D and ?N links). The presence of digging allows another way to create
an exponential blow up, shown in Figure 21. Notice that in this second proof-net, all the boxes have at
most one auxiliary door. So, contrary to the case of ELL where the “one auxiliary door” condition alone
ensures polynomial time, Baillot and Mazza added another restriction. They defined the L4 proof-nets as
the L3 proof-nets without digging and with at most one auxiliary door by box. L4 proof-nets normalize
in polynomial time. However, we think that having all the links of linear logic (with some restriction on
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Figure 20: This proof-net (if extended to n boxes) reduces in 2n steps
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Figure 21: This proof-net (if extended to n boxes) reduces in 2n steps
them) in L3 was a nice feature and it is unfortunate that the authors could not keep the digging in L4. In
fact, there are no implicit characterization of polynomial time by subsystems of linear logic which keeps the
digging. The criterion enforcing polynomial time normalization that we define in this paper does not forbid
the digging. This could lead to a subsystem of linear logic characterizing Ptime with a digging link.
The “one auxiliary door”condition forbids a great number of proof-nets where there are boxes with more
than one auxiliary door but whose complexity is still polynomial. The complexity explosion in Figure 20
comes from the fact that two copies of a box B fuse with the same box A. A box with several auxiliary
doors is only harmful if two of its auxiliary edges are contracted as in Figure 20. Moreover, let us recall that
we are interested in the complexity of functions, not stand-alone proof-nets. We say that the complexity of
proof-net G is polynomial if there is a polynomial PG such that whenever G is cut with a proof-net H in
normal form, the resulting proof-net normalizes in at most PGp|EH |q cut-elimination steps. G is fixed and
PG depends on G, so we can create a proof-net which has Figure 20 as a subproof-net and still is in Ptime.
In fact, as Figure 22 shows, such a proof-net can even normalize in constant time.
What really leads to an exponential blow up is when the length of such a chain of spindles depends on the
input, as in Figure 23. If we replace the sub proof-net H (which represents 3) by a proof-net H 1 representing
n, the resulting proof-net normalizes in time 2n.
That is the reason why, in the system L3a [12], Dorman and Mazza replaced the “one auxiliary door”
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ax
ax
cut
!P
B
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?P ?P
b
ax
ax
cut
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?P ?P
b
ax
ax
` b
cut
ax
H
Figure 22: If H is in normal form, this proof-net reduces in exactly 32 cut-elimination steps
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Figure 23: The sub proof-net G is not polynomial time
condition by a looser dependence control condition: each edge is labelled with an integer, the label of an
auxiliary edge must be greater or equal to the label of the principal edge of the box, for a given box at most
one auxiliary edge can have the same label as the principal edge. Thus, in figure 20, either σ0pAq or σ1pAq
has a label greater than the label of σpAq. They are contracted so they must have the same label, which will
also be the label of σpBq. Thus the label of σpAq is inferior to the label of σpBq which is inferior to the label
of σpCq. In general, the length of chains of spindles is bounded by the maximum label of the proof-net, which
does not depend on the input. The dependence control of L3a seems to give a greater expressive power than
the dependence control of LLL. In our view, the main limitation of L3a is that it uses the same labels to
control dependence and to enforce stratification. This entails useless constraints on the strata corresponding
to the auxiliary edges of boxes.
Our dependence control condition is closer to MS.
In [27], Roversi and Vercelli proposed to relax this discipline by considering a framework of logics, MS.
MS is defined as a set of subsystems of ELL with indexes on ! and ? connectives. Roversi and Vercelli
provide a sufficient criterion on those systems to ensure that a system is Ptime. This criterion intuitively
says that a MS system is Ptime if and only if one of the two following condition holds:
• If ?iA and ?jA can be contracted in ?kA, then i ě k, j ě k and at least one of those comparison
is strict. And for every boxes, the indexes on the ?-s of the auxiliary doors are greater or equal to the
index of the ! of the principal doors.
• If ?iA and ?jA can be contracted in ?kA, then i ě k, j ě k. And for every boxes, the indexes on the
?-s of the auxiliary doors are greater or equal to the index of the ! of the principal doors, with all but
(at most) one of those comparisons being strict.
In the following, we propose instead a criterion on proof-nets implying a polynomial time bound. Our crite-
rion is more general, every proof-net satisfying the criterion of [27] satisfies our criterion. On ELL proof-nets,
our criterion seems close to the MS criterion. However, our dependence criterion entails polynomial time
normalization on any stratified proof-net, while the MS criterion entails polynomial time entails polynomial
time normalization only on ELL proof-nets. Intuitively, their criterion only deals with the kind of blow-up
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of Figure 20 and does not deal with the kind of blow-up of Figure 21. At the end of Section 6, we will give
more comparison between the two approaches.
We try to have as few false negatives as possible for our criterion (proof-nets which are in Ptime but do
not satisfy the criterion) so we will only forbid proofnets where, along the cut elimination, two (or more)
duplicates of a box B join the same duplicate of a box B. Indeed, suppose a chain of spindles appears during
cut elimination and that the boxes of the sequence are duplicates of pairwise distinct boxes of the original
proofnet. Then, the length of the sequence is bounded by the number of boxes of the original proofnet,
so the sequence would be harmless. Our condition is given in the following way: we first define a relation
B ěk B
1 (B k-joins B1) on boxes meaning that at least k duplicates of B join B1 and we say that a proof
net controls dependence if ě2 is acyclic.
Definition 20 (B k-joins B1).
• We define pB,P q k-joins directly pB1, P 1q in stratum s as
pB,P q ěsk pB
1, P 1q ô k “
ˇˇ 
t P CspB,P q
ˇˇ
Du, t Ď u and pσpBq, P, r!us,`qù
˚
s pσipB
1q, P 1, r!es,´q
(ˇˇ
.
• We define B k-joins B1 in stratum s as:
B ěsk B
1 ô k ď max
PPL ÞÑpBq
P 1PL ÞÑpB
1q
ÿ
pB,P qěs
k1
pB1,P1qěsk2
¨¨¨ěs
kn
pB1,P 1q
k1 ¨ k2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ kn
Definition 21. A principal door stratified proof net G controls dependence if ě
SpGq
2 is irreflexive.
For example, in Figure 21, we have pB, rsq ě02 pA, rsq because nprpeq, eq and nplpeq, eq are ÞÑ0-copies of
pB, rsq, ppeq is a simplification of both and pσpBq, rs, r!ppeqs,`q ÞÑ
2
0 pσ0pAq, rs, r!es,´q.
The proof-net of Figure 23 does not control dependence because pB, rlprpeqqsq ěs2 pB, rrpeqsq so B ě
0
2 B
1.
Indeed, lpeq and rpeq are ÞÑ0-copies of pB, rlprpeqqsq, any signature is its own simplification, pσpBq, rlprpeqqs, r!lpeqs,`q ÞÑ
29
pσ1pBq, rrpeqs, r!es,´q and pσpBq, rlprpeqqs, r!rpeqs,`q ÞÑ
29 pσ2pBq, rrpeqs, r!es,´q.
As in Section 4, we defined our criterion as the acyclicity of a relation on boxes. The methodology will be
similar, we will prove that the number of ÞÑs-copies of a box B can be bounded by the number of ÞÑs-copies
of the boxes B1 with B ěs2 B
1. If a proof net controls dependence, then for every box B we define the nest
of B at stratum s (written NspBq) as the depth of B in terms of the ě
s
2 relation. So the notion of nest is the
equivalent for dependence control of the notion of stratum for stratification. We can notice that for every
s ď s1, ěs2Ďě
s1
2 , so NspBq ď Ns1pBq. We will write NpBq for NSGpBq, thus for every s P N, NspBq ď NpBq.
Finally, NG will stand for maxBPBG NpBq.
The proof will be done in two main steps. First, in Subsection 5.1, given a potential box pB,P q and
a potential edge pe,Qq, we will bound the number of “different paths” that the ÞÑs-copies of pB,P q whose
associated paths go through the context pe,Q, r!es,´q can take. Those “different paths” will be captured by
the notion of itinerary. This subsection deals with the proof-nets similar to Figure 20. Then, in Subsection
5.2, given a potential edge pe,Qq and an itinerary I from pB,P q to pe,Qq, we will bound the number of
ÞÑs-copies t of pB,P q whose associated paths take the itinerary I from pB,P, r!ts,`q to pe,Q, r!es,´q. This
subsection is heavily involved with digging and deals with the proof-nets similar to Figure 21.
Finally, in Subsection 5.3, we will compose those two results to give a polynomial bound on stratified
proof-nets controlling dependence.
5.1 Bound on the number of itineraries
As we said, this subsection deals with the proof-nets similar to Figure 21, we will refine the ěsk relation on
potential boxes to deal only with this kind of dependence.
Let pB,P q and pB1, P 1q be potential boxes,
pB,P q ěsk pB
1, P 1q ô k “
ˇˇ
tpσipB
1q, P 1q | Dt P Sig, pσpBq, P, r!ts,`qù
˚
s pσipB
1q, P 1, r!es,´qu
ˇˇ
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We can notice that if pB,P q ěsj pB
1, P 1q and pB,P q ěsk pB
1, P 1q then j ě k.
In Section 4, we proved Lemma 22 which tells us that, if pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q ù
˚
s pe, P, r!es,´q and
pσpBq, P, r!us,`q ù
˚
s pe, P
1, r!es,´q with P
{s´1 “ P 1{s´1, then we can follow the paths from their end
and we can observe that the edges of the paths are pairwise equal. So, we crossed exactly the same ?N and
?C nodes in the two paths. Thus, we can deduce that t “ u. To be precise, we can do so only in the case
where there is no digging, but we will deal with it in the next subsection.
Now, let us suppose that pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q ÞÑ
˚
s pe, P, r!es,´q and pσpBq, P, r!us,`q ÞÑ
˚
s pe, P
1, r!es,´q with
P {s´1 “ P 1{s´1. We can follow the paths from their end and we will deduce that we are in the situation
pσpCq, R, r!vs,`q ÞÑ
˚
s pe, P, r!es,´q and pσpCq, R
1, r!vs,`q ÞÑ
˚
s pe, P
1, r!es,´q with R
{s´1 “ R1s´1. However, if
B ‰ C and the box C has more than one auxiliary door, then we do not know if the contexts pσpCq, R, r!vs,`q
and pσpCq, R1, r!vs,`q come from the same auxiliary door. So to know exactly the edges by which the paths
has gone through between pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q and pe,Q, r!es,´q we not only have to know pe,Q
{s´1q, but also
from which auxiliary door we came from for each ãÑ step. We will capture this notion of choices of auxiliary
door with the notion of itineraries.
Definition 22. Let C,C 1 be contexts of G such that C ÞÑ C 1, the itinerary between C and C 1 (written
IpC,C 1q) is the list of natural numbers ri1; i2; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; ins such that
C ù˚ pσi1pB1q, P1, r!t1s,´q
ãÑ pσpB1q, P1, r!t1s,`q ù
˚ pσi2pB2q, P2, r!t2s,´q
ãÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ù˚ pσinpBnq, Pn, r!tns,´q
ãÑ pσpBnq, Pn, r!tns,`q ù
˚ C 1
If t P Sig and pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q ÞÑ
˚ C 1 ­ÞÑ,then
IpB,P, tq refers to IppσpBq, P, r!ts,`q, C
1q.
We will also write IspB,P q for tIpB,P, tq | t P SispB,P qu and for every pe,Qs´1q P Cans´1pEGq and
pB,P q P PotpEGq we define
IsppB,P q, pe,Qs´1qq “ tIppσpBq, P, r!ts,`q, pe,Q, r!es,´qq | t P SispB,P q and Q
{s´1 “ Qs´1u
We will need more details on ěs2, so we define for any potential box pB,P q, the colonies of pB,P q
at stratum s (written ColspB,P q). The colonies of pB,P q are the first auxiliary doors that a path from
pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q can reach (with t P Sig) which belong to a box B
1 with NpBq ą NpB1q.
ColspB,P q “
$&
%pσipB1q, P 1q P Cans´1pEGq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ pB,P q “ pB0, P0q ě
s
1 pB1, P1q ě
s
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ě
s
1 pBn, Pnq
Dt P Sig, pσpBnq, Pn, !t,`qù
˚ pσipB
1q, P 1, !e,´q
NpBq “ NpB1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ NpBnq ą NpB
1q
,.
- (1)
Lemma 24. If a stratified proof net controls dependence, then for all s P N,
|IsppB,P q, pe,Qqq| ď pDG.|Cans´1pEGq|q
2.NspBq ¨ |ColspB,P q|
Proof. In fact we will prove |IsppB,P q, pe,Qqq| ď pDG.l.|Cans´1pEGq|q
NpBq ¨ |ColspB,P q| with l the max-
imum length of a ěs1 sequence beginning by potential box pB,P q. The announced result is then imme-
diate because, if we suppose there is a ěs1 path longer than |Cans´1pEGq|, then there are two contexts
C1 “ pσpB
1q, Q, r!ts,`q and C2pσpB
1q, Q1, r!t1s,`q such that C1 ÞÑ
`
s C2 and C1 „s C2 which is impossible
because of the strong acyclicity lemma.
We will prove this by induction on l, the depth of pB,P q in terms of the ěs1 relation. The relation
ěs1 may be cyclic on boxes. But it is acyclic on potential boxes (by the strong acyclicity lemma). So the
induction is well founded. Explanations of the calcultations done between each line are given at the end of
the calculation.
|IsppB,P q, pe,Qqq| ď 1`
ÿ
pB,P qěsjpB
1,P 1q
j.|IsppB
1, P 1q, pe,Qqq| (2)
|IsppB,P q, pe,Qqq| ď 1`
ÿ
pB,P qěsjpB
1,P 1q
j. pDG.pl ´ 1q.|Cans´1pEGq|q
NpB1q |ColspB
1, P 1q| (3)
|IsppB,P q, pe,Qqq| ď 1`A`B (4)
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With A and B quantities defined and bound below (the size of the expressions made it impossible to
keep both on the same line). The previous calculations may need some explanations.
The first line is given by a counting argument. Let us choose an itinerary from pB,P q to pe,Qq. Either
it has some ãÑ rule in it, jumping over a pB1, P 1q box, or it goes directly to pe,Qq. In the first case we still
have to choose an itinerary from pB1, P 1q to pe,Qq, in the second case there is only rs.
The second line of the previous calculus was obtained by induction hypothesis. The last line is obtained
by the separation of the set of potential boxes pB1, P 1q directly joined by pB,P q into two disjoint sets.
A “
ÿ
pB,P qěsjpB
1,P 1q
NpB1q“NpBq
j pDG.pl ´ 1q.|Cans´1pEGq|q
NpB1q
|ColspB
1, P 1q|
ď
ÿ
pB,P qěsjpB
1,P 1q
pσipCq,QqPColspB
1,P 1q
NpB1q“NpBq
j pDG.pl ´ 1q.|Cans´1pEGq|q
NpB1q
ď
ÿ
pB,P qěs1pB
1,P 1q
pσipCq,QqPColspB
1,P 1q
NpB1q“NpBq
pDG.pl ´ 1q.|Cans´1pEGq|q
NpB1q
if j was ą 1, NpB1q ă NpBq
ď
ÿ
pB,P qěs1pB
1,P 1q
pσipCq,QqPColspB
1,P 1q
NpB1q“NpBq
pσipCq,QqPColspB,P q
pDG.pl ´ 1q.|Cans´1pEGq|q
NpBq (5)
To obtain the inequality 5, we notice that if pσipCq, Qq P ColspB
1, P 1q, there is a sequence pB1, P 1q ě1
pB1, P1q ě
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ě1 pBn, Pnq and pσpBnq, Pn, r!ts,`qù
˚ pσipCq, Q, r!es,´q. We can extend the sequence in
the following way: pB,P q ě1 pB1, P 1q ě1 pB1, P1q ě
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ě1 pBn, Pnq. We know that NpBq “ NpB
1q, so the
condition on the nests is also respected and this sequence proves that pσipCq, Qq P ColspB,P q.
B “
ÿ
pB,P qěsjpB
1,P 1q
NpB1qăNpBq
j pDG.pl ´ 1q.|Cans´1pEGq|q
NpB1q
|ColspB
1, P 1q|
ď
ÿ
pB,P qěsjpB
1,P 1q
NpB1qăNpBq
j pDG.pl ´ 1q.|Cans´1pEGq|q
NpBq´1 |ColspB
1, P 1q|
ď
ÿ
pB,P qěsjpB
1,P 1q
NpB1qăNpBq
j pDG.pl ´ 1q.|Cans´1pEGq|q
NpBq´1
|Cans´1pEGq|
B ď
ÿ
pB,P qěsjpB
1,P 1q
pσipB
1q,P 1qPColspB,P q
pDG.pl ´ 1q.|Cans´1pEGq|q
NpBq
(6)
Now, it is possible to assemble the two inequalities. Indeed, there can be considered as sums of the same
term pDGpl´ 1q.|Cans´1pEGq|q
NpBq over disjoint sets. More precisely, we will show that the following set is
a partition of ColspB,P q:
ttpσipCq, Qq P ColspB,P q | pB,P q ě
s
1 pC,QquuY
ď
pB,P qěs1pB
1,P 1q
NpB1q“NpBq
  
pσipCq, Qq P ColspB,P q
ˇˇ
pσipCq, Qq P ColspB
1, P 1q
((
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It is enough to prove that for all pσipCq, Qq P ColspB,P q, the sequence pB,P q ě
s
1 pB1, P1q ě
s
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ě
s
1
pBn, Pnq such that pσpBnq, Pn, r!ts,`qùs pσipCq, Q, r!es,´q is unique.
Suppose pσipCq, Qq P ColspB,P q, let us consider two sequences pB,P q ě
s
1 pB1, P1q ě
s
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ě
s
1 pBn, Pnq
and pB,P q ěs1 pB
1
1, P
1
1q ě
s
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ě
s
1 pB
1
n1 , P
1
n1q such that there exists t, t
1 P Sig such that pσpBnq, Pn, r!ts,`qùs
pσipCq, Q, r!es,´q and pσpB
1
n1 q, P
1
n1 , r!t1s,`qùs pσipCq, Q, r!es,´q. Then, by Lemma 22, we have pB
1
n1 , P
1
n1q “
pBn, Pnq. We know that NspBn, Pnq “ NspB
1
n1 , P
1
n1q “ NspB,P q. So if we write σinpBnq and σi1n1
pBnq the
auxiliary doors such that, respectively, pσpBn´1q, Pn´1, r!tn´1s,`qù
˚
s pσinpBnq, Pn, r!es,´q and pσpB
1
n1´1q, P
1
n1´1, r!t1n1´1
s,`qù˚s
pσi1
n1
pBnq, Pn, r!es,´q. Then in “ i
1
n1 . So, using Lemma 22, we can show that pBn´1, Pn´1q “ pB
1
n1´1, P
1
n1´1q.
By induction, we show that for every i ď minpn, n1q, we have pBn´i, Pn´iq “ pB
1
n1´i, P
1
n1´iq. So one of
the sequence is a suffix of the other. Moreover, we know that ěs1 is acyclic, so the sequences pB,P q ě
s
1
pB1, P1q ě
s
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ě
s
1 pBn, Pnq and pB,P q ě
s
1 pB
1
1, P
1
1q ě
s
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ě
s
1 pB
1
n1 , P
1
n1q are equal.
|IsppB,P q, pe,Qqq| ď 1`
ÿ
pσipB1q,P 1qPColspB,P q
pDG.pl ´ 1q.|Cans´1pEGq|q
NpBq
(7)
|IsppB,P q, pe,Qqq| ď 1` pDG.pl ´ 1q.|Cans´1pEGq|q
NpBq
|ColspB,P q| (8)
|IsppB,P q, pe,Qqq| ď pDG.l.|Cans´1pEGq|q
NpBq
|ColspB,P q| (9)
5.2 Digging and dependence control
As we said in the previous subsection, if there are no ?N links, pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q ù
˚
s pe, P, r!es,´q and
pσpBq, P, r!us,`q ù
˚
s pe, P
1, r!es,´q with P
{s´1 “ P 1{s´1, then t “ u. To understand why the ?N links
break this properties, we can take an example in Figure 21. We have pσpCq, rs, r!nplpeq,nprpeq,eqqs,`q ù0
pe, rnprpeq, eqs, r!es,´q and pσpCq, rs, r!nplpeq,nplpeq,eqqs,`qù0 pe, rnplpeq, eqs, r!es,´q and rnplpeq, eqs
{´1 “ rnprpeq, eqs{´1 “
res. However nplpeq, nplpeq, eqq ‰ nplpeq, nprpeq, eqq. If we follow the paths backwards we see that the crucial
step is pσ1pBq, rs, r!nplpeq,eq; !nprpeq,eqs,´qø pf, rs, r!npnplpeq,eq,nprpeqqs,´q where a difference on the second trace
element (which comes from a box B of same strata than C) becomes a difference on the first trace element,
which will correspond to the copy. The paths of npnplpeq, eq, nplpeqq and npnplpeq, eq, nprpeqq may be the same,
but their simplifications are different and have different paths.
So if we choose the ÞÑ´1-potential edge pe, resq and the itinerary rs, there are as many ÞÑ0-copies of
pσpCq, rsq t going through a context of the shape pe, P, r!es,´qwith P
´1 “ res and IppσpCq, rs, r!ts,`q, pe, P, r!es,´qq “
rs as there are ÞÑ0-copies of pσpBq, rsq. Similarly, if we choose the ÞÑ´1-potential edge pf, rsq and the itinerary
rs, there are as many ÞÑ0-copies of pσpBq, rsq t going through a context of the shape pf, P, r!es,´q with
P´1 “ res and IppσpCq, rs, r!ts,`q, pf, P, r!es,´qq “ rs as there are ÞÑ0-copies of pσpAq, rsq. Let us notice that
if the number of ÞÑs-copies of pB,P q depend on the number of ÞÑs-copies of pC,Qq in this manner, then
pB,P q ěsk pC,Qq with k ě |CspC,Qq|. For example pC, rsq ě
0
2 pB, rsq and pB, rsq ě
0
1 pA, rsq.
So if we fix a ÞÑs´1 potential edge pe,Qs´1q, an itinerary I, and a ÞÑs-copy tifor every potential box
pCi, Riq containing pe,Qq such that B ě
s
2 Ci, then there are at most one ÞÑs-copy t of pB,P q such that
pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q ÞÑ
s pe,Q, res,´q, IppσpBq, P, r!ts,`q, pe,Q, res,´qq, Q
{s´1 “ Qs´1 and the exponential sig-
nature of Q corresponding to Ci is equal to ti. So we bound the number of ÞÑs-copies of a box B by
ÞÑs´1-copies of some boxes and ÞÑs-copies of boxes C such that B ě
s
2 C. If we make an induction on NpBq
inside an induction on s, we can bound the number of ÞÑs-copies of any potential box.
To prove this, we will keep finely track of the exponential signature which “come from” a box of nest
greater than n during a Ð[ path. To do this we will need some kind of pointer to refer to a precise location
in an exponential signature in a context C. This is exactly what PospCq will be. First we define the notion
of positions on a single exponential signature. An element of Posptq represents the path from the root of
the exponential signature (viewed as a tree) to the location we want to point to. A 0 means “take the left
branch (or the only branch if there is only one)”, a 1 means “take the right branch”.
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Definition 23. Let t be an exponential signature, the set of positions of t (written Posptq) is defined by
induction by:
• Pospeq “ trsu
• Posplpuqq “ Posprpuqq “ Pospppuqq “ trsu Y tr0s@p | p P Pospuqu
• Pospnpu, vqq “ trsu Y tr0s@p | p P Pospuqu Y tr1s@p | p P Pospvqu
Let p P Posptq, t|p is the exponential signature defined by induction on p by: t|rs “ t, lpuq|r0s@q “ rpuq|r0s@q “
ppuq|r0s@q “ npu, vq|r0s@q “ u|q and npu, vq|r1s@q “ v|q.
We also write Pos the set of lists of 0 and 1. Now that we can point to a precise location in an exponential
signature, we can replace the exponential signature at this place by another exponential signature.
Definition 24. If p1, . . . pn are parallel positions of t (i.e. for every 1 ď i ă j ď n, if there are no q such
that pi “ pj@q or pj “ pi@q), and f a mapping from tp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pnu to Sig, then we define f0 as the function
p ÞÑ fpr0s@pq and f1 as the function p ÞÑ fpr1s@pq. Then, we define trf s by:
• tr∅s “ t
• trtrs ÞÑ uus “ u
• lptqrf s “ lptrf0sq, rptqrf s “ rptrf0sq, pptqrf s “ pptrf0sq
• npt, uqrf s “ nptrf0s, urf1sq
Then, we define those notions on contexts. A position in a context must first explain if the location we
want to point to is in the potential (we will then set the first component to POT ) or in the trace (we will
then set the first component to TRA). Then we have to point to some exponential signature in the potential
or some trace element. We do so with an integer representing the indice of the object in the list it belongs
to. Finally we have to precise the location inside the exponential signature t we defined by the two first
components. We do so with some element of Posptq.
Definition 25 (exponential position). Let C “ pe, rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pks, rt1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; tns, pq be a context of a proof-net G.
An exponential position of C is:
• Either pPOT, i, qq with 1 ď i ď k and q P Posppiq.
• Either pTRA, i, qq with 1 ď i ď n such that ti is either of the shape ti “ !t or ti “ ?t, and q P Posptq.
The set of the exponential positions of C is writen PospCq. We define C|p as
• pe, rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pks, rt1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; tns, pq|pPOT,i,qq “ ppiq|q
• pe, rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pks, rt1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; tns, pq|pTRA,i,qq “ ptq|q (with ti “ !t or ti “ ?t)
Definition 26. If q1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qm are parallel positions of pe, rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pks, rt1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; tns, pq (i.e. for every i ‰ j,
either the two first components of qi and qj design different exponential signatures or their third components
are parallel) and f is a mapping from tq1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qmu, then we define pe, rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pks, rt1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; tns, pqrf s as the
context pe, rp1rtx ÞÑ fpPOT, 1, xqus; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pkrtx ÞÑ fpPOT, k, xquss, rt1rtx ÞÑ fpTRA, 1, xqus; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; tnrtx ÞÑ
fpTRA, n, xquss, pq.
For example, if we set C “ pe, re; nplpeq, eqs, r`r; ?rpeqs,`q, then
PospCq “ tpPOT, 1, rsq, pPOT, 2, rsq, pPOT, 2, r0sq, pPOT, 2, r0; 0sq, pPOT, 2, r1sq, pTRA, 2, rsq, pTRA, 2, r0squ
We also have C|pPOT,2,r0sq “ lpeq and CrtpTRA, 2, r0sq ÞÑ rpequs “ pe, re; nplpeq, eqs, r`r; ?rprpeqqs,`q.
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We need a last notation. Let us suppose that C “ pe, P, r!npt,uqs,´q ÞÑ pf, P, r!t; !us,´q “ C
1 (crossing a
?N link upwards) and that for every v P Sig, pf, P, r!vs,´q ÞÑ
˚ E. Then, in this subsection, we will want
to state this property without mentioning the contents of C 1 (f , P , t, u and ´). A way of saying it is: “If
we restrict the trace of C 1 to its last trace element and replace its exponential signature by v, giving us a
context D1, then D1 ÞÑ˚ E”. If we look at the context C, the equivalent property is that for every v P Sig,
pe, P, r!ppvqs,´q ÞÑ
˚ E. Making this statement without mentioning the contents of C will be troublesome.
So, to make such a statement in a general, yet concise, manner we will define an operation p q Ótp first on
signature and then on contexts such that pe, P, r!npt,uqs,´q Ó
v
pTRA,1,r2sq“ pe, P, r!ppvqs,´q. This will allow us
to simply state “@v P Sig, C ÓvpTRA,1,r2sq ÞÑs E”. In general C
t
p represents the context obtained by replacing
the exponential signature at position p by v, replacing the npt1, t2q above it by ppt2q, and (if p refers to a
trace element) delete the trace elements on the left of p.
Definition 27. Let t P Sig and p P Posptq, we define t Óp as:
• If there is a prefix q1 of q such that t|q1 is of the shape npt, uq, let us consider the longest such q
1. Then
t Óp“ ppuq.
• Else, t Óp“ t
Let e P BBpeq Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă B1, C “ pe, rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pks, rt1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; tns, pq, p “ pX, i, qq P PospCq and t P Sig, we
define C Ótp as:
• If p “ pTRA, i, qq and ti “ !u, then C Ó
t
p“ pe, rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pks, r!urq ÞÑtsÓq ; ti`1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; tns, pq
• If p “ pTRA, i, qq and ti “ ?u, then C Ó
t
p“ pe, rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pks, r!urq ÞÑtsÓq ; t
K
i`1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; t
K
n s, p
Kq
• If p “ pPOT, i, qq, then C Ótp“ pσpBiq, rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pi´1s, r!pirq ÞÑtsÓq s,`q
Now, we will prove the core lemma of this subsection. We state that if C ÞÑns pe, P, r!es,´q then we can
find the exponential signatures pi of P “ rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pBpeqs inside C in a position φpiq. And replacing pi by p
1
i
in C lead to a context pe, rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pi´1; p
1
i; pi`1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pBpeqs, r!es,´q.
Lemma 25. Let C be a context of G, e P BBpeq Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă B1, P “ rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pBpeqs P Lspeq and Ce “
pe, P, r!es,´q. If C ÞÑ
n
s Ce then there exists an injective mapping φ from t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bpequ to PospCq and a
mapping ψ which, to 1 ď i ď Bpeq associates an element of Posppiq such that:
• For every contexts C 1, P 1 “ rp11; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; p
1
Bpeqs P Lspeq with P
{s´1 “ P 1{s´1 and C 1e “ pe, P
1, r!es,´q, then
`
C 1 ÞÑns C
1
e and IpC
1, C 1eq “ IpC,Ceq
˘
ô Crtφpiq ÞÑ pp1iq|ψpiqus “ C
1
• For every 1 ď i ď Bpeq there exists a potential box pDi, Qiq such that:
– Either Dj,@t P Sig, C Ót
φpiq ÞÑ
˚
s pσjpDiq, Qi, r!ts,´q.
– Or φpiq “ p , , rsq does not correspond to a ! trace element and @t P Sig, pσpDiq, Qi, r!ts,`qù
˚
C Ót
φpiq.
Proof. We will prove the result by induction on n (the length of the path from C to Ce).
• If n “ 0, then we can consider φ : i ÞÑ pPOT, i, rsq and ψ : i ÞÑ rs.
– Let us suppose that P {s´1 “ P 1s´1, C 1 ÞÑ0s C
1
e and IpC
1, C 1eq “ IpC,Ceq. Then, by definition
of p q{s´1, @i, pi “ p
1
i. So CertpPOT, i, rsq ÞÑ p
1
ius “ C
1
e. Moreover, we know that C “ Ce and
C 1 “ C 1e. So CrtpPOT, i, rsq ÞÑ p
1
ius “ C
1. Finally φpiq “ tpPOT, i, rsqu and pp1iq|ψpiq “ pp
1
iqrs “ p
1
i
so Crtφpiq ÞÑ pp1iq|ψpiqus “ C
1.
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– Let us suppose that P {s´1 “ P 1{s´1 and Crtφpiq ÞÑ pp1iq|ψpiqus “ C
1. We defined φpiq as pPOT, i, rsq
and ψpiq “ rs so CrtpPOT, i, rsq ÞÑ p1ius “ C
1. We know that C ÞÑ0s Ce, so CertpPOT, i, rsq ÞÑ
p1ius “ C
1. Moreover, P {s´1 “ P 1{s´1 so for every Bi, pi “ p
1
i, thus CertpPOT, i, rsq ÞÑ p
1
ius “ C
1
e.
By transitivity of equality, C 1 “ C 1e so C
1 ÞÑs0 C
1
e and IpC,Ceq “ IpC
1, C 1eq “ rs.
– Let 1 ď i ď Bpeq, we set pDi, Qiq “ pσpBiq, rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pi´1sq. Let t P Sig, then C Ó
t
φpiq“
C ÓtpPOT,i,rsq“ pσpBiq, rp1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; pi´1s, r!ts,´q so pσpDiq, Qi, r!ts,`qù
0 C Ót
φpiq.
• If n ą 0, then C ÞÑs C1 ÞÑ
n
s Ce. So, the hypothesis of induction gives us mappings φ1 from t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bpequ
to PospC1q and ψ1 from t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bpequ to Pos. We will transform it into mappings φ from t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bpequ
to PospCq and ψ from t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bpequ to Pos. This transformation will depend on the ÞÑs step between
C and C1.
– For the steps which are not involved with the ! and ? exponentials (crossing a cut, ax, `, b, @, D
or § link), we set φ “ φ1 and ψ “ ψ1. All these cases being similar, we will only consider one of
them: C “ pf,Q, T,`q ÞÑs pg,Q, T.`l,`q “ C1 (crossing a ` link downwards).
∗ Let us suppose that P {s´1 “ P 1s´1, C 1 ÞÑs C
1
1 ÞÑ
n´1
s C
1
e and IpC
1, C 1eq “ IpC,Ceq. We
have IpC1, Ceq “ IpC,Ceq (because the step between C and C1 is not a ãÑ step). We also
have C1 „s C
1
1 (Lemma 22 so the step from C
1 to C 11 is not a ãÑ so IpC
1
1, C
1
eq “ IpC
1, C 1eq).
So IpC 11, C
1
eq “ IpC1, Ceq. So, by induction hypothesis, C1rtφ1piq ÞÑ pp
1
iq|ψ1piqus “ C
1
1. We
have C 11 “ pg,Q
1, T 1.`l,`q “ C1rtφpiq ÞÑ pp
1
iq|ψpiqu, so C
1 “ pf,Q1, T 1,`q “ Crtφpiq ÞÑ
pp1iq|ψpiqus “ Crtφpiq ÞÑ pp
1
iq|ψpiqus.
∗ Let us suppose that P {s´1 “ P 1{s´1 and Crtφpiq ÞÑ pp1iq|ψpiqus “ C
1. So C 1 is of the shape
C 1 “ pf,Q1, T 1,`q, let us set C 11 “ pf,Q
1, T 1.`l,`q “ C1rtφpiq ÞÑ pp
1
iq|ψpiqus. We can use the
induction hypothesis, and we get that C 11 ÞÑ
n´1
s C
1
e and IpC
1
1, C
1
eq “ IpC1, Ceq. Moreover,
C 1 ÞÑs C
1
1, IpC
1
1, C
1
eq “ IpC
1, C 1eq and IpC1, Ceq “ IpC,Ceq. So C
1 ÞÑns C
1
e and IpC
1, C 1eq “
IpC,Ceq.
∗ Let 1 ď i ď Bpeq, then we take the same pDi, Qiq as in the C1 case
· If φ1piq corresponds to a ! trace element and there exists j such that, @t P Sig, C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
ÞÑ˚s
pσjpDiq, Qi, r!ts,´q, then for any t P Sig, C Ó
t
φpiq ÞÑs C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
soC Ót
φpiq ÞÑ
˚
s pσjpDiq, Qi, r!ts,´q.
· If φ1piq corresponds to a ? trace element and there exists j such that @t P Sig, C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
ÞÑ˚s
pσjpDiq, Qi, r!ts,´q, then C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
ÞÑs C Ó
t
φpiq. Let us suppose that C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
ÞÑ0s pσjpDiq, Qi, r!ts,´q,
then either C1 is equal to pσjpDiq, Qi, T1@r!us@T2,´q with φpiq “ pTRA, |T1| ` 1, qq or
C1 is equal to pσjpDiq, Qi, T1@r?us@T2,`q with φpiq “ pTRA, |T1| ` 1, qq. The first
case is ruled out because we supposed that φpiq corresponds to a ? trace element, the
second case is ruled out because we supposed that the step between C and C1 does
not involve exponentials. So we have a contradiction, our supposition was false, so
C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
ÞÑ`s pσjpDiq, Qi, r!ts,´q. So C Ó
t
φpiq ÞÑ
˚
s pσjpDiq, Qi, r!ts,´q.
· If φ1piq corresponds to a ? trace element and @t P Sig, pσpDiq, Qi, r!ts,`qù
˚ C1 Ó
t
φpiq.
Then, for any t P Sig, C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
ù C Ót
φpiq. So pσpDiq, Qi, r!ts,`qù
˚ C Ót
φpiq.
· If φ1piq “ pPOT, , q, then C Ó
t
φptq“ C1 Ó
t
φ1ptq
. So whatever the case we were in for C1,
we are in the same case for C.
– We will now consider the steps which cross ?C, ?D, ?N , ?P or !P links. In each case, we will
only detail some part of the proofs. The parts that we do not detail are quite similar to the
non-exponential cases described above.
Let us suppose that C “ pσkpBq, Q, T.!u,´q ÞÑs pg,Q.u, T,´q “ C1, crossing an auxiliary door
upwards. We define ψ “ ψ1 and φ as a function almost equal to φ1, the only difference being that
when φ1pPOT, i, rsq corresponds to some position in u, we have to change the image to find the
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corresponding position in u in the context C.
φ : i ÞÑ
"
pTRA, |T | ` 1, qq, if φ1piq “ pPOT, |Q| ` 1, qq
φ1piq otherwise
Here the particular point is to prove that for every 1 ď i ď Bpeq either there exists j such that
@t P Sig, C Ót
φpiq ÞÑ
˚
s pσjpDiq, Qi, r!pis,´q or @t P SigpσpDiq, Qi, r!ts,´q ù
˚ C Ót
φpiq. Let us
consider some 1 ď i ď Bpeq. Then, by induction hypothesis, there exists pD1i , Q
1
i q such that either
there exists j such that @t P Sig, C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
ÞÑ˚s pσjpD
1
i q, Q
1
i , r!ts,´q or φ1piq does not correspond
to a ! trace element and @t P SigpσpD1i q, Q
1
i , r!ts,´qù
˚ C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
. We set pDi, Qiq “ pD
1
i , Q
1
i q
and make a disjunction over the case we are in,
∗ In the first case,
· If φ1piq “ pPOT, |Q|`1, qq, we know that C Ó
t
φpiq“ C Ó
t
pTRA,|T |`1,qq“ pσkpBq, Q, r!uÓtq s,´q.
So C Ót
φpiq ÞÑs pσpBq, Q, r!uÓtq s,`q “ C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
. Moreover, by hypothesis, C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
ÞÑ˚s
pσjpD
1
i q, Q
1
i , r!ts,´q. So, by transitivity, C Ó
t
φpiq ÞÑ
˚
s pσjpDiq, Qi, r!ts,´q.
· If φ1piq ‰ pPOT, |Q|`1, qq, then as in the non-exponential cases, we have either C Ó
t
φpiqù
C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
or C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
ù C Ót
φpiq which gives us the expected result.
∗ In the second case,
· If φ1pPOT, i, rsq “ pPOT, |Q|`1, qq, then @t P Sig, pσpD
1
i q, Q
1
i , r!uÓtq s,`qù
˚ pσpBq, Q, r!ts,`q.
So pDi, Qiq “ pB,Qq and q “ rs. So for any t P Sig, C Ó
t
φpiq“ C Ó
t
pTRA,|T |`1,qq“
pσkpBq, Q, r!ts,´q “ pσkpDiq, Qi, r!ts,´q. Thus, there exists some j (precisely, j “ k)
such that @t P Sig, C Ót
φpiq ÞÑ
0
s pσjpDiq, Qi, r!ts,´q.
· If φ1pPOT, i, rsq ‰ pPOT, |Q| ` 1, qq, then @t P Sig, C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
ù C Ót
φpiq, so @t P
Sig, pσpDiq, Qi, r!ts,`qù
˚ C Ót
φpiq.
– Let us suppose that C “ pg,Q.u, T,`q ÞÑs pσkpBq, Q, T.?u,`q, crossing an auxiliary door down-
wards. We set ψ “ ψ1 and
φ : i ÞÑ
"
pPOT, |Q| ` 1, qq, if φ1piq “ pTRA, |T | ` 1, qq
φ1piq otherwise
Here the important point is in the case where we have 1 ď i ď Bpeq such that φ1piq “ pTRA, |T |`
1, qq.
∗ If there exists pD1i , Q
1
i , jq ‰ pB,Q, kq such that @t P Sig, C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
ÞÑ˚s pσjpD
1
i q, Q
1
i , r!ts,´q.
Then we set pDi, Qiq “ pD
1
i , Q
1
i q. For any t P Sig, C1 Ó
t
φpiq“ pσkpBq, Q, r!uÓtq s,´q ÞÑ
`
s
pσjpDiq, Qi, r!ts,´q and pσkpBq, Q, r!uÓtq s,´q ÞÑs pσpBq, Q, r!uÓtq s,`q “ C Ó
t
φpiq. So C Ó
t
φpiq ÞÑ
˚
s
pσjpDiq, Qi, r!ts,´q.
∗ If @t P Sig, C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
ÞÑ˚ pσkpBq, Q, r!ts,´q. Then q “ rs (otherwise the proof-net would be
cyclic). We set pDi, Qiq “ pD
1
i , Q
1
i q. For any t P Sig, pσpDiq, Qi, r!ts,`q ÞÑ
0 C ÓtpPOT,|Q|`1,rsq“
C Ót
φpiq.
∗ If there exists pD1i , Q
1
i q such that @t P Sig, pσpD
1
i q, Q
1
i , r!ts,`qù
˚ C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
. Then, q “ rs.
We set pDi, Qiq “ pB,Qq. For any t P Sig, pσpDiq, Qi, r!ts,`q ù
0 pσpBq, Q, r!ts,`q “
C ÓtpPOT,|Q|`1,rsq“ C Ó
t
φpiq.
– Let us suppose that C “ pσpBq, Q, T.?u,´q ÞÑs pg,Q.u, T,´q “ C1, crossing a principal door
upwards. We define ψ “ ψ1 and φ as a function almost equal to φ1, the only difference being
that when φ1piq corresponds to some position in u, we have to change the image to find the
corresponding position in u in the context C.
φ : i ÞÑ
"
pTRA, |T | ` 1, qq, if φ1piq “ pPOT, |Q| ` 1, qq
φ1piq otherwise
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Let 1 ď i ď Bpeq, then we set pDi, Qiq “ pD
1
i , Q
1
i q. Let us notice that if φ1piq “ pPOT, |Q| ` 1, qq,
then C Ót
φpiq“ C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
.
– Let us suppose that C “ pg,Q.u, T,`q ÞÑs pσpBq, Q, T.!u,`q “ C1, crossing a principal door
downwards. We define ψ “ ψ1 and φ as a function almost equal to φ1, the only difference being
that when φ1piq corresponds to some position in u, we have to change the image to find the
corresponding position in u in the context C.
φ : pPOT, i, rsq ÞÑ
"
pPOT, |Q| ` 1, qq, if φ1piq “ pTRA, |T | ` 1, qq
φ1piq otherwise
Let 1 ď i ď Bpeq, then we set pDi, Qiq “ pD
1
i , Q
1
i q. Let us notice that if φ1piq “ pTRA, |T | ` 1, qq,
then C Ót
φpiq“ C1 Ó
t
φ1piq
.
– Let us suppose that C “ pσkpBq, Q, r!us,´q ÞÑs pσpBq, Q, r!us,´q, jumping from an auxiliary door
of a box to its principal door, then we define ψ “ ψ1 and φ “ φ1.
– Let us suppose that C “ pf,Q, T.?u,`q ÞÑs pg,Q, T.?lpuq,`q “ C1, crossing a ?C link downwards.
The only difference between ψ and ψ1 is in the case of φ1piq “ pTRA, |T | ` 1, rsq. In this case,
there are no position of C corresponding to lpuq. In this case, we will define ψpiq “ psi1piq@r0s.
Then the only difference between φ and φ1 is that when φ1pPOT, i, rsq refers to a position in t in
C1, we have to delete the first 0 so that φpPOT, i, rsq corresponds to the same position in C.
ψ :i ÞÑ
"
ψ1piq@r0s, if φ1piq “ pTRA, |T | ` 1, rsq
ψ1piq otherwise
φ :i ÞÑ
"
pTRA, |T | ` 1, qq, if φ1piq “ pTRA, |T | ` 1, r0s@qq
φ1piq otherwise
∗ Let P 1 “ rp11; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; p
1
Bpeqs P Lspeq, let C
1 and C 1e “ pe, P
1, r!es,´q be contexts such that C
1 ÞÑns
C 1e and IpC
1, C 1eq “ IpC,Ceq. Then, we define C
1
1 as the context such that C
1 ÞÑs C
1
1. By induc-
tion hypothesis, C1rtφ1piq ÞÑ pp
1
iq|ψ1piqus “ C
1
1. We want to prove that Crtφpiq ÞÑ pp
1
iq|ψpiqus “
C 1. We have Crtφpiq ÞÑ pp1iq|ψpiqus “ pf,Q, T.?u,`qrtφpiq ÞÑ pp
1
iq|ψpiqus. The only interesting
thing to prove is that if there exists i with φ1piq “ pTRA, |T |`1, q1q (so φpiq “ pTRA, |T |`1, qq
for some q) and lpuqrq1 ÞÑ pp
1
iq|ψ1piqs “ lpu
1q then urq ÞÑ pp1iq|ψpiqs “ u
1. If q1 “ rs, then
q “ rs and ψpiq “ ψ1piq.0 so urq ÞÑ pp
1
iq|ψpiqs “ pp
1
iq|ψ1piq.0 “ ppp
1
iq|ψ1piqq|r0s “ plpuqrq1 ÞÑ
pp1iq|ψ1piqsq|r0s. So if lpuqrq1 ÞÑ pp
1
iq|ψ1piqs “ lpu
1q, then urq ÞÑ pp1iq|ψpiqs “ plpu
1qq|r0s “ u
1. If
q1 ‰ rs, q1 “ 0.q and ψ1piq “ ψpiq. Let us suppose that lpuqrq1 ÞÑ pp
1
iq|ψ1piqs “ lpu
1q, then
lpurq ÞÑ pp1iq|ψ1piqsq “ lpu
1q. So urq ÞÑ pp1iq|ψpiqs “ u
1.
∗ Let P 1 “ rp11; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; p
1
Bpeqs P Lspeq, let C
1 and C 1e “ pe, P
1, r!es,´q be contexts such that
Crtφpiq ÞÑ pp1iq|ψpiqus “ C
1. Then, there is a context C 11 such that C
1 ÞÑs C
1
1. Repeating
the calculus done for the other implication and using the hypothesis, we can deduce that
C1rtφ1piq ÞÑ pp
1
iq|ψ1piqus “ C
1
1. So we can use the induction hypothesis, we get C
1
1 ÞÑ
n´1
s C
1
e
and IpC 11, C
1
eq “ IpC1, Ceq. So C
1 ÞÑns Ce and IpC
1, C 1eq “ IpC,Ceq.
– Let us suppose that C “ pg,Q, T.!lptq,´q ÞÑs pf,Q, T.!t,´q “ C1, crossing a ?C link upwards.
Then ψ “ ψ1 and the only difference between φ and φ1 is that when φ1piq refers to a position in
t in C1, we have to add a 0 on the left so that φpiq corresponds to the same position in C.
φ : i ÞÑ
"
pTRA, |T | ` 1, r0s@qq, if φ1piq “ pTRA, |T | ` 1, qq
φ1piq otherwise
– Let us suppose that C “ pf,Q, T.?u1 .?u2 ,`q ÞÑs pg,Q, T.?npu1,u2q,`q, crossing a ?N link down-
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wards. Then,
ψ :i ÞÑ
$&
%
ψ1piq@r0s, if φ1piq “ pTRA, |T | ` 1, rsq
ψ1piq@r1s, if φ1piq “ pTRA, |T | ` 2, rsq
ψ1piq otherwise
φ :pPOT, i, rsq ÞÑ
$&
%
pTRA, |T | ` 1, qq, if φ1pPOT, i, rsq “ pTRA, |T | ` 1, r0s@qq
pTRA, |T | ` 2, qq, if φ1pPOT, i, rsq “ pTRA, |T | ` 2, qq
φ1pPOT, i, rsq otherwise
The proof is quite similar to the proof done for the case of crossing a ?C link downwards.
– Let us suppose that C “ pg,Q, T.!npu1,u2q,´q ÞÑs pf,Q, T.!u1 .!u2 ,´q, crossing a ?N link upwards.
Then, we set ψ “ ψ1 and
φ : i ÞÑ
$&
%
pTRA, |T | ` 1, r0s@qq, if φ1piq “ pTRA, |T | ` 1, qq
pTRA, |T | ` 1, r1s@qq, if φ1piq “ pTRA, |T | ` 2, qq
φ1piq otherwise
– Let us suppose that C “ pf,Q, T,`q ÞÑs pg,Q, T.?e,`q “ C1, crossing a ?D link downwards.
Then, we set ψ “ ψ1 and φ “ φ1. The important point to prove is that there is no 1 ď i ď Bpeq
such that φ1piq “ pTRA, |T | ` 1, qq. If such a i existed, then either there exists j such that @t P
Sig, C1 Ó
e
pTRA,|T |`1,rsq“ pg,Q, r!erq ÞÑtss,´q ÞÑ
˚
s pσjpDiq, Qi, r!ts,´q (which is impossible because
pg,Q, r!erq ÞÑtss,´q ­ÞÑs) or @t P Sig, pσpDiq, Qi, r!ts,`qù
˚ pg,Q, r!erq ÞÑtss,´q (which is impossible
because ­ù pg,Q, r!erq ÞÑtss,´q.
When crossing a ?D link upwards, we set ψ “ ψ1 and φ “ φ1 and the proofs are the same as in
the non-exponential cases.
Theorem 5. Let pB,P q P PotpBGq and pe,Qs´1q P Cans´1pEGq, and I an itinerary. Then,
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
$&
%t P CspB,P q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ DQt, Q
{e,s´1
t “ Qs´1
pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q ÞÑ
˚
s pe,Q, r!es,´q
IppσpBq, P, r!ts,`q, pσpBq, P, r!ts,`qq “ I
,.
-
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ď max
pB1,P 1qPPotpBGq
Bě
SG
2 B
1
|CspB
1, P 1q|BpBq
Proof. To prove this, we only need to exhibit an injection from the set on the left (which we will name F in
this proof) to ÞÑs-copies of BpBq fixed potential boxes. If F is not empty, there exists t0 P Sig, n P N and
Q0 P Pot such that C “ pσpBq, P, r!t0 s,`q ÞÑ
n
s pe,Q0, r!es,´q “ Ce. Then, by Lemma 25, there exists an
injection φ : t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bpequ ÞÑ PospCq, a mapping ψ and for each 1 ď i ď Bpeq a potential box pDi, Qiq such
that:
• For every Q1 “ rq1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; qBpeqs P Lspeq with Q
1s´1 “ Qs´1, if we set C
1
e “ pe,Q
1, r!es,´q and suppose
that C 1 ÞÑns C
1
e and IpC
1, C 1eq “ I then Crtφpiq ÞÑ pq
1
iq|ψpiqus “ C
1.
• For every 1 ď i ď Bpeq and t P Sig,
– Either Dj,@t P Sig, C Ót
φpiq ÞÑ
˚ pσjpDiq, Qi, r!ts,´q.
– Or φpiq “ p , , rsq does not correspond to a ! trace element and @t P Sig, pσpDiq, Qi, r!ts,`qù
˚
C Ót
φpiq.
We set D “
"
1 ď i ď Bpeq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ Dq P Sig, φpiq “ pTRA, 1, qq|CspDi, Qiq| ě 2
*
. Then, to every t P F we associates the mapping
νt : i P D ÞÑ pqiq|ψpiq (where rq1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; qBpeqs is the potential Qt in the definition of f). To finish the proof we
have to prove that:
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1. For every i P D, t P F and Q “ rq1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qBpeqs the potential for eassociated to t, we have pqiq|ψpiq P
CspDi, Qiq
2. The mapping t ÞÑ νt is an injection
3. For every i P D, pB,P q ěs2 pDi, Qiq
Then, we will have
|F | ď |tνt | t P F u|
|F | ď |tν P SigD | @i P D, νpiq P CspDi, Qiqu
|F | ď pmax
iPD
|CspDi, Qiq|q
|D|
|F | ď p max
pB1,P 1qPPotpBGq
Bě
SG
2 B
1
|CspB
1, P 1q|qBpeq
|F | ď max
pB1,P 1qPPotpBGq
Bě
SG
2 B
1
|CspB
1, P 1q|Bpeq
Which is the lemma stated. We will successively prove the three needed statements.
1. Let i P D, t P F and Q “ rq1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qBpeqs the potential for e associated to t, let us show that
pqiq|ψpiq P CspDi, Qiq. We know that φpiq corresponds to a ! trace element. So there exists j such
that @t P Sig, C Ót
φpiq ÞÑ
˚
s pσjpDiq, Qi, r!ts,´q. In particular, C Ó
pqiq|ψpiq
φpiq ÞÑ
˚
s pσjpDiq, Qi, r!pqiq|ψpiqs,´q.
Moreover, we know that Crφpiq ÞÑ pqiq|ψpiqs “ pσpBq, P, r!us,`q with u P CspB,P q. So C Ó
pqiq|ψpiq
φpiq “
pσpBq, P, r!vs,`qwith v P SspB,P q. So C Ó
pqiq|ψpiq
φpiq is a ÞÑs-canonical context. By Lemma 3, pσjpDiq, Qi, r!pqiq|ψpiqs,´q
is ÞÑs-canonical. So, in particular pqiq|ψpiq P SspDi, Qiq. Notice that u is standard, so pqiq|ψpiq is stan-
dard, so pqiq|ψpiq P CspDi, Qiq.
2. Let us suppose that there are t, u P F such that νt “ νu. Let us prove that t “ u. Let Q “ rq1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; qBpeqs
(respectively R “ rr1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; rBpeqs) the potential such that pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q ÞÑ
n
s pe,Q, r!es,´q (respec-
tively pσpBq, P, r!us,`q ÞÑ
n
s pe,R, r!es,´q. Then, we have pσpBq, P, r!t0 s,`qrtφpiq ÞÑ pqiq|ψpiqus “
pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q so t0rtp ÞÑ pqiq|ψpiq |φpiq “ pTRA, 1, pqus “ t. Similarly t0rtp ÞÑ priq|ψpiq |φpiq “
pTRA, 1, pqus “ u. To prove that t “ u, it is enough to prove that for each 1 ď i ď Bpeq such that
φpiq “ pTRA, 1, pq, pqiq|ψpiq “ priq|ψpiq. From statement 1, we know that pqiq|ψpiq P CspDi, Qiq and
priq|ψpiq P CspDi, Qiq. If |CspDi, Qiq| ă 2, then there is only one element in the set, so pqiq|ψpiq “
priq|ψpiq. If |CspDi, Qiq| ě 2, then i P D. So νtpiq “ νupiq, more explicitly pqiq|ψpiq “ priq|ψpiq.
3. Let i P D, we will show that pB,P q ěs2 pDi, Qiq. Let pTRA, 1, pq be φpiq. Let us consider u and v two
different ÞÑs-copies of pDi, Qiq. Then t0rp ÞÑ u|ψpiqs and t0rp ÞÑ v|ψpiqs are different copies of pB,P q.
So t0rp ÞÑ u|ψpiqs Óφpiq and t0rp ÞÑ v|ψpiqs Óφpiq are simplifications of two different copies. Moreover,
pσpBq, P, t0rp ÞÑ u|ψpiqs Óφpiq,`q ÞÑ
˚
s pσjpDiq, Qi, u|ψpiq,´q and pσpBq, P, t0rp ÞÑ v|ψpiqs Óφpiq,`q ÞÑ
˚
s
pσjpDiq, Qi, v|ψpiq,´q. So pB,P q ě
s
2 pDi, Qiq.
5.3 Polynomial bound on stratified proof-nets controlling dependence
Theorem 6. The maximal reduction length of a stratified proof-net G which controls dependence, with
x “ |EG|, N “ NG ` 1, S “ SG ` 1 and B “ BG ` 1, is bounded by
x3`4p4N ¨B
2¨N ¨Sq
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Proof. Let us consider any potential box pB,P q, and any s P N, then we have
|CspB,P q| ď |Cans´1pEGq| ¨ IspB,P q ¨ max
pB1,P 1qPPotpBGq
Bě
SG
2 B
1
|CspB
1, P 1q|BG
|CspB,P q| ď |Cans´1pEGq| ¨ pDG ¨ |Cans´1pEGq|q
2¨NspBq.|Cans´1pEGq| ¨ max
pB1,P 1qPPotpBGq
Bě
SG
2 B
1
|CspB
1, P 1q|BG
|CspB,P q| ď pDG ¨ |Cans´1pEGq|q
2¨NpBq`2 ¨ max
pB1,P 1qPPotpBGq
NpB1qăNpB1q
|CspB
1, P 1q|BG
So, for any s, n P N,
max
pB,P qPPotpBGq
NpBq“n
|CspB,P q| ď pDG ¨ |Cans´1pEGq|q
2¨n`2q ¨ max
pB1,P 1qPPotpBGq
NpB1qăn
|CspB
1, P 1q|BG
max
pB,P qPPotpBGq
NpBq“n
|CspB,P q| ď pDG ¨ |Cans´1pEGq|q
p2¨n`2q¨p1`BGq
n
For any s P N,
max
pB,P qPPotpBGq
|CspB,P q| ď pDG ¨ |Cans´1pEGq|q
p2¨NG`2q¨p1`BGq
NG
max
pB,P qPPotpBGq
|CspB,P q| ď
ˆ
DG ¨ |EG|. max
pB,P qPPotpBGq
|Cs´1pB,P q|
BG
˙p2¨NG`2q¨p1`BGqNG
max
pB,P qPPotpBGq
|CspB,P q| ď
ˆ
DG ¨ |EG|. max
pB,P qPPotpBGq
|Cs´1pB,P q|
˙p2¨NG`2q¨p1`BGqNG`1
If we consider the sequence
`
maxpB,P qPPotpBGq |CspB,P q|
˘
sPN
, we have bounded it by an inequality of the
shape us`1 ď pa.usq
b and u0 ď a. In this case we have @s, us ď a
b2¨s`1 . So, if we set S “ SG`1, N “ NG`1
and B “ BG ` 1, then
max
pB,P qPPotpBGq
|CspB,P q| ď pDG ¨ |EG|q
p2¨NG`2q¨p1`BGq
pNG`1q¨p2¨s`1q
max
pB,P qPPotpBGq
|CÞÑpB,P q| ď pDG ¨ |EG|q
2N ¨B2¨N ¨S
max
pB,P qPPotpBGq
|CÞÑpB,P q| ď |EG|
4N ¨B2¨N ¨S´1
max
ePEG
|L ÞÑpeq| ď |EG|
4B¨N ¨B2¨N ¨S´1
max
ePEG
|L ÞÑpeq| ď |EG|
4N ¨B2¨N ¨S
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TG “
ÿ
ePEG
|L ÞÑpeq| `
ÿ
BPBG
¨
˝|DGpBq| ¨ ÿ
PPL ÞÑpBq
ÿ
tPC ÞÑpB,P q
|t|
˛
‚
ď |EG|.|EG|
4N ¨B2¨N ¨S ` |BG| ¨ |DGpBq| ¨ |EG|
4N ¨B2¨N ¨S |EG|
4N ¨B2¨N ¨S |EG|
4N ¨B2¨N ¨S
ď |EG|
1`4N ¨B2¨N ¨S ` |EG|
2`3p4N ¨B2¨N ¨Sq
TG ď |EG|
3`4p4N ¨B2¨N ¨Sq
The degree of the polynomial in the bound only depends on the depth, maximal stratum and maximal
nest of the proof-net. Those three parameters are bounded by the number of boxes. So a stratified proof-
net controlling dependence normalizes in a time bounded by a polynomial on the size of the proof-net, the
polynomial depending only on the number of boxes of the proof-net.
In Church encoding, binary words correspond to the type
W “ @X.!pX ⊸ Xq⊸!pX ⊸ Xq⊸ §pX ⊸ Xq
The normalized proof-nets whose only conclusion have type W have at most 1 box.
Thus, let G be a proof-net representing a function on binary words (the only conclusion of G has type
W ⊸ Y for some Y ). Let us suppose that for all normal proof-net H representing a binary word of length
n, the application of G to H is stratified and controls dependence. Then, there exists a polynomial P such
that for all normal proof-net H representing a binary word of length n, the application of G to H normalizes
in at most P pnq cut-elimination steps.
We can notice that the degree of the polynomial rises extremely fast. In fact, during the proof we used
rough bounds. Otherwise, the sheer statement of the bound would have been quite complex. We believe
that any real-world application would not use our general bounds, but would instead infer tighter bounds
by computing the exact ãÑ and ě2 relations.
6 Applications
In this section we will consider several restrictions of linear logic and prove that all their proof-nets are
stratified, and in some cases they also control dependence. Then we will deduce strong bounds on the
cut-elimination of those systems. For some systems (L3, L4 and L3a), only weak bounds were known, for
farfetched strategies of reduction. Thus, the strong bounds we prove for those systems are important steps if
one wants to transform those systems into type systems for functional languages. For other systems, strong
bounds on cut-elimination were already known and the bounds we prove are higher. We nonetheless think
it is important to include them in this paper, to show how it simple the proofs become.
6.1 Elementary bounds
6.1.1 ELL, Elementary Linear Logic
ELL (Elementary Linear Logic) is the first defined subsystem of linear logic which characterizes elementary
time (tower of exponential of fixed height). It was hinted by Girard [17] and made explicit by Danos and
Joinet [10]. The principle of ELL is to forbid dereliction and digging. Therefore, the depth of any edge is
not changed by cut elimination. We can reduce at depth 0, then at depth 1, then at depth 2,... During one
of those round, the size of the proof-net will at most be exponentiated: there are at most |G| ?C nodes at
depth i at the beginning of round i. In the “worst” case, each of these ?C nodes will double the size of the
proof net. So at the end of the round, the size of the net is inferior to 2|G|. By induction on the depth, we
have the elementary bound.
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Definition 28. ELL is the fragment of LL0 proof-nets where:
• There is neither §, ?D nor ?N link
• There is no § in the formulae labelling the edges
• All the indexes on the ground formulae are 0
The equivalent of the property “the depth is not changed by cut elimination” in context semantics is a
property of conservation of some quantity (representing the depth of a context) through the ÞÑ relation.
Lemma 26. [8] If G is a ELL proof net and pe, P, T, pq ÞÑ˚G pf,Q, U, qq, then Bpeq` |T |t!,?u “ Bpfq` |U |t!,?u
Proof. The only transitions which break this property are crossing ?D or ?N . There can be no such transi-
tions in a ELL proof net
Lemma 27. If G is a ELL proof net and B ։ B1 then BpBq ą BpB1q
Proof. IfB ։ B1, there exists P, P 1 P Pot, T 1 P Tra and s P Sig such that pσpBq, P, r!ss,`q։ pσpB
1q, P 1, T 1,´q.
According to lemma 26, BpσpBqq ` 1 “ BpσpB1qq ` |T 1|! ` |T
1|?.
The initial ! in the trace can not disappear along the path, so |T 1|t!u ě 1. Moreover, by lemma 4,
pσpB1q, P 1, T 1,´q has an underlying formula, so the rightmost trace element of T 1 is a ?t trace element, so
|T 1|t?u ě 1. So,
pBpBq ´ 1q ` 1 ě
`
BpB1q ´ 1
˘
` 1` 1
BpBq ą BpB1q
Theorem 7. Let G be an ELL proof-net, the length of its longest path of reduction is bounded by 2
3.|EG|
3.BG`1
Proof. Let B be a box of G, a ELL proof net. Then the depth of B in terms of ։ is finite and inferior or
equal to BpBq. Indeed, let us suppose that B ։ B1 ։ ¨ ¨ ¨։ Bn, then BpBq ą BpB1q ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą BpBnq “ 0. So
n ď BpBq. So G is stratified, with SpBq ď BpBq for every box B.
Theorem 4 immediately give us the stated theorem.
This bound is not new. Dal Lago already proved a strong bound using context semantics [8]. Amadio
and Madet also proved a strong bound for a modal λ-calculus inspired by ELL [25], this proof could easily
be adapted to ELL itself. Both proofs use tighter bounds than us. However, none of them explicit the
bound. The normalization sequences are proved to have length inferior to PBpGqp|EG|q with Pi being defined
by induction on i.
Notice that the strata only depends on the depth of the proof-net. So the height of the exponential
tower depends only on the depth and maximal level of the proof-net. Moreover, the depth of a normalized
proof-net representing a church numeral or a binary word are both bound by 1. So, if G is a proof-net whose
only pending edge has type !WLL ⊸ A (with WLL “ @α.!pα ⊸ αq ⊸ !pα ⊸ αq ⊸ !pα ⊸ αq the type for
binary words), for all normalized proof-net H of type !WLL, the maximum number of steps to eliminate the
cut in the application of G to H is bounded by 2
3|EG|`3|EH |
3BG`1
.
6.1.2 L3, Linear Logic by Levels
L3 (Linear Logic by Levels) is a system introduced by Baillot and Mazza [2] which generalizes ELL. L3 is
defined as the fragment of linear logic containing exactly the proof-nets for which we can label each edge e
with an integer lpeq verifying the rules of figure 24.
Let G be a L3 proof-net, we define lG as maxtlpeq | e P EGu. There has been a weak elementary bound
proved for L3 proof-nets in [2] for a particular strategy, but no strong bound.
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Figure 24: Relations between levels of neighbour edges.
Baillot and Mazza noticed that the level of a box is not changed by cut-elimination [2]. This property
also has an equivalent in the context semantics presentation: lemma 28. Notice that the conservation of the
quantity is only true for the ù relation, not the ÞÑ relation. This is why we used the ù relation in the
definition of stratification. This makes the reasonings on L3 more complex and partly explains why it was
difficult to prove a strong bound for L3.
Lemma 28. If G is a L3 proof-net and pe, P, T, pqù˚G pf,Q, U, qq, then
lpeq ` |T |t!,?,§u “ lpfq ` |U |t!,?,§u
Proof. We can examine each ù rule. It is straightforward to see that none of those rules break the
property. Notice that the ãÑ would break the property because the level on two doors of the same box can
be different.
Lemma 29. If G is a L3 proof-net and B ։ B1 then lpσpBqq ą lpσpB1qq
Proof. IfB ։ B1, there exists P, P 1 P Pot, T 1 P Tra and t P Sig such that pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q։ pσpB
1q, P 1, T 1,´q.
According to lemma 28, lpσpBqq ` 1 “ lpσpB1qq ` |T 1|! ` |T
1|?.
The initial ! in the trace can not disappear along the path, so |T 1|t!u ě 1. Moreover, the underlying
formula of pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q is well-defined, so the underlying formula of pσpB
1q, P 1, T 1,´q is well-defined
(Lemma 5). The rightmost trace element of T 1 is a ?u trace element, so |T
1|t?u ě 1. So,
lpσpBqq ` 1 ě lpσpB1qq ` 1` 1
lpσpBqq ą lpσpB1qq
Theorem 8. Let G be an L3 proof-net, the length of its longest path of reduction is bounded by 2
3.|EG|
3.lG`1
Proof. Let B be a box of G, a ELL proof net. Then the depth of B in terms of ։ is finite and inferior or
equal to lpBq. Indeed, let us suppose that B ։ B1 ։ ¨ ¨ ¨ ։ Bn, then lpBq ą lpB1q ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą lpBnq “ 0. So
n ď lpBq. So G is stratified, with SpBq ď lpBq for every box B.
Theorem 4 immediately give us the stated theorem.
This bound is the first strong elementary bound for L3. Nonetheless, we can compare it to the weak
bound proved by Baillot and Mazza. Their bound was tighter. Indeed, they prove that their strategy reaches
a normal form in at most plG ` 1q ¨ 2
|EG|
2¨lG
steps. So their exponential tower has height 2 ¨ lG while ours has
height 3 ¨ lG ` 1. We do not think that the strategy used by Baillot and Mazza is particularly efficient. So,
we believe that the gap between our two bounds is partly due to the fact that their proof is specialized for
L3 and mostly due to the rough bounds we used.
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6.2 Polynomial bounds
6.2.1 LLL: ELL restricted to one auxiliary door boxes
LLL [17] is a milestone in the implicit complexity field. Though BLL [18] was the first subsystem of linear
logic characterizing polynomial time, BLL was not totally implicit because it was based on polynomials
indexing the formulae. So LLL is the first totally implicit characterization of polynomial time based on
linear logic. In order to obtain polynomial time soundness, Girard restricts linear logic in multiple ways: ?N
and ?D are forbidden (so LLL is a subsystem of ELL) and we allow at most one auxiliary door by box.
This system may be the most studied system among the linear logic based systems in implicit computa-
tional complexity. Therefore, there are already several proofs of the strong polynomial bound it entails. One
of those is already done in the context semantics framework [8]. So, as in the ELL case, the following result
is not new. We include it, as an introduction to the next examples which will be slightly more complex.
Lemma 30. Let G be a proof-net without digging, where all boxes have at most one auxiliary door. Then,
@B,C P BG, B ěk C ñ k ď 1
Proof. As a first step, we will prove the following property: @pC,Qq P PotpBGq,
ř
pB,P qěkpC,Qq
k ď 1. Sup-
pose there are two potential boxes pB1, P1q and pB2, P2q such that pB1, P1q ěk1 pC,Qq and pB2, P2q ěk2
pC,Qq. BoxC has only one auxiliary door (by definition of LLL) so, pσpB1q, P1, r!t1s,`qù
˚ pσ1pCq, Q, r!es,´q
and pσpB2q, P2, r!t2s,`qù
˚ pσ1pCq, Q, r!es,´q. However,ù is bideterministic and ­ù pσpBiq, Pi, r!tis,`q
so pB1, P1q “ pB2, P2q. To prove that k is always ď 1, we use the same argument.
Then to prove the lemma, we suppose that there exists two sequels: pB,P q ěk1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ěk1n pBn, Pnq ě pC,Qq
and pB,P q ěk11 ¨ ¨ ¨ ě
1
k1
n1
pB1n1 , P
1
n1q ě pC,Qq. Using the injection lemma (lemma 22), we can prove by
induction on i that pBn´i, Pn´iq “ pB
1
n1´i, P
1
n1´iq and k
1
n1´i “ kn´i “ 1. This proves that the sum in the
definition of B ě C has at most one term and this term is 1.
Theorem 9. Let G be a LLL proof-net, x “ |EG| B “ BG ` 1. The lenght of the longest path of reduction
of G is bounded by
x3`4p4pBG`1q
2`2¨BGq
Proof. LLL is included in ELL so, G is stratified and SG ď BG (Theorem 7). Moreover, from Lemma 30,
LLL controls dependence and NG “ 0. So, Theorem 6 gives us the expected bound.
The polynomial only depends on the depth of the proof net. The depth of cut-free binary words (in the
church encoding) is bounded by 1, so for any proof-net G of LLL representing a function on binary words,
there exists a polynomial p such that the number of steps to reduce G applied to H (H being a cut-free
proof-net representing a word of size n) is inferior to ppnq.
6.2.2 L4: L3 restricted to one auxiliary door boxes
Similarly to LLL which is obtained from ELL by forbidding boxes with more than one auxiliary door,
Baillot and Mazza restricted L3 to capture polynomial time. However, forbidding boxes with more than one
auxiliary door was not enough to ensure Ptime soundness so they also forbid the digging. L4 is defined as
the fragment of L3 containing exactly the proof-nets for without digging and such that all the ! boxes have
at most one auxiliary door.
We define lG as maxtlpeq | e P EGu. There has been a weak polynomial bound proved for L
4 proof-nets
in [2] for a particular strategy, but no strong bound2. This is problematic for the goal of designing a type
system for λ-calculus based in L4, because it is unclear wether the particular strategy on proof-nets of [2]
could be converted into a β-reduction strategy. Therefore we want to prove a strong polynomial bound.
2In fact, a proof of a strong bound is claimed in [29], but it contains flaws which do not seem to be easily patchable (more
details in appendix B).
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Theorem 10. Let G be a L4 proof-net, the maximal reduction length of G, with x “ |EG|, is bounded by
x3`4p4pBG`1q
2`2¨SGq
Proof. From Theorem 8, we get that G is stratified with SG ď lG. From Lemma 30, we get that G controls
dependence with NG “ 0. So, we can use Theorem 6 to get the expected result.
6.2.3 MS, extending the “one auxiliary door” condition
In [27], Roversi and Vercelli define MS, a framework of subsystems of ELL. First, for any M P N, they
define a set of formulae FMMS defined as FLL where we index ! and ? modalities by integers in t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mu.
Then, they pay special attention to the contraction and promotion schemes of Figure 4. They name
Yqpn,mq the scheme allowing a contraction link with ?qA as a conclusion, ?nA as a left premise and ?mA
as a right premise. They name Pqpm1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mkq the scheme allowing a box with conclusions ?m1A1, ?m2A2,
. . . , ?mkAk, !qC.
A subsystem of MS is a set of contraction and promotion schemes instances. It represents the set
of proof-nets which can be build using only those instances of contraction and promotion. For example
tY6p1, 2qu represents a very restricted system with no box and with contraction allowed only with premises
?1A and ?2A and conclusion ?6pAq. We can get ELL with the following MS subsystem (compared to ELL
this system has indices on ! and ? modalities but do not use them):tPqpm1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mkq | k, q,m1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mk P
Nu Y tYqpn,mq | q, n,m P Nu.
In [28], they prove that the subsystems containing (up to permutation of indices):
• All the rules Yqpm,nq for every q ă m,n
• All the rules Yqpq, nq for every q ă n
• All the rules Pqpm1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mkq for every m1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mk ă q
• All the rules Pqpq,m1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mkq for every m1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mk ă q
• Either Yqpq, qq or Pqpm1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mkq for every m1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mk ď q
are PTIME sound. The “or” in the last line is exclusive. Those systemes are named the PTIME-maximal
MS systems (because they are the maximal PTIME sound subsystems of MS verifying some other condi-
tions).
For the following lemma, let us observe that we could extend the notion of underlying formula to the
MS proof-nets. Contrary to the indices on ground formulae which are deleted in the underlying formula, we
will keep the indices on the ? and !. Then, Theorem 3 becomes:
Lemma 31. Let C and D be contexts of a proof-net G of a PTIME-maximal MS system. If C ÞÑ D and
βpCq “ !mA then βpDq “ !nB with m ď n
Theorem 11. Let G be a proof-net of a PTIME-maximal MS system. The maximal reduction length of
G, with x “ |EG| and m the maximal index on ! and ? modalities in G, is bounded by
x3`4p4pm`1q¨pBG`1q
2¨pm`1q¨pBG`1qq
6.2.4 L3a, merging the ideas of L3 and MS
The system L3a relies on the idea of relaxing the “one auxiliary door” condition [12]on L4. It is defined as
the subset of L3 where : there is no digging and the level of the auxiliary doors of a box are greater or equal
to the level of the principal door (with a maximum of one auxiliary door at the same level than the principal
door).
Lemma 32. Let G be a L3a proof-net then G control dependence and for every B P BG, NpBq ď lpBq
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Figure 25: Rules of the η relation
Proof. We will prove that if B ěs2 C, then lpBq ą lpCq. The lemma will follow by induction.
Let us suppose that B ěs2 C, then there exists P P L ÞÑpBq, Q P L ÞÑpCq and two sequences of ě
s:
pB,P q ěs pB0, P0q ě
s ¨ ¨ ¨ ěs pBn, Pnq ě
s pC,Qq and pB,P q ě pB10, P
1
0q ě
s ¨ ¨ ¨ ěs pBn1 , Pn1q ě
s pC,Qq. Let
i “ maxtj P N | @k ď j, pBn´k, Pn´kq “ pB
1
n1´k, P
1
n1´kqu, then either lpBn´k´1q ą lpBn´kq or lpBn1´k´1q ą
lpBn1´kq. The level of boxes is decreasing or stable during the remaining of the sequence, so lpBq ą lpCq.
Theorem 12. Let G be a L3a proof-net, with x “ |EG|, then the length of the longest reduction path is
inferior to:
x
3`4
´
4pSG`1q¨pBG`1q
2¨pSG`1q
2
¯
7 Strong polynomial bound for L40
When Baillot and Mazza created L4, they noticed that § commuted with every other connective (for
example @X,@Y, §pX b Y q⊸ p§X b §Y q and @X,@Y, p§X b §Y q⊸ §pX bY q are provable in L4. Therefore,
it was a pity to differentiate proof-nets which had not any computationnal difference. They created L40 which
can be considered as a modification of L4 where all the § connectives of the formulae are pushed down to
the ground formulae and where all the § links of the proof-nets are pushed up to the axioms.
Definition 29. L40 is the subset of LL0 proof-nets where there is no § (neither as connectives in the formulae
nor as links in the proof-nets), where all boxes have at most one auxiliary door and where we can label each
edge with a level according to the rules of figure 24.
The commuting diagram of figure 26 is used in [2] to prove that L40 captures Ptime in some sense. In the
following, we will use it to prove a strong polynomial bound for L40. Basically, it shows that a calculus in
L40 can be simulated in η-expansed L
4
0 and that a calculus in η-expansed L
4
0 is the same that a calculus in
L4. The rules of η-expansion can be seen in figure 25. The strong polynomial bound for L40 results from the
following inequality:
TG0 ď TG1 ď TG ď polyp|G|q ď polyp|G0|q (10)
The polynomial will only depend of the depth, the maximum level of G0, and the size and depth of its
formulae. Thus, when a L40 proof-net is applied to binary words in normal form, the length of the reduction
is bounded by a fixed polynomial on the size of the argument word.
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LL
L4
L40
G0
G
G1p.q1
η˚
NF
n0
NF
n
η
0
NF
n1
p.q0
η*
Figure 26: The computations of η-expansed L4 and η-expansed L40 are quite related.
The diagram of figure 26 uses several functions p q0, p q1, p q
´ on proof-nets and a relation Ñη on proof-
nets, which we will define below. p q0 and p q1 were first defined in [2] (along with the definition of L
4
0).
As in the original paper, we will first define p q0 and p q1 on formulae: We set X0 “ X , pX
Kq0 “ X
K,
p§Aq0 “ 1.pA0q and p q0 commutes with all the other connectives. Similarly, pi.Xq1 “ §
iX , pi.XKq1 “ §
iXK
and p q1 commutes with all the other connectives. We can notice that p q0 ˝ p q1 is the identity on L
4
0 while
p q1 ˝ p q0 is not the identity on L
4 because it pushes all the § to the axioms. Now, we will define p q0 and
p q1 on proof-nets.
G0 is the proof-net obtained from G in the following way. For every edge e we replace the label βpeq by
pβpeqq0 and we delete all § link.
G1 is the proof-net obtained from G by:
• First, η-expansing each axiom link
• Then, replace the axiom of conclusions labelled by p.XK and q.X (with p ą q) by the axiom of
conclusions e, labelled by XK and f , labelled by X . Finally we add p links labelled by § on edge e and
q links labelled by § on edge f .
Lemma 33. If G is a L4 proof-net, G0 is a L
4
0 proof-net. If G is a L
4
0 proof-net, G1 is a L
4 proof-net.
We will prove the inequalities of 10 one by one. Here are the ideas of the proof. The proofs will be
detailed in the following subsections.
• TG0 ď TG1: the η-expansion increases locally the net, leaving the rest unchanged. TG is a sum over
edges. η-expansion will leave most terms unchanged (LG0peq “ LG1peq) and add some terms in the
sum.
• TG1 ď TG: G1 is exactly G without some § nodes. The reasoning is similar as above.
• TG ď polyp|G|q: it is given by Theorem 10
• polyp|G|q ď polyp|G0|q: G is just G0 η-expansed with § made explicit. We show that those operations
do not increase the size of the net too much. The exact statement takes into account the level of G0,
its depth and the maximum size of its formula.
7.1 η-expansion increases T : TG0 ď TG1
Lemma 34. Let G0 be a proof net. Suppose G0 Ñη G1, then TG0 ď TG1.
Proof. We will define a copymorphism pEG0 , E
1
G0
, φ, ψq from G0 to G1. Were E
1
G0
represent the edges of G1
which have a canonical corresponding edge in EG0 (the edges which are not dashed in figure 25). φ represents
the canonical correspondence, and ψ is empty. We need to prove that this 4-uple is a copymorphism. All
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conclusions of ?D and ?W links of G1 are in E
1
G0
, as are the pending edges of G1. So the only difficult point
to prove is that the paths between canonical contexts are kept intact by φ. We have to prove that whenever
C “ pe, P, T,´q ÞÑG0 pf, P, T,`q “ D (with e and f the two conclusions of the η-expansed axiom and C
canonical) then pφpeq, P, T,´q ÞÑ˚G1 pφpfq, P, T,`q.
If C is canonical, then βpe, P, T,´q is well-defined. We will make a disjunction over the size of T :
• If it has length 1, then T “!s. So, βpeq “?A for some formula A (otherwise, βpe, P, T,´q would be
undefined). The η-expansion creates a box, and pφpeq, P, T,´q ãÑ pφpfq, P, T,`q.
• Else, let’s suppose the left-most trace element of T is `l (the other cases are similar), then βpeq “
Al bAr (otherwise βpe, P, T,´q would be undefined). So pe, P, T,´q ÞÑ
3
G1
pf, P, T,`q.
As proved in the subsection 3.6, TG1 ´ TG0 “
`
T 1G1 ´ T
1
G0
˘
`
`
T 2G1 ´ T
2
G0
˘
with
T 1G0 ´ T
1
G1
“
ÿ
ePEG0XDφ
PPLG0peq
1´ |tt{φpe, P, tq “ p , , equ| `
ÿ
ePEG0XDφ
|LG0peq| ´
ÿ
fPEG1XD
1
φ
|LG0peq|
T 1G0 ´ T
1
G1
“
ÿ
ePEG0XDφ
PPLG0peq
1´ 1`
ÿ
eP∅
|LG0peq| ´
ÿ
fPEG1XD
1
φ
|LG0peq|
T 1G0 ´ T
1
G1
“ ´
ÿ
fPEG1XD
1
φ
|LG0peq|
T 1G0 ´ T
1
G1
ă 0
and
T 2G0 ´ T
2
G1
“ 2
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚
˝
ÿ
ePPG0XDφ
PPLG0peq
sPSiG0 pe,P q
pf,Q,tq“φpe,P,sq
DG0peq.|s| ´DG1pfq.|t| `
ÿ
ePPG0XDφ
PPLG0peq
sPSiG0 pe,P q
DG0peq.|s|
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
T 2G0 ´ T
2
G1
“ 2
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚
˝
ÿ
ePPG0
PPLG0peq
sPSiG0 pe,P q
pf,Q,tq“φpe,P,sq
DG0peq.|s| ´DG0peq.|s| `
ÿ
eP∅
PPLG0peq
sPSiG0 pe,P q
DG0peq.|s|
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
T 2G0 ´ T
2
G1
“ 0
So we have, as expected, TG0 ď TG1
Lemma 35. If G1 “ pGq0, then TG1 ď TG
Proof. The proof is quite similar to the proof of lemma 34, but easier. We consider the canonical mapping
from G1 to G and show that this is a copymorphism. The main point being the conservation of paths. And
this conservation is shown using the βp , , , q function on contexts.
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7.2 G is not much bigger than G0
For purposes of concision, we will define for any proof-net G, maxF pGq “ maxePEG |βpeq| and maxP pGq “
maxpmax ePEG1
βG1 peq“Crp.Xs
p,max ePEG1
βG1peq“Crp.X
Ks
pq.
Lemma 36. If G0 Ñ
˚
η G1, then:
• |EG1 | ď |EG0 | ` 3 ˚ |EG0 | ˚maxF pG0q
• lpG1q ď lpGq ` |G| ˚maxF pG0q
• BG1q ď BpGq ` |G| ˚maxF pG0q
• maxF pG1q “ maxF pG0q
Proof. We first prove the following properties:
• If G0 Ñη G1, then |EG1 | `
3
2
˚ ΣαG1plq“ax|βG1pl, q| ď |EG0 | `
3
2
˚ ΣαG0plq“ax|βG0peq|
• If G0 Ñη G1, then lpG1q ` ΣαG1 plq“ax
|βG1pl, q|
2
ď lpG0q ` ΣαG0 plq“ax
|βG0pl, q|
2
• If G0 Ñη G1, then BG1q ` ΣαG1plq“ax
|βG1 pl, q|
2
ď BG0q ` ΣαG0 plq“ax
|βG0pl, q|
2
• If G0 Ñη G1, then maxF pG1q “ maxF pG0q
The expected results are then obtained because each η-expansion step decreases by at least 1, the quantity
ΣαG1 plq“ax|βG1pl, q|.
Lemma 37. If pGq0 “ G1, then:
• |EG| ď |EG1 | ` |EG1 |.maxP pG1q
• lpGq ď lpG1q `maxP pG1q
• BG ď BG1q `maxP pG1q
• maxF pGq ď maxF pG1q.maxP pG1q
Proof. It is enough to notice that, along a directed path (from an axiom l to a cut or pending edge) of G the
number of § link is exactly the index p which is assigned to the variables of l1 (the link of G1 corresponding
to l)
Theorem 13. Let G be a L40 proof net, any reduction of G terminates in at most pBG,lpGq,fpGqp|G|q steps,
with pa,b,c being a fixed polynomial for any a, b, c P N
3 and fpGq “ maxFPEG BpF q
Proof. For matters of readability, we will write B for BG, l for lpGq, f for maxFPEG |F |and d for maxFPEG BpF q.
Adding 0 or 1 to those symbols designate the corresponding notions for G0 or G1.
TG0 ď TG1(lemma 34)
ď TG(lemma 35)
ď pB.|EG|q
pB.p6.l`11qql`1
(theorem ??)
ď pl1.B1.|EG1 |q
pB.p6.l1`f1`11qq
l1`f1`1
ď ppl0 ` f0q.pB0 ` f0q.p1 ` 3.f0q.|EG0 |q
pB.p6.l0`7.f0`11qq
l0`2.f0`1
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A Definition of Residues
First, we will define positions of a term. A position of t indicates a node in the syntactic tree of t. It will be
useful to manage occurrences of subterms.
Let t be a λ-term, the positions of t is a set of lists of integers defined recursively by:
• If t “ x, then Posptq “ trsu
• If t “ puqv, then Posptq “ trsu Y tp.0 | p P Pospuqu Y tp.1 | p P Pospvqu
• If t “ λx.u, then Posptq “ trsu Y tp.0 | p P Pospuqu
If p P Posptq, the subterm of t at position p, denoted t|p is defined inductively on p by:
• If p “ rs, then t|p “ t
• If p “ q.0 and t “ λx.u then t|p “ u|q
• If p “ q.0 and t “ puqv then t|p “ u|q
• If p “ q.1 and t “ puqv then t|p “ v|q
Then, during a β-reduction step pλx.tqu Ñβ tru{xs, we want to know the positions of tru{xs at which u
has been copied. These correspond to the positions of t where x appear free. Thus, we need to define what
“the positions of t where x appears free” means.
If x P FV ptq and x does not appear bound in t (we can use α-conversion to be in this case), we define
the positions of x in t as the set:
postpxq “ tp P Posptq | t|p “ xu
Finally, we have all the tools to define the residue of a subterm through a β-reduction step. If p P Posptq
and tÑβ t
1 then we define the residues of p in t1 by induction on p
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!P
B
`
ax
!P ?P
cut
?C
?C?C
?W?W?W?W
!P
`
ax
cut
!P
B
`
ax
?C
?C?C
?W?W?W?W
cut
!P
`
ax
Figure 27: The proof-net G reduces to H , but TG ă TH
• If p “ rs, then Rt,t1prsq “ rs
• If p “ q.0 and t “ λx.u then t1 “ λx.u1 with uÑβ u
1 and Rt,t1ppq “ tr.0 | r P Ru,u1pqqu
• If t “ puqv, p “ q.0 and t1 “ puqv1 with v Ñβ v
1 then Rt,t1ppq “ p.
• If t “ puqv, p “ q.1 and t1 “ pu1qv with uÑβ u
1 then Rt,t1ppq “ p.
• If t “ puqv, p “ q.1 and t1 “ puqv1 with v Ñβ v
1 then Rt,t1ppq “ tr.1 | r P Rv,v1pqqu.
• If t “ puqv, p “ q.0 and t1 “ pu1qv with uÑβ u
1 then Rt,t1ppq “ tr.0 | r P Ru,u1pqqu.
• If t “ pλx.uqv, p “ q.0 and t1 “ urv{xs then Rt,t1ppq “ p
• If t “ pλx.uqv, p “ q.1 and t1 “ urv{xs then Rt,t1ppq “ tq@r | r P posupxqu
B Discussion on previous work on L4 strong bound
In Section 8.2.2 of [29], Vercelli claims a proof of strong polynomial bounds for some subsystems ofMS:. L4
is one of these systems. However, the proof of the strong bound contains some flaws. Indeed, the ÞÑ relation
used in this section has no rule to leave a box by its principal door. Moreover, the weight TG used differs
from the weight used by Dal Lago [9] and us. In the following, TG designs the weight defined by Vercelli
and we will show that the lemma 8.2.15 - which corresponds to the “Dal Lago’s weight theorem” - is false.
Indeed, in Figure 27, G Ñcut H but TG “ 0 ` 2 ` 2 ` 10 “ 14: 0 for box B door because no maximal
CS-path begin by σpBq, 2 for both boxes at depth 0, 1 for each node which is neither an axiom nor a door.
And TH “ 2.4.2` 2 ` 2 ` 10 “ 22: 2.4.2 for B door because each of the 4 B copies has length 2, 2 for the
box at depth 0, 1 for each node which is neither an axiom nor a door. So TG ă TH .
If we want the lemma 8.2.15 to hold, we could allow the contexts to leave boxes by their principal door
(as in our ÞÑ relation). Then there would be a problem in the way the ?D is handled. Indeed, crossing a
?D node upwards adds a signature on the potential without entering a box. Thus, the lemma 8.2.15 would
still fail, as shown on Figure 28: pσpBq, rlpeq; es, r!ts,`qù pa, rlpeqs, r!t; !es,`q ù pb, rlpeqs, r!t; !es,´q ù
pc, rlpeq; es, r!ts,´qù
2 pd, rlpeqs, r!t; !es,`qù pe, rlpeqs, r!t; !es,´q ­ù.
If we fix this problem by taking our ÞÑ relation, then lemma 8.2.17 would fail. Indeed, crossing a ?D node
changes the number of exponential stack element in the stack without changing the length of the potential.
If we fixed it by replacing the length of the potential by the level of the edge in the enunciation of lemma
8.2.17 then the lemma would fail on the ãÑ steps because the doors of a same box may have different levels.
So the correct form of the lemma is:
If G is a L4 proof-net and pe, P, T, pqù˚G pf,Q, U, qq, then
lpeq ` |T |t!,?,§u “ lpfq ` |U |t!,?,§u
This is exactly our lemma 28. However, proving that this weaker lemma is enough is far from trivial.
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Figure 28: The path beginning by pσpBq, rlpeq; es, r!ts,`q can not cross the contraction
C Notations
C.1 Subscripts and superscripts
• A{LL, with A a LL0 formula, designs the formula A where the indices on the atomic formulae and the
§ connectives are deleted. It is defined in page 7.
• A{L4 , with A a LL0 formula, designs the formula A where the indices on the atomic formulae are
deleted. It is defined in page 7.
• A{L40 , with A a LL0 formula, designs the formula A where the § connectives are deleted. It is defined
in page 7.
• acb is equal to c if b “ 0, otherwise it is defined as a
acb´1 . It is defined in page 9.
• bK, with b a polarity designs the other polarity (`K “ ´ and ´K “ `). It is defined in page 12.
• tK with t a trace element is defined by `l
K “ bl, `r
K “ br, bl
K “ `l, br
K “ `r, @
K “ D, DK “ @,
§K “ §, !t
K “ ?t and ?t
K “ !t. It is defined in page 12.
• AK, with A a formula designs the dual formula pXqK “ XK, pXKqK and the connectives are changed
by their duals. It is defined in page 7.
• t|p, with t an exponential signature and p a position of t refers to the sub-exponential signature pointed
by p. It is defined in page 56.
• C|p, with C a context and p a position of C refers to the exponential signature pointed by p. It is
defined in page 56.
• C Ótp, with C a context, t P Sig and p P PospCq, represents the context obtained by replacing in C the
exponential signature at position p by t, replacing the npt1, t2q above it by ppt2q (if it exists), and (if
p refers to a trace element) delete the trace elements on the left of p. It is defined in page 57.
C.2 Arrows
• ù: local relation on contexts. It is defined in page 12.
• ãÑ: relation on contexts which makes a “jump” between an auxiliary door and a principal door of a
box. It is defined in page 12.
• ÞÑ: relation on contexts, it is the union ofù and hookrightarrow. It is defined in page 12.
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• ։ is a relation defined on the boxes of a proof-net. B ։ B1 if there exists a path beginning by the
principal door of B (with trace r!ts) and entering B
1 by its principal door.
C.3 Orders
• Ď: cf. the definition of “simplification”.
• Ă: t Ă t1 if t1 is a simplification of t1 (t Ď t1) and t ‰ t1. It is defined in page 14.
• Ť: relation on PotpBGq ˆ Sig. pB,P, tq Ť pB
1, P 1, t1q intuitively means “In the normal forms of G,
the reduct of B corresponding to the copy t of its potential P is strictly included in the reduct of B1
corresponding to the copy t1 of its potential P 1. It is defined in page 14.
• ď is a relation on exponential signatures: intuitively t ď u if t is “shorter” than “u”. It is defined in
page 15.
• ěsk, cf. the definition of “k-joins”.
• ěsk, let pB,P q and pB
1, P 1q be potential boxes, pB,P q ěsk pB
1, P 1q iff there are k auxiliary doors of
pB1, P 1q reachable from contexts of the shape pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q. It is defined in page 52.
• Ÿ, cf. the definition of “tree truncation”.
• đ, cf. the definition of “subtree”.
C.4 Others
• q.A, with q P N and A a formula stands for the formula A where we add q to all indices on atomic
formulae. It is defined in page 7.
• l.x, with l a list, is the list obtained by adding the element x on the right of l. It is defined in page 9.
• Bp q, cf. the definition of “depth”.
• l1@l2 is equal to the concatenation of the lists l1 and l2. It is defined in page 9.
• X , whenever X is a set is the cardinal of X (its number of elements). It may be infinite. It is defined
in page 9.
• |ra1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; aks| is equal to k, the number of elements of the list. It is defined in page 9.
• |ra1; ¨ ¨ ¨ ; aks|X is the number of indices i such that ai is in X . It is defined in page 9.
• fpAq, with f is a mapping and A a subset of the domain of f , refers to the set of images of elements
of A by f . It is defined in page 9.
• pB,P qñI,pe,Qq pB
1, P 1q: intuitively means that there exists a copy of pB,P q whose itinerary is I and
arrive at context pσpeq, Q, r!es,´q.
• BG, whenever G is a proof-net, stands for the maximal depth of an edge of G. It is defined in page 8.
• Arθs, is the formula obtained by applying the substitution θ to the formula A. It is defined in page 9.
• Crf s, with C a context and f a mapping from positions of t to Sig. Then Crf s refers to the context
obtained from C by replacing the exponential signature at position p by fppq (if p is in the domain of
f). It is defined in page 56.
• trf s, with t an exponential signature and f a mapping from positions of t to Sig. Then trf s refers to
the exponential signature obtained from t by replacing the sub-exponential signature at position p by
fppq (if p is in the domain of f). It is defined in page 56.
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C.5 Letters
• CG, cf. the definition of “context”.
• CÑpB,P q, cf. the definition of “Ñ-copy”.
• CspB,P q, cf. the definition of “Ñ-copy”.
• Cspx, P q, with s an integer, is a (more readable) synonym for CÞÑspx, P q. It is defined in page 45.
• DGpBq, where B is a box of G refers to the the doors of B. It is defined in page 8.
• DG is defined as the maximal number of doors of boxes in B. It is defined in page 8.
• EG, where G is a proof-net, designs the set of edges of G. It is defined in Definition 1 in page 7.
• FG, cf. the definition of “final contexts”.
• FLL: designs the formulae of linear logic. It is defined in page 6.
• FLL0: designs the formulae of the system LL0. It corresponds to the formulae of linear logic extended
with indices on atomic formulae and the § modality. It is defined in page 7.
• IpC,C 1q, IsppB,P q, pe,Qqq: cf. the definition of itineraries. It is defined in page 53.
• LÑpBq, cf. the definition of “Ñ-canonical potential”.
• Lspxq, with s an integer, is a (more readable) synonym for L ÞÑspxq. It is defined in page 45.
• NspBq, with s P N and B a box, cf. the definition of “nest”.
• NpBq is defined as NSGpBq, cf. the definition of “nest”. It is defined in page 52.
• NG is the maximum nest of boxes: NG “ maxBPBG NpBq. It is defined in page 52.
• SiÑpB,P q, cf. the definition of “Ñ-copy”.
• SpBq, with B a box, cf. the definition of “strata of a box”.
• SpCq, with C a context, cf. the definition of “strata of a context”.
• SG, with G a proof-net, cf. the definition of “stratified proof-net”.
• TG, where G is a proof-net is a weight associated to this proof-net. This weight decreases along cut-
eslimination. It is defined as TG “
ř
ePEG
|L ÞÑpeq| ` 2.
ř
BPBG
´
DGpBq
ř
PPL ÞÑpBq
ř
tPS ÞÑpB,P q
|t|
¯
. It
is defined in Definition 6 in page 17.
C.6 Greek letters
• αplq, where l is a link of a proof-net, refers to the label of l (ax, cut, `, b, D, @, !P , ?P , ?C, ?W , ?D
or ?N). It is defined in Definition 1 in page 7.
• βpeq, where e is an edge of a proof-net, refers to the formula labelling e. It is defined in Definition 1 in
page 7.
• βtupA, e, P, T, T
1, pq, where A is a formula, pe, P q a potential edge, T and T 1 traces and p a polarity,
is the set of underlying formulae of pA, e, P, T, T 1, pq. Its unique purpose is to be used to define the
underlying formulae of a context. It is defined in page 22.
• βtupCq, where C is a context, cf. the definition of the underlying formulae of a context.
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• βpCq, where C is a context, cf. the definition of the underlying formula of a context.
• βpCq, where C is a context, cf. the definition of the underlying formula of a context.
• ρGpeq is the deepest box of G containing e. It is defined in page 8.
• σpBq, where B is a box, is the edge going out of the principal door of B. It is defined in page 8.
• σipBq, where B is a box, is the edge going out of the i-th auxiliary door of B. It is defined in page 8.
C.7 Words
• acyclic: A proof net is said acyclic if there is no ÞÑ-copy context pe, P, r!ts, pq, pe,Qq P Potpeq and
u P Sig such that pe, P, r!ts, pq ÞÑ
˚ pe,Q, r!us, pq. It is defined in page 17.
• auxiliary doors: The auxiliary doors of box B are the links, labelled by ?P on the bottom side of a
box. It is defined in page 8.
• box: set of links of a proof-net. The boxes are usually by rectangles. It is defined in page 8.
• Canpxq is a shortcut for Can ÞÑpxq
• Canspxq is a shortcut for Can ÞÑspxq
• CanÑpxq, with x an edge or a box, is defined as the set tpx, P q |P P LÑpxqu. It is defined in Definition
4 in page 16.
• Ñ-canonical box: A potential box pB,P q is called a canonical edge if P P CÑpB,P q. It is defined in
page 16.
• Ñ-canonical context. Intuitively, a context C is Ñ-canonical if there exists some pB,P q P CanÑpBGq
and t P SspB,P q such that pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q Ñ
˚ C. It is defined in Definition 5 in page 16.
• Ñ-canonical edge: A potential edge pe, P q is called a canonical edge if P P CÑpe, P q. It is defined in
page 16.
• Ñ-canonical potential. Let Ñ be a cut simulation, and e an edge such as e P BBpeq Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă B1,
then a canonical potential for e is a potential P whose length is Bpeq and such as the i-th exponential
signatures of P is a copy for Bi. The set of Ñcanonical potentials of e is written LÑpeq, LÑpBq refers
to LÑpσpBq. It is defined in Definition 4 in page 16.
• ColspB,P q, cf. the definition of colonies.
• colony: Let pB,P q be a potential box. The colonies of pB,P q at stratum s are the first auxiliary
doors that a ÞÑs-path from pσpBq, P, r!ts,`q can reach (with t P Sig) which belong to a box B
1 with
NpBq ą NpB1q. The set of colonies of pB,P q at stratum s is written ColspB,P q. ColpB,P q refers to
ColSGpB,P q. It is defined in page 53.
• concl: cf. the definition of “conclusion”.
• conclusion: the conclusions of the link l refers to the outgoing edges of l. The set of conclusions of l is
written conclplq. It is defined in page 8
• context: A context of G is an element pe, P, T, pq with e an edge of G, P a potential, T a trace and p
a polarity. The set of contexts is written CG. It is defined in page 12.
• controls dependence: A principal door stratified proof net G controls dependence if ě
SpGq
2 is irreflexive.
It is defined in page 52.
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• Ñ-copy: aÑ-copy of a potential box pB,P q corresponds to duplicates of the box B, restricting the cut-
elimination according to the cut simulationÑ and knowing in which duplicates of the box including B
we are. The set ofÑ-copy of potential box pB,P q is written CÑpB,P q. We also have special notations
for specific cut simulations: CspB,P q refers to CÞÑspB,P q. The simplification of Ñ-copies of pB,P q
is written SÑpB,P q. It is defined in Definition 3 in page 16. More intuitions can be found in the
beginning of Subsection 3.3.
• Ñ-copy context: informally, a context is a Ñ-copy context if the path beginning by it can not be
extended by extending the exponential signature of its first trace element, and taking a shorter ex-
ponential signature for this first trace element will shorten the path. It is defined in page 16. More
intuitions can be found in the beginning of Subsection 3.3.
• copymorphism: Let G and H be two proof-nets, a copymorphism from G to H is a tuple pDφ, D
1
φ, φ, ψq
with Dφ Ď EG, D
1
φ Ď EH , φ : PotpDφq ˆ Sig ÞÑ PotpD
1
φq ˆ Sig and ψ : CG ÞÑ CG. These objects are
required to satisfy many more properties. A copymorphism is meant to explicit the relations between
a proof-net and its reduct by the ÞÑ relation. It is defined in Definition 8 in page 18.
• cut-elimination: relation on proof-nets defined of figures 5, 6 and 7.
• cut-simulation: relation on contexts defined to simulate cut-elimination. ÞÑ simulates the full cut-
elimination. ù and ÞÑs are other examples of cut simulations. It is defined in page 16.
• cyclic: A proof net is said cyclic if there is a ÞÑ-copy context pe, P, r!ts, pq, pe,Qq P Potpeq and u P Sig
such that pe, P, r!ts, pq ÞÑ
˚ pe,Q, r!us, pq. It is defined in page 17.
• depth: The depth of an x, if the relation is not precised, is its depth in terms of box inclusion. The
depth of x, written Bpxq designs the number of boxes containing x. Formally, it only makes sense if x
is a link. We extend it to edges and boxes. BpBq is the number of boxes in which B is strictly included.
Bpeq refers to the depth of the tail of e. It is defined in page 8.
• eigen variables: the eigenvariables of a proof-net are the variables which are replaced in a @ link. It is
defined in page 8.
• exponential signature: objects used to represent sequences of choices during a path. They are defined
by Sig “ e | lpSigq | rpSigq | ppSigq | npSig, Sigq. It is defined in page 11.
• final context: contexts which may correspond to the end of paths of copies. It is defined in Definition
7 in page 18.
• head: The head of the edge pl,mq of a proof-net refers to l. So, the head of an edge is a link. It is
defined in page 8.
• itinerary: Let C and C 1 be two contexts. The itinerary between C and C 1 is the list of the indices
of the auxiliary doors on which there is ãÑ steps in the ÞÑ-path from C to C 1. It is denoted IpC,C 1q.
We also write IsppB,P q, pe,Qqq for the set of itineraries of the shape IppσpBq, P, r!ts,`q, pe,Q, r!es,´qq
with t P SispB,P q. It is defined in page 53.
• k-joins: For any k, s P N, we first define a relation ěsk on potential boxes by: pB,P q ě
s
k pB
1, P 1q (we
say that pB,P q k-joins pB1, P 1q) iff at least k duplicates of pB,P q join pB1, P 1q (while firing only cuts at
level ď s). Then, we define a relation ěsk on boxes by: B ě
s
k B
1 (B k-joins B1) iff at least k duplicates
of B join B1 (while firing only cuts at level ď s). It is defined in page 52.
• nest: Let B be a box of a stratified proof-net G which controls dependence. Let s P N, the nest of B
at stratum s (denoted NspBq) is the depth of B in terms of the ě
s
2 relation. NpBq refers to NSGpBq.
It is defined in page 52.
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• parallel position: Let p and q be positions. p and q are parallel iff there are no r such that p “ q@r or
q “ p@r. It is defined in page 56.
• pending edges: the pending edges of a proof-net are its edges which have no conclusions. By convention,
we write that their conclusions are ‚. It is defined in page 8.
• Pol: cf. the definition of “polarity”.
• polarity: either ` or ´. The set t`,´u is written Pol. It is defined in page 12.
• Posptq, with t an exponential signature: cf. the definition of “position”.
• PospCq, with C a context: cf. the definition of “position”.
• Position: Let t be an exponential signature. If we consider it as a tree, the positions of t (denoted
Posptq) refers to the node of the tree. It is defined in page 56.Let C be a context. The positions of C
(denoted PospCq) refers to the positions of the exponential signatures of C (in the potential of C and
in the trace of C). It is defined in page 56.
• positive weights: a proof-net G has positive weights if for all potential boxes pB,P q P PotpBGq,
CÞÑpGq ą 0. It is defined in page 17.
• Pot: cf. the definition of “potential”.
• Potpxq: cf. the definition of “potential box”, “potential edge” or “potential link” depending on the
nature of x.
• potential: list of exponential signatures. The set of potentials is written Pot. It is defined in page 11.
• potential box: couple pB,P q with B a box and |P | “ BpBq. PotpBq refers to the potential boxes which
have B as a first component. It is defined in page 11.
• potential edge: couple pe, P q with e an edge and |P | “ Bpeq. Potpeq refers to the potential edges which
have e as a first component. It is defined in page 11.
• potential link: couple pl, P q with l a link and |P | “ Bplq. Potplq refers to the potential boxes which
have l as a first component. It is defined in page 11.
• premise: the premises of the link l refers to the incoming edges of l. It is defined in page 8.
• principal door: The principal door of box B is the link, labelled by !P on the bottom side of a box. It
is defined in page 8.
• proof-net: A proof-net is a graph-like structure representation of a proof. It is defined in Definition 1
in page 7.
• quasi-standard: an exponential signature t is said quasi-standard if for every subtree npt1, t2q of t, the
exponential signature t2 is standard. It is defined in page 13.
• Sig: cf. the definition of “exponential signatures”.
• simplification: We say that t1 is a simplification of t (written t Ď t1) if we can transform t into t1 by
transforming some of the subtrees npt1, t2q of t into ppt2q. It is defined in page 14.
• skeleton: The skeleton of a trace is the trace where we drop the exponential signatures on !t and ?t
trace elements. It is defined in page 25.
• spindle: A spindle is a couple of boxes pB,Cq such that the principal doors of two copies of B are cut
with auxiliary doors of C. It is defined in page 49.
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• standard: an exponential signature is said standard if it does not contain the constructor p. It is
defined in page 13.
• strata of a box: the strata of a box B, written SpBq, is its depth in terms of ։. It is defined in page
40.
• strata of a context: Let C be a context such that pσpBq, P, r!ts,`qù
˚ C, the stratum of C (written
SpCq) is the stratum of box B. It is defined in page 40.
• stratified proof-net: a proof-net G is stratified if the relation ։ defined on its boxes is acyclic. The
strata of G refers to the maximum strata of its boxes: SG “ maxBPBGpBq. It is defined in page 40.
• substitution tree: A tree with internal nodes labelled by substitutions on a single variable and leafs
labelled by the void function. It is defined in page 21.
• subtree: Let T and U be trees, we say that T is a subtree of U (denoted T đ U) if T corresponds to a
branch of U : it contains exactly a node of U and all its descendents. It is defined in page 9.
• tail: The tail of the edge pl,mq of a proof-net refers to m. So, the tail of an edge is a link. It is defined
in page 8.
• Tra: cf. the definition of “trace”.
• trace: A trace is a non-empty list of trace element. The set of traces is written Tra. It is defined in
page 12.
• trace element: A trace element is one of the following: `l, `r, bl, br, @, D, §, !t and ?t (with t an
exponential signature). The set of trace elements is written TrEl. It is defined in page 11.
• TrEl: cf. the definition of “trace element”.
• truncation: Let T and U be trees. We say that T is a truncation of U (denoted T Ÿ U) if T can be
obtained from U by cutting some branches of U . It is defined in page 21.
• underlying formulae of a context: Let C be a context, the underlying formulae of C, written βtupCq
represents the formula of the potential edge it “comes from” and its possible evolutions along the
cut-elimination of the proof-net. It is defined in Definition 10 in page 23.
• underlying formula of a context: Let C be a context of the proof-net G, e the edge C “comes from”
and e1 the reduct of e in the normal form of G. The underlying formula of C, written βpCq, intuitively
is the formula indexing βpe1q. It is defined in page 38.
• ztree: Let pe, P q be a potential edge of G, then the complete substitution of pe, P q, written ztreepe, P q
is a substitution tree meant to represent the substitutions of eigenvariables that will occur on this edge
during the cut normalization of G. It is defined in page 21.
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